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The "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by INQA  
was created as a common standard and published by  
The "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland" initiative, 

 
an independent network  
operating under the auspices of "Initiative Neue Qualität  
der Arbeit" (INQA). The brochure enables small and medium-sized enterprises  
to analyse their management potential  
and use it. The brochure covers  
all main topics related to operational management,  
corporate culture, and  
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Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit is  
a joint initiative which brings together the federal government, federal states,  
employers' associations and chambers, trade unions,  
the Federal Employment Agency, enterprises,  
social security institutions and foundations. The aim is  
to boost the quality work, which is the key to innovation  
and competitiveness in Germany.  
The initiative was launched in 2002 and offers  
inspiring ideas from practice as well as  
comprehensive consultancy, information,  
opportunity to exchange experiences,  
and a support programme for projects related to  
employment policy. 

 

The Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland initiative  
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by creating  
modern standards and practical tools. It also offers  
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developed in particular for middle sized enterprises. Currently  
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craft chambers, trade unions, professional business organisations,  
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"Guter Mittelstand" 
company control sheet by 
INQA 

 
 
 

 

>> What is the purpose of this 
brochure? 

 
The INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet helps 

you to identify the potential for improvement in your 

company. This brochure supports you in actively dealing with 

the requirements of Work 4.0 (Industry 4.0, Service 4.0) and 

demographic changes. The brochure allows you to tap into 

the challenges of rapidly changing sales and labour markets 

to gain competitive advantage. The brochure features a 

summary of the experiences of successful companies as well 

as results of research. 

 
 

The brochure helps you primarily to motivate 

employees and create a sense of belonging. It is 

a key success factor given the shortage of 

qualified employees and an ageing population. 

 
The brochure promotes what has always made 

SMEs strong players: culture of trust and 

appreciation as a condition for commitment, 

creation of ideas and innovation. 

 
A successful and healthy organisation is not a matter 

of chance or short-term speculation. Good SMEs 

care about the quality of their products and services 

and the satisfaction of both customers and 

employees. The brochure will help you to achieve 

this and focus on the most important issues. 

 
 

 

>> How to use this 
brochure? 

 
The brochure comprises eleven thematic modules. It 

can be used like a toolbox. You can select individual 

modules or cover all of them from start to finish or in 

any order (it takes about 30 to 60 minutes). Once you 

have finished, you will know how you are doing in 

particular areas and where there are opportunities to 

improve your business. Further development within 

the scope of individual topics (for example "My 

actions") depends on the number of checkpoints 

where you see a need for action. 

 
With the Quick Start chapter "Where to 

start?" (p. 7) you will quickly identify which of 

the eleven topics requires special action.  
 
 

 

www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
 

The "Guter Mittelstand" company control  
sheet by INQA is also available  
as an online tool featuring many  
additional interactive possibilities,  
as well as in the form  
of an application. 

 

>> Who is this brochure for? 
 

The brochure will help in particular small companies  
to quickly check crucial aspects  
of good planning and organisation  
of work. Suggestions and ideas put forward  
in the brochure are also dedicated  
to larger companies. Furthermore, the brochure is suitable as  
an introductory manual for SME advisors.  
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>> What makes this 
brochure special? 

 

The "Guter Mittelstand – Erfolg ist kein Zufall" 

(Successful SMEs. Success is not a matter of 

chance) brochure presents the standard for good 

employee-oriented business management that the 

partners have jointly subscribed to. It addresses all 

relevant subjects that are important within the 

"Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit" initiative and 

presents them in a practical manner for SMEs to 

benefit. This brochure is therefore a very important 

tool for the "Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit" 

initiative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The driving force behind the development of this 

brochure were primarily BC GmbH Forschungs- und 

Beratungsgesellschaft, Institut für 

Mittelstandsforschung (IfM) Bonn (Institute for SME 

Research), Institut für Technik der Betriebsführung 

(itb) im Deutschen Handwerksinstitut e. V. (Institute 

for Technique of Business Management at the 

German Skilled Crafts Institute), RKW Rationalisie-

rungs- und Innovationszentrum der Deutschen 

Wirtschaft e. V. (Rationalization and Innovation 

Center for the German Economy) and the Trade 

Association of Raw Materials and Chemical Industry 

(BG RCI). The brochure was adopted by all partners 

during a plenary session of the "Offensive Mittelstand 

– Gut für Deutschland" initiative as a common 

standard applicable in practice and a self-

assessment tool for small businesses. 

 
This brochure can also be used as an 

introduction to the part on organisation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Notes  
 
The term SME is used to refer to all companies, 

from micro-businesses to larger family 

businesses, where the owner or a member of the 

owner's family manages their business (see 

Institut für Mittelstandsforschung Bonn, 2006, 

www.ifm-bonn.de). 

 
The eleven modules of company 

control comprise an overall process 

taking place in each company; all 

elements are interconnected within 

the system. Therefore, it is not 

always possible to separate the 

elements and clearly assign specific 

content to particular topics. 
 
The eleven topics are based on the value 

creation process. All topics on integrated 

management have been included. 
 
In this brochure an effort was made to 

use concepts that are understandable to 

all SMEs. If, for example, 'management' 

is referred to in the context of a micro-

business, this means an employee in 

charge of a designated area of 

responsibility other than the owner (for 

example, journeyman, deputy). 
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How to use this 
brochure? 

 
 

> Stage 1 

Cover the eleven topics in the brochure and determine the need  

for action for the checkpoints (pages 8 to 29).  

The brochure can be covered in its entirety. According to our  

experience it takes between 60 minutes and 1.5 hours.  

You can also select individual topics to start with.  

 

> Stage 2 

 

Then, determine the specific actions you want to implement  

in your company. Write them down in the action plan (on the back cover). 

Go through all the checkpoints where you marked 

urgent action needed (red) or action needed (yellow).  

 

The ten most important control points in the action plan should then be  

introduced (column 1) and the activities appropriate for your company 

should be identified (column 2). You will find examples of actions in  

relevant checkpoints. 

 

Then establish the priorities for action 

(column 3) (e.g. priority 1 = start immediately; priority 

2 = start soon, priority 3 = start in a month). 

 

Then designate the persons responsible for implementing  

the actions (column 4), set the date of commencement 

(column 5) and the control of the implementation 

(column 6). 

It is also possible to specify multiple measures for one  

control point. 

 

> 3. Filling in the self-declaration 
The self-assessment is complete after 

>  covering all the eleven topics and all control points, 

>  recording, describing and prioritising all activities in the  

   action plan and 

>  designating the person in charge, the timing of implementation and its control.  

Then proceed to filling in the self-declaration on page 32. 

 

The declaration is a document confirming the fact that you have carried out  

a thorough review of how you manage your company's staff based on 

the INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure. 

The declaration can be pinned to a bulletin board in your own company. 

 

However, you must document completion of the INQA "Guter Mittelstand"  

company control sheet and actions taken to prove the correctness of the declaration  

(e.g. in banks, insurance companies, labour protection authorities) in case of questions. 
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"Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by 
INQA and INQA toolkit 

 
The "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by INQA is a part of INQA toolkit comprising practical 

standards and instruments for self-assessment. In addition to the INQA company control sheet used for 

analysis of good practices in integrated management, each thematic area is covered in a separate 

INQA brochure. Moreover, other tools for self-assessment are available on other specific topics. 
 

Special features of the tools: 
 

> They were developed as a common practical standard and a self-assessment tool for all partners 

associated under the Offensive Mittelstand initiative and other partners active in a given thematic 

area. 
 

> They follow a uniform classification and methodology (based on the process of value creation, 

continuous improvement, description of good practices/state of the work sciences, each topic 

described on two pages, in print and online). 
 

> They constitute a template for systematic assessment and an accessible introduction to the relevant topic 

(also an introduction to certified systems, such as the INQA, QM, AMS, ÖKO audit, and quality mark awarded by 

competent authorities). 
 

> Specification of further practical assistance from INQA network partners. 
 

The INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet and brochures on specific topics were developed 

by the "Offensive Mittelstand" initiative under the auspices of the Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit 

(INQA). The use of all tools is free of charge. 

 

 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" Thematic 
brochures: company control sheet 

Creating and 
preserving 

(integrated management)  

  

 
 
 

 

General 

management 

 

INQA brochure  INQA brochure  INQA brochure  INQA brochure  
Human 

Resource  Diversity  Health  

Knowledge 
and Main 

Management      Skills 
thematic 
areas 

  (soon)      
        

 
 
"Success through innovation" business potential analysis   

Further 

GDA-ORGAcheck brochure – occupational safety methods 

 

 

additional 
topics 

"Vocational education" business potential analysis  
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Quick start: Where to start? 
 
 

 

 11 company control topics by INQA Need for action 
Topic to 
consider 

 

The Quick Start module will help you determine which of the eleven control areas in the 
INQA company control sheet require action. You should start working on these topics 
immediately.  as soon 

 

In addition, the brochure comes with a handbook which describes how to work with the 
brochure and gives an overview of the eleven topics. This should help you to implement 
specific actions.  

as 
possible 

         

  

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed 
  

      

 

>>1. Strategy 
 

We know where we have the best market opportunities and where we are better than our 

competitors. We have clear ideas about how to organize and plan our work within the company in 

order to take advantage of our opportunities. 

>>2. Liquidity 
 

We constantly control and monitor incoming and outgoing payments, as well as 

liquidity, so that sound financial management is possible at all times. 
 

 

 

>>3. Risk assessment 
 

We systematically record the level of risk in our company and assess it (for example, risks in 

the areas of finance, customers, production/services, IT, labour and environment protection, 
health, staff). 

 
>>4. Management 

 
We assign clear tasks, empower employees and support them in achieving 

results (motivation) in a targeted manner. 
 

>>5. Market and customer 
 

By providing customer service and creating good rapport with customers, we know 

what their needs are and which of our strengths are particularly useful for a particular 

customer. We want society to perceive us as attractive. 
 

>>6. Organisation 
 

We can say that our company is organized in such a way that every employee knows 

what to do, when to do it and whether the resources are used optimally. 
 

>>7. Corporate culture 
 
 

Our employees identify themselves with our company, our products and services. We 

have a good atmosphere at work and our employees enjoy coming to work every day. 
 

>>8. Staff 
 

Each of our employees has a clear perspective of working in our company, which has 

been agreed with them. We create the right conditions for them to enjoy efficient and 

safe work. 
 

 
 

>>9. Production process and efficiency 
 

In order to develop our products and implement our services, we have defined our 

processes in a clear way so as not to waste resources (cost-effectiveness, efficiency, 

quality, safety, environment). We constantly monitor and improve effective process 

implementation. 

>>10. Purchases 
 

We follow criteria for the purchase of equipment, materials and services that enable 

economic and trouble-free processes (examples of criteria: quality, safety, 

environmental protection, social standards). 
 

>>11. Innovation 
 

We look for new trends, we use new information and communication technologies, and in 

particular we use all our employees' knowledge to create new products and services and to 

improve processes in the company. 
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1 Strategy 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We know where we have the best 

market opportunities and in what 

areas we are or want to be better 

than our competitors (external 

strategy). We have a clear idea of 

how to organize and plan our work 

in the company in order to take 

advantage of our opportunities 

(internal strategy). 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 1.1 Competitiveness (external strategy) 
 

We establish and implement clear and realistic goals for our company which translate 

into maintaining competitiveness in the future. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Discovering needs and expectations of our (potential) customers  
>> Deciding which customers are important in the short, medium and long term  
>> Monitoring social trends and changes  
>> Strengths in comparison to our competitors (special products/services, skills, 

customer service, "cultural assets"), key skills  
>> Economic situation and operational efficiency  
>> Potential, skills and qualifications of our employees  
>> New work processes, technologies, materials, digital processes  
>> Lawfulness/legality of the product 

 
Establishing targets in writing, for example in:  
>> corporate principles, corporate policy, in the Guter Mittelstand Der Businessplan, 

Produkt-/Leistungspolitik, Kennzahlen brochure (Successful SMEs: business plan, 

product/performance policy, key parameters) 
 

>> 1.2 Internal corporate goals (internal strategy) 
 

We describe the goals and processes applied in the company and the way we work with each other  
and we organise work so as to implement the strategy externally (internal strategy to 

implement external strategy). 
 

The goals include, among others:  
>> Customer-oriented approach  
>> Continuous improvement  
>> Quality awareness  
>> Conscious work  
>> Timeliness of work  
>> Work carried out in a safe, healthy and environmentally friendly manner; few errors and faults  
>> Mutual respect and assistance; operation and work in an employee- and team-oriented manner  
>> Taking into account flexible working time requirements  
>> Information and communication strategy, process digitisation 

 
The above are described for example in:  
>> management principles, agreements, company visions, management systems  

(QM, AMS, ÖKO audit) 
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     Strategy 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 1.3 Information on company goals 
 

We discuss our goals and the manner of achieving them with our management and employees. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Interviews with employees  
>> Establishing goals  
>> Staff meetings  
>> Company agreements  
>> Company information/news bulletins 

 

>> 1.4 Workforce planning 
 

We have specific ideas on how we can meet our current and future need for skilled staff 

to implement our strategy. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Identifying demand taking into account demographic changes  
>> Considering age structure in the company (survey if necessary)  
>> Supporting qualified staff and creating a sense of belonging through attractive initiatives  
>> Acknowledging the diversity of employees (age, gender, cultural background)  
>> Purposeful implementation of recruitment procedures  
>> Provision of training/apprenticeship opportunities  
>> Offering training and further education  
>> Flexible forms of work (such as crowdworking / making sure agreements with employees are fair) 

 
➔ Use the "Vocational education" business potential analysis 

 

>> 1.5 Region 
 

We are committed to our region and support employees in their voluntary work. We take Corporate Social 

Responsibility seriously. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Sponsoring events/clubs  

>> Cash or in-kind donations for social purposes  
>> Environmental protection measures  
>> Participation in local political life  
>> Involvement in the activities of chambers, guilds and associations  

>> Involvement in schools, kindergartens, social institutions, parishes, fire brigades, 

refugee camps, etc.  
>> Business environment (perceiving companies in the region not only as competitors, but as 

potential partners for cooperation)  
>> Activities aimed at professional development (e.g. internships, tutoring for students) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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2 Liquidity 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We control and monitor incoming 

and outgoing payments, as well as 

the availability of capital, so that 

sound financial management is 

possible at all times. We strive to 

achieve a sufficient rate of return 

while ensuring liquidity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 2.1 Financial and profitability planning and control 
 

We plan our business success and draw up a financial plan taking into account 

expected sales, costs (liquidity, profitability) and required production capacity. We 

carry out regular comparisons of targets and current performance based on our 

business analyses and intermediate/final calculations of our orders and assess risks. 
 

Practical suggestions on financial planning and comparisons of targets and current results:  
>> Order planning, order portfolio  
>> Planning staff production capacity and production costs  

>> Budget planning for overheads, products/services, investment planning  
>> Marketing plan and budget  

>> Use of goods/materials/employees and external services  
>> Calculating and setting default values/price limits  
>> Intermediate/final calculation and recording calculations and data on surcharges  
>> Evaluation of ongoing and completed projects 

 
➔ Use the Offensive Mittelstand "Guter Mittelstand: der Businessplan" tool 

(Successful SMEs: a business plan) and/or an Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) system (for capital, personnel, working equipment, materials, IT). 

 

>> 2.2 Liquidity planning and control 
 

We developed a process for planning and controlling liquidity. In addition to the direct financial risk, we 

also consider other internal and external risks. We use monthly financial analyses 

(betriebswirtschaftlichen Auswertungen, BWA). Securing liquidity is "a matter for the boss". 
 

The basis for planning and control is:  
>> Short-term (e.g. within a month) upcoming payments (including tax charges and advance 

payments/overdue payments, insurance premiums and fees)  
>> Incoming payments expected in the same period  
>> Bank accounts and cash in hand  
>> (Secured!) availability of short-term credits and working capital  
>> Provisions for special payments (such as bonuses, claims, repayments and interest) 

 
Examples of internal risks:  
>> Advances on orders  
>> Deductions under (statutory) warranty  
>> Failure to invoice timely, additional costs are not recorded and accounted for  
>> Disturbances due to improper preparation / organisation of work and work equipment and materials 
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     Liquidity 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

 
>> Inefficient scheduling of employees, lack of qualifications, absence from work, staff turnover  
>> Problems arising from insufficient product/service quality  
>> Insufficient cooperation with suppliers  
>> Loss of information and profitability due to insufficient use of digital technologies 

 
Examples of external risks:  
>> Complaints about services and products  
>> Market changes (e.g. fluctuations and decreases in the number of orders)  
>> Amended terms of sale/new competitors  
>> Worse company image among customers, employer image  
>> Legislative changes, official requirements  
>> Third party attacks (such as sabotage, viruses/hackers), disasters (fire, floods, storms) 

 
In any case, annual liquidity planning is recommended. 

 

>> 2.3 Payment arrangements 
 

We define payment methods to prevent temporary insolvencies or at least to avoid consequences 

that can be anticipated in advance and controlled. 
 

For example:  
>> Contractually agreed payment terms with all business partners (customers, suppliers, 

subcontractors, banks)  
>> Agreeing on a binding payment schedule, including advance payments/partial payments  
>> Using discounts in a controlled manner 

 

>> 2.4 Securing claims 

 

 
 

We do not start performing an order without the order being placed in writing. We 

determine the scope of the order on the basis of which we verify the 

creditworthiness of the customer and, if necessary, we require appropriate 

guarantee. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Creating a claim recovery system with clear rules in case of payment default or partial payment of 

an invoice  
>> Information on customers from credit agencies (e.g. Bürgel/Creditreform/Euler-Hermes/SCHUFA)  
>> Checking the register of debtors in the district court  
>> Contractual agreement on extended retention of ownership  
>> Purchase of factoring services (i.e. selling claims), bad debt insurance, credit insurance 

 

>> 2.5 Banking situation 
 

At all times we have sufficient credit lines in our banks, both in terms of the amount of available 

funds and the associated conditions. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Current account transfers and withdrawals from the current account do not exceed 80%  

of our credit lines in the next three months.  
>> The remaining term of each of our agreed credit lines is at least six months.  
>> We regularly discuss positive rating and interest rate adjustments with our Corporate Account 

Managers.  
>> We know exactly what guaranties banks have and how they are valued.  
>> We regularly ask our banks about the possibility of using public funds as operational resources 

(sale of receivables). 

 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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3 Risk assessment 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We are aware of the internal and 

external risks our company faces. We 

carry out systematic risk assessment 

and use our resources in a productive, 

safe and economical manner to 

prevent possible harmful events. We 

act with caution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 3.1 Market and external developments 
 

We have procedures in place to identify external risks in a timely manner, assess them and take 

preventive measures to minimise risk. 
 

Examples of external risks:  
>> Unclear contractual terms and conditions and situations regarding individual orders  
>> Market changes (such as falling prices, decreasing number of orders, changes in competition 

conditions), new work processes, technologies, materials applied too late 

>> Reliability and efficiency of suppliers and partners  
>> Failure to use new digital technologies (such as RFID, Cyber Physical Systems)  

>> Emergencies, disasters, third-party hazards  
>> Non-compliance with new provisions 

 
Examples of procedures:  
>> Assessment of risks associated with a contract before submitting an offer, contract review  

>> Market research and observation, customer/supplier surveys  

>> Responsibility for keeping up with changes in technology, products, case law, etc. 
 

>> 3.2 Products and services 
 

We developed procedures to determine the quality of our products and services 

and quality assurance measures. 
 

Examples of procedures:  
>> Measurement method  
>> Surveys  
>> Quality control, complaint management, quality management system  
>> Digital reporting and warning systems 

 
Checking whether the use of a particular insurance offer is justified. 

 

>> 3.3 Customers 
 

We developed procedures to identify shortcomings in the area of contacts with 

customers and use information provided by customers to improve our products and 

services. 

Examples of procedures include:  
>> Complaints management  
>> Customer surveys  
>> Test orders and purchases 
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     Risk assessment 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 3.4 Working conditions 
 

We keep a record of the risks associated with hazards and stress at work. We take action for economical, safe 

and health-oriented work planning and monitor it regularly (risk assessment – use of internet tools). 
 

Suggestions from practice: when taking protective measures resulting from risk 

assessment, you should also take into account the following:  
>> Preference for technical and organisational measures  

>> Instructions/guidance on how to proceed  
>> Medical assistance in the workplace  

>> Personal protective equipment 
 

Further guidance on implementation:  
>> Encouraging employees to participate  
>> Use of preventive incentives (e.g. developed by professional associations, health insurance companies)  
>> Mobile, digital risk assessment  
>> Mobile, digital health and safety check lists and forms 

 
Involve the works council/employee committee if such body exists in the company structure. 

 
➔ Use the GDA-ORGAcheck brochure (www.gda-orgacheck.de). If you want to deal with 

occupational safety issues systematically, introduce a safety management system. 

Use offers of accident insurance companies / professional associations. 

 
 

>> 3.5 Permanent incapacity to perform the duties of an entrepreneur and management 
 

We have procedures in place in the event that an entrepreneur or members of management are  
unexpectedly unable to perform their duties on a permanent basis. 

 
Practical suggestions:  
>> Procedures for organising replacements  
>> Measures to be taken in the event of an employee's inability to perform their duties (including 

regulations concerning signatures, healthcare proxy, account access, access authorization)  
>> Folder or briefcase for emergency situations (use templates from financial service providers, guilds,  

associations)  
>> Last will and testament of the entrepreneur 

>> 3.6 Code of conduct (compliance) 
 

In our business relations, we pay attention to compliance with legal and social 

regulations, such as work and production conditions, as well as the corporate values 

and principles of our business partners. 
 

For example:  
>> Respect for human rights (including in the supply chain and when purchasing products)  
>> Compliance with minimum wage requirements  
>> Combating corruption and embezzlement  
>> Compliance with health, safety and environmental protection regulations  
>> Legal and fair subcontracting  
>> Avoiding child labour and complying with youth employment protection legislation  
>> Protection of personal rights, security and data 

 
Include the works council/employee committee if such body exists in the company structure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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4 Leadership 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We assign clear tasks, empower our 

employees and support them in 

achieving results (motivation) in a 

targeted manner. We understand good 

leadership as a process of motivation 

and learning. Good leadership in our 

company creates conditions conducive 

to achieving efficiency, maintaining 

good health and deriving pleasure from 

work. We trust our employees and 

empower them. 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 4.1 Tasks and expectations 
 

We make sure tasks and responsibilities are unambiguous 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Unambiguous instructions, procedures and job descriptions  
>> Determining how management delegates tasks (e.g. team meetings, project kick-off 

meetings, so-called 'OK points') 

>> Making sure that employees understand their tasks  
>> Criteria for performing a particular activity are defined and known or agreed on  
>> Our employees have the opportunity to make direct suggestions in terms of tasks, for example 

using a digital mobile reporting and optimisation management system. 
 

➔See also the INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 

 

>> 4.2 Exemplary behaviour and recognition 
 

We consider ourselves a positive role model and act accordingly in order to be authentic in pursuing our 

goals. We recognize and praise our employees' achievements. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Respecting each other every day  
>> Setting an example in observing requirements in the long term (for example, wearing a safety helmet if it is 

expected of employees)  
>> Owning up to mistakes  
>> Creating a stress-free atmosphere in which imperfection is accepted, where we are allowed to err and search  

for solutions and ideas  
>> Managers point out problematic behaviours to each other  
>> Praise, recognition, regular and constructive feedback  
>> Incentive systems  
>> Diversity of employees is perceived as an asset (e.g. age, gender, migrant background, religion) 

 
Procedure to be followed:  
>> Exchange of experience  
>> Expressions used in the corporate vision  
>> Agreements with the management  
>> Agreements with employees 
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     Leadership 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 4.3 Staff inclusion 
 

We include employees in work planning and organisation and we use their knowledge 

and experience in implementing our plans. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Meetings concerning work planning and processes  
>> Conducting risk assessments  
>> Purchase of work equipment  
>> Workstation rotation  
>> Procedure to be followed in the event of problems in the work organisation system  

>> Fault reporting and optimisation using a digital, mobile information system (written 

notes, voice notes, photos) 
 

Include the works council/employee committee if such body exists in the company structure. 
 

>> 4.4 Discretion 
 

We create conditions so that employees can act independently, take responsibility and apply their 

qualifications, skills and experience. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Freedom in decision making thanks to clearly defined objectives and limits  

>> The possibility of expressing opinions on management methods without fear and 

making suggestions for optimisation, for example a complaint box, team meetings, 

continuous (short) employee surveys 

 

>> 4.5 Performance control and evaluation 
 

We check and evaluate our performance within the company, in teams and 

individually, as well as the agreements with employees. We described the criteria of 

the controls and communicated them in advance. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Verification of objectives and the degree of their fulfilment   

>> Verification of the implementation of agreements  

>> Evaluation of performance  

>> Performance review and implementation of follow-up measures  

>> Management assessment (assessment of management methods during management 

meetings, employee feedback, employee survey)  
>> Determining which data can be used for control purposes (data protection) 

 

>> 4.6 My health 
 

I consciously think about my health, implement certain measures and set an example for 

the team. 
 

For example:  
>> Help with time management and organization skills  
>> Implementation of binding sports/exercise/nutrition plans  

>> Implementation of binding leisure time/holidays/break plans 
 

➔Use offers of health and accident/occupational accident insurance companies/professional associations.  
➔www.psyGA.info 

 
 
 
 

On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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5 Market and customer 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We strive to create the most stable 

customer base possible. We can tell our 

customers exactly what our strengths are 

and what makes us different from our 

competitors. Thanks to our customer 

service and customer engagement we 

know what customers need and which of 

our strengths are particularly useful for 

specific customers. We want society to 

perceive us as attractive. 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need to take 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 5.1 Customer needs 
 

We developed a procedure which helps us notice customers' needs and wishes. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Customer research  
>> Regular interviews with customers (or surveys)  
>> Verifying complaints  
>> Systematic use of employees' knowledge about customers  
>> Information from guilds/chambers/associations  
>> Information from suppliers  

>> Social media  
>> Engaging customers in production and service provision processes with digital tools  

>> Using a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system to document and manage 

customer relations 

 

>> 5.2 Customer satisfaction 
 

We developed procedures to determine customer satisfaction and take suitable 

measures if necessary 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Arrangements with employees on how to use information acquired from customers  
>> Measuring customer satisfaction (survey, rating system, complaints ratio)  
>> Targeted interviews with customers  
>> Customer research  
>> Maintaining contact with customers after completion of an order and offering them after-sale services.  
>> Systematic evaluation: Customer research, customer interviews, complaints, additional orders 

completed, rejected offers/no orders received, use of CRM (customer relationship management) 

system 
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     Market and customer 

Successful practice    
 
Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 5.3 Behaviour towards customers 
 

Our employees know that each contact with a customer has impact on our company's image. 

They know how to behave to increase customer satisfaction and loyalty. Our employees talk 

with customers about our strengths and strive to find opportunities to improve our results 

and create new products or services. 
 

For example:  
>> Corporate rules/arrangements should include matters such as the following:  
>> Training/role playing games and other training measures organised by associations, chambers and guilds  
>> Qualifications acquired by trainees (e.g. the Botschafter im Blaumann (Ambassador in Overalls) initiative)  
>> Rules concerning politeness and good manners in contacts with customers  
>> Jointly developing a method of how to use each contact with a customer to acquire new orders  
>> Exchange of experiences within the company  
>> Drawing up NOT to-do lists / list of taboo subjects 

 
 

>> 5.4 Marketing 
 

We follow a strategy when presenting our products and services to target groups (who, when, where, what). We 

verify which measures prove effective in the case of particular groups of customers. We pay attention to 

attractive external perception of the company's image 
 

Practical suggestions concerning marketing strategy:  
>> Agreeing on the main message / basic offer (purpose of communication)  
>> Defining the target group  
>> Identifying suitable materials and advertising media  

>> Defining the advertising message or benefit resulting from the use of a product from the  
customer's perspective  

>> Customer file with key information  
>> Unique selling proposition (advantage over competitors) 

 
Practical suggestions on implementation:  
>> Attractive external presentation (attractive logo, well-designed and clean company cars, 

uniform clothing with a logo, clean workstations)  
>> Targeted interviews with customers  
>> Enabling employees to use each contact with customers to acquire future orders  
>> Recommendation-based marketing (make customer reviews public, present reference projects)  

>> Print media (brochures, flyers, announcements, press reports)  
>> Website, social media  
>> Fairs, events  
>> Sponsorship and social engagement  
>> Promotional articles  
>> Cooperation with other companies  
>> Consciously creating the company's image and contacting public contracting authorities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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6 Organisation 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Our company is organised so that 

each employee knows what to do 

and when to do it and whether 

resources are used optimally. We 

create transparent structures that 

encourage learning towards a 

healthy company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 6.1 Giving instructions and scope of responsibility 
 

In our company, everyone knows what is expected of them and what decision-making powers 

they have. Everyone is responsible for efficiency, quality, safety and health, environmental 

protection and data security. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Clear authorisations to assign tasks/scopes of responsibility (without overlapping)  
>> Transfer of duties, procedure for determining replacements, job descriptions/tasks  
>> Operating procedures, operating instructions and work instructions  
>> Organisation chart  
>> Data protection and security provisions 

 

>> 6.2 Organisation and flexibility 
 

We take a critical look at what needs to be regulated in a binding way and what can 

be approached flexibly depending on the situation. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Creating regulations only when necessary for quality, performance or safety reasons  

>> Creating regulations that enable employees to act independently according to their 
qualifications and promoting self-organisation of work  

>> Addressing spontaneous wishes of customers 

 

>> 6.3 Information and communication 
 

We make sure that managers and employees have all the information they need to perform their 

work. We made clear arrangements on who informs who, how and about what. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Information and materials for performing tasks are complete, ready to use and 

available for everyone (in a mobile and digital form)  
>> Regular employee meetings, exchange of experiences and feedback  
>> Instructions and guidance for new tasks, equipment/materials  
>> Special information on behaviour at work and in official situations  
>> Online access authorisations/identity management/data security/employee data protection  
>> Using digital means of communication (such as a smartphone, tablet, SmartWatch, SmartGlass)  
>> Digital support systems (e.g. for machine operation, instructions, orders) 

 
➔ Use the INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure (www.inqa-check-wissen.de) 
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     Organisation 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 6.4 Work organisation 
 

We plan and design our workplaces so that our employees feel comfortable and can work efficiently. 

We take risk assessment into account (see 3.4) 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Ergonomic design of workplaces, equipment and working spaces  
>> Software ergonomics (also for mobile devices)  
>> Room climate, lighting, noise  
>> Break rooms, bathrooms  
>> Communication options  
>> Digital control of ergonomic and safe working conditions 

 
Include the works council and the employee committee, if any. 

 
➔ Use the INQA "Health" brochure (www.inqa-check-gesundheit.de) and  

the GDA-ORGAcheck brochure (www.gda-orgacheck.de). 
 

>> 6.5 Using equipment 
 

We use appropriate, safe and functional equipment to enable trouble-free work.  
We take risk assessment into account (see 3.4) 

 
Practical suggestions:  
>> Using only reliable work equipment  
>> Designating auditors and dates for controlling equipment  
>> Planning maintenance intervals and taking them into account in ongoing operations  
>> Digital control of wear and defects 

 

>> 6.6 Emergency preparedness 
 

We are prepared for any emergencies. Our employees are regularly trained and know 

how to proceed in the event of emergencies. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> First aid (material, marking), first-aider  
>> Fire and explosion protection plan, emergency and rescue plan  
>> Regulations and information on procedures to be followed in the event of accidents and  

incidents of environmental concern, training  
>> Access rights/access control, IT security  
>> Action plan in case of increased disease incidence, epidemic (pandemic plan) 

 

>> 6.7 Sustainability, recycling, disposal 
 

We established how materials, equipment, products and residues are recycled or disposed of in 

an environmentally friendly manner. We checked whether other environmental requirements 

(ambient concentration, air pollution protection, water, soil/nature) must be met. We keep energy 

and material consumption as low as possible in all operating activities. 
 

Suggestions from disposal practice:  
>> Check which materials and equipment can be recycled and how to do this; advice can be 

obtained, for example, from environmental centres, chambers and guilds  
>> Provide information/guidance to employees on utilities consumption (e.g. energy, water)  

>> Provide customers with information on the environmental compliance of products and services  
>> Appoint a person responsible for reuse and disposal  
>> Verify quality and reliability of the disposal company  
>> Keep a register of hazardous waste; see Abfallverzeichnis-Verordnung (Regulation on the list of wastes) 

 
If you want to deal with environmental issues systematically, introduce an environmental 

management system according to the DIN EN 14001 standard. 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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7 Corporate culture 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We perceive our corporate culture as 

the "personality" of our company. Our 

employees identify with our company, 

our products and services. Our good 

corporate culture helps us to boost the 

efficiency and innovation potential of our 

company and to be an attractive partner 

for our customers. 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 7.1 Work culture and values 
 

We have a clear idea of how we work and how we interact with each other. This has been discussed 

and written down. We treat our suppliers with respect. 
 

Examples of arrangements made:  
>> Mutual tolerance  
>> Respect and trust  
>> A stress-free atmosphere in which imperfection is accepted, where we are allowed to err and  

search for solutions and ideas  
>> Safety and health  
>> Constructive criticism from employees, customers and suppliers  
>> Customer-centric approach  
>> Quality requirements  
>> Competitive behaviour  
>> Corporate responsibility  
>> Order cancellation criteria  
>> Personal data processing (Work 4.0) 

 
Described as part of the corporate vision. Include the works council/employee committee if such body  
exists in the company structure. 

 

>> 7.2 Transparency and honesty 
 

We have clear rules on how decisions are communicated in an understandable way 

and how we deal with each other in the company. 
 

Examples of arrangements made:  
>> Interpersonal relationships based on honesty and respect  
>> The same standards apply to everyone  
>> Clear rules for dealing with conflicts  
>> Procedures to be followed in case of behaviour perceived as disrespectful and unfair  
>> Procedures to be followed in case of mobbing 

 
Described as part of the corporate vision. 
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     Corporate culture 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 7.3 Information exchange and discussion culture 
 

We regularly communicate our vision of work culture and values to our employees in an understandable way; 

employees participate in further developing our vision of work culture and values. Everyone has the opportunity 

to address issues based on the agreed values without fear of sanctions. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Employee meetings  
>> Team meetings  
>> Intranet (discussion forums)  
>> Posters/bulletin boards, leaflets, employee newsletter 

 
>> 7.4 Acting with caution and learning from mistakes (culture of error prevention and resolution) 

 
We make decisions and act with caution to avoid foreseeable danger, damage and failure and to make sure our 

employees remain healthy and motivated. We approach mistakes in a constructive way and see them as an 

opportunity for improvement. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Motivating managers and employees to identify risks in behaviour and work processes  
>> Motivating managers and employees to identify risks at work and in official situations  
>> Motivating people to tackle errors without having to face the consequences  

>> The possibility of reporting errors ("confessional"), positive approach to admitting to errors, 

"Every error is an opportunity to improve!"  
>> Analysing causes of errors together  
>> Agreeing on how to avoid mistakes: "We are looking for solutions, not scapegoats".  

>> Communicating the causes of errors in the developed solution to other employees so 

they can draw conclusions. 
 

 

>> 7.5 Image 
 

We create a credible, distinctive image of our company, our products and services 

(Corporate Identity). 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Uniform image (Corporate Design), i.e. logo, website, letterhead, working clothes, 

cars  
>> Publicly announcing successes and product launches and celebrating them in the company  

>> Publishing information about company events in regional press, magazines, Internet 

and social media 

 

>> 7.6 Nurturing relationships 
 

We organize events to promote a sense of belonging. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Opportunities for informal conversations: kitchenette, communication corner, break room  
>> Company events  
>> Company trips  
>> Leisure activities: sport, culture, entertainment  
>> Health promotion courses, sports in the company  

>> Making employees aware of the importance of their diversity and learning what is special 

about everyone 

 
 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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8 Staff 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Our employees contribute to creating added 

value in our company. We create conditions 

conducive to efficient and safe work. 

Each employee has a clear perspective of 

working in our company. We want to ensure 

employee retention. We want to be an 

attractive employer for our employees. 

 
➔ Use the INQA "Human Resource 

Management" brochure  (www.inqa-

check-personalfuehrung.de). 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 8.1 Work conditions and resources 
 

Regardless of individual projects, our managers are responsible for ensuring that the 

professional, organisational and technical requirements are met, so that employees can work 

productively and with full motivation. Managers can use the necessary resources (such as 

skills, time, budget) to do so. 
 

For example:  
>> Basic information and instructions for safe and healthy behaviour at work and in official 

situations  
>> Suitable, ergonomic and functional tools and vehicles  
>> A safe and healthy working environment  

>> Data handling  
>> Activities of internship mentors   
>> Crowdworking agreements (fair agreements with employees) 

 

>> 8.2 Diversity 
 

We make sure that our employees do not always perform the same activities, but that they are entrusted with a 

variety of tasks (also helpful in the case of regulations on replacement of employees). 
 

For example:  
>> Working in different areas, job rotation  
>> Qualification to perform various activities 

 

>> 8.3 Development opportunities 
 

We hold regular discussions with each employee about their results, ideas and 

development opportunities. 
 

Practical suggestions on the content of such conversations:  
>> Establishing goals  
>> Delegation of responsibility and powers  
>> Qualification and further training opportunities  
>> Health promotion (safeguarding employability)  
>> Career development prospects  
>> Discussions with employees after recovering from an illness (company integration management  

(Betriebliches Eingliederungsmanagement, BEM) 
 

➔Use the INQA "Vocational Education" business potential analysis (www.check-betriebliche-bildung.de). 
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     Staff 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 8.4 Employee retention 
 

We introduce specific measures to ensure loyalty on the part of managers and 

employees. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Offering specific personal perspectives  
>> Interpersonal relationships based on respect  
>> Creating a learning-friendly, good working atmosphere  

>> Promoting participation in training and educational events  
>> Performance-related remuneration  
>> Concepts of family friendly work organisation  
>> Offering trainees attractive job prospects  
>> Employee pension schemes  

>> Year-round employment, i.e. working time accounts, training and further education in less 

busy seasons  
>> Incentive systems (such as bonuses, insurance schemes)  
>> Company offers (such as health promotion, sport activities, events) 

 

>> 8.5 Acquiring employees 
 

We have ideas and take specific measures to find suitable managers and employees. We position ourselves 

as an attractive employer (particularly in the region). 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Positive presentation of the company in the region  
>> Possibility to complete apprenticeship or internship  
>> Social involvement / sponsorship (activity) in the region  
>> Special measures for refugees  
>> Analysis of requirements/qualifications (including demographic changes)  
>> Information on good working conditions on the website  
>> Press articles  
>> Open day/Boys-Girls-Day  

>> Cooperation or events organised together with vocational schools, training 

centres, universities, chambers or guilds.  
>> Participation in regional fairs  
>> Online recruitment (via Gute-Bauunternehmen.de, social media)  
>> Membership in real-life and virtual networks  
>> Initial support offer (e.g. language courses, reading and writing courses)  
>> Culture of openness to foreign specialists and new employees 

 

>> 8.6 Work and family 
 

We put emphasis on the possibility of combining family life with professional life and we take measures to achieve it. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Individual and flexible working time  

>> Flexible workstations (workplaces at home, "parent-child office", also taking into account 

religious and cultural specificities)  
>> Assistance in finding childcare facilities  
>> Supporting workers in caring for family members at home  
>> Family events in the company / open day for family members  
>> Supporting the fulfilment of technical requirements (e.g. smartphone, laptop) 

 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de 
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9 Production process and efficiency 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
When creating our products and 

implementing our services, we pay 

attention to the quality and cost-

effectiveness. Working conditions 

for our employees are safe, healthy 

and environmentally friendly. Our 

customers receive the best 

products and performance within 

their budget. 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 9.1 Drafting offers and making arrangements with customers 
 

We create offers in which we describe services, quality, prices and lead times in a 

comprehensive and understandable way for the customer. We make detailed arrangements 

with the customer to ensure that their expectations and (financial) capabilities correspond 

to our production capabilities (if necessary, we make contractual arrangements). 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Asking specific questions about the customer's wishes and ideas and addressing them in the offer  

>> Carrying out a preliminary diagnosis in order to assess the situation and risk and making 

individual arrangements with the customer  
>> Detailed explanation of the advantages of the offer and individual customer benefits, 

documentation of quality (based on certificates, awards) and references (customer 

reviews, website www.gute.bauunternehmen.de).  

>> Providing advice if the customer does not have full knowledge of the scope of services. 

Identification of potential risks arising from the offered services. Pointing out possible need 

to comply with state regulations and those of trade associations  
>> Performing a calculation based on business economics, taking into account e.g. 

overheads, costs of materials and personnel, financing (own funds, external capital), 

profitability (working/production time, unit costs), return on investment (income)  
>> Describing payment schedule and methods 

 

>> 9.2 Process planning / work preparation 
 

When planning products and services, we take into account, to the extent possible, all factors affecting the 

process in order to avoid quality defects, unproductive periods, faults, delays, downtime, alterations and risks 

to employees and the environment. 
 

Practical suggestions for systematic process planning:  
>> Clear definition of product/performance requirements – purpose, benefit, function  
>> Verification of feasibility, process risk and economic viability – procedures, regulations, know-how  
>> Detailed definition of required stages and work processes (work planning)  
>> Creating risk assessment concerning working conditions or using an existing assessment  
>> Establishing the scope of responsibility for the process  

>> Description of key processes – management, finance, human resources, quality 

assurance, procurement, logistics, production, sales  
>> Defining/describing qualification requirements for those involved in the process  
>> Determination of resources, material supply/flow, vehicles/means of transport 
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     Production process and efficiency 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

 
>> Description of required outsourced and preceding services  

>> Taking into account supporting processes (such as energy supply, transport, 

maintenance, waste disposal, IT)  
>> Definition and creation of interfaces between different departments (transfer points, so-

called "OK points") (processes do not know the concept of "departmental barriers")  
>> Defining the flow and content of information (internal and external)  

>> Drawing up working documents, work instructions and procedures  

>> Coordinating changes in plans with customers, employees and other process participants 

 

>> 9.3 Suitability of employees 
 

The use of employees in specific work processes that are suitable for the tasks. 
 

For example:  
>> Qualifications (evidence of education, evidence of qualifications such as a 

driving licence, welding qualifications, evidence of completion of training, ...)  
>> Skills (if possible, the employee should not be over- or under-challenged)  
>> Physical fitness and health aspects (medical assistance in the workplace)  
>> Knowledge of processes (information, manuals, instructions) and onboarding  
>> Setting working hours, shifts, field work, holidays, etc. well in advance. 

 

>> 9.4 Coordination with other companies 
 

Working with other companies or placing orders with other companies, we define tasks, quality criteria, 

designate the person authorised to give instructions, specify the use of equipment, information and guidance, 

points of contact between different departments, lead times and, if necessary, we coordinate activities. 
 

Other companies may include:  
>> Subcontractors  

>> Partners  
>> Temporary employment agencies, companies operating under a work contract  
>> Customers with own employees, services provided by the company for its own needs 

 

>> 9.5 Process control and improvement 
 

We verify the conformity of the works performed with the offer. We constantly and systematically check our 

production/service provision processes in terms of optimization possibilities. We developed procedures to 

identify and eliminate process errors before continuing to work with errors. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Establishing process evaluation criteria (such as frequency of errors, waste, 

complaints, improvements, performance measurements, absence of employees, 

periods when orders are not fulfilled)  
>> Verifying the effectiveness of risk assessment  
>> Process review in terms of the necessity and completeness of sub-stages  
>> Reporting, registering and recording faults and deviations  
>> Rules on how to deal with delays and insufficient quality  

>> Repair, maintenance and cleaning plans  
>> Systematic quality control of initial and final deliverables  
>> Taking into account the experience of employees (meetings, error logs, surveys)  
>> Taking into account the experience of customers and suppliers (questionnaires) 
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 10 Purchases 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Purchasing high quality equipment, 

materials and services contributes to 

economical and trouble-free processes 

in our company. Our goal is to achieve 

a high standard of quality, safety and 

environmental protection. We also pay 

attention to social standards. 

Work equipment = tools, devices, 

machines, installations, vehicles, 

computers, software, etc. 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 10.1 Criteria 
 

We established clear criteria for purchasing equipment, materials and services. 

Price is not the only criterion. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> The criteria for purchasing may be the following: economy, quality, safety, health, risk 

minimization, environmental friendliness, social standards  
>> Definition of specifications for the purchasing process (e.g. material properties, product 

properties)  
>> Equipment and personal protective equipment (PPE) with appropriate marking 

(GS, BGPRÜFZERT, VDE if possible or similar marking)  
>> Paying attention to the need for incurring further costs (cost-effectiveness)  
>> No cheap, low quality goods that lead to faults and the need for improvisation  
>> Preference for regional suppliers 

 

>> 10.2 Knowledge of buyers 
 

We make sure that our employees entrusted with purchasing tasks have all the 

information and qualifications needed to complete the purchase. 
 

For example:  
>> Trainings  
>> Participation in fairs  
>> Systematic observation of the market  
>> Searching for information published on the Internet 

 

>> 10.3 Suppliers and subcontractors 
 

We only employ suppliers, subcontractors and temporary work agencies that meet 

our quality, safety and health requirements. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Clear requirements for suppliers, subcontractors and temporary work agencies based on 

our criteria  
>> Requesting and verifying the validity of the required certificates and licenses  
>> Establishing criteria for assessing product quality, supplier reliability, complaints, prices  
>> Keeping a register of suppliers 
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     Purchases 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 10.4 Contracts 
 

We specify clear quality, safety and health requirements in contracts concluded with 

our suppliers, subcontractors and temporary work agencies. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Scope, quality and delivery time  

>> Authorisations to give instructions  
>> Providing the required guidance  

>> Provision of good quality equipment and protective equipment 
 

>> 10.5 Dangerous substances 
 

When ordering products containing dangerous substances, we check whether we can use 

alternative products containing less dangerous substances (substitutes). We make sure that the 

variety and quantity of hazardous substances is as low as possible. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Using only labelled substances  

>> Requesting Safety Data Sheets and creating instructions (use of templates 

provided by professional associations)  
>> Requesting specific information in specialist shops  
>> Searching databases  
>> Remaining inventory which is no longer needed is disposed of in an environmentally friendly way  
>> Inquiries to professional associations / accident insurance funds 

 

>> 10.6 Use of experience 
 

When purchasing equipment, materials and products, we tap into the experience of 

managers, employees and customers. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Developing procedures to ensure that products, equipment and materials with which 

employees had bad experience are not re-purchased 
 

>> When outsourcing to sub-contractors/suppliers and temporary work agencies, we 

collect the opinions of customers and employees, analyse them and take them 

into consideration 
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11 Innovation 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Thanks to innovations and 

continuous improvement, we are 

competitive and ranked among 

the best. 
 

Innovation = product innovation, 

process innovation and social 

innovation 

 
➔ Use the INQA  "Success through 

innovation" business potential 

analysis (www.inqa-innovation.de). 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities 

 
No action currently needed 

 
Action needed 

 
Urgent action needed    

 

>> 11.1 Monitoring trends 
 

We agreed on how to record developments and current trends in the areas of market, technology, work 

organisation, work processes, materials, customer and society requirements. This constitutes the basis for 

developing new products and services (based on our corporate strategy). In the case of new offers we also 

consider digitisation (e.g. intelligent products / intelligent services). 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Reading specialist magazines  
>> Searching for information published on the Internet, social media  
>> Participating in fairs, congresses and professional conferences  
>> Inter-industry exchange of experience  
>> Customer forums, customer research  
>> Exchange of information with other companies  

>> Use of external advisors, e.g. advisors of chambers/associations, occupational health 

and safety specialists, occupational physicians, environmental protection workers 
 

➔Use the INQA "Innovation through success" business potential analysis 
 

>> 11.2 New information technologies 
 

We use new information technologies to communicate and increase the efficiency of procedures and processes. We 

established the principles to be followed when using information and communication technologies. 
 

Practical suggestions on applications and technology:  
>> Company website, social media (e.g. blogs, Facebook, Twitter)  
>> Electronic records of working time and remuneration for work performed at hourly rates  
>> Cloud Computing  
>> Digital document management, digital and mobile project documentation  
>> Digital support systems (smartphone/tablet/SmartWatch/SmartGlasses)  

>> Digital reporting from the place of work/workstation to management/administration 

(text, voice and photographic notes)  
>> Smart Grid/Smart Home as new service offers  
>> Electronic signature, encryption  
>> Electronic information on components and equipment (bar codes, QR codes, RFID/AR codes)  
>> Exchange of information and data between all parties involved  
>> Technical data protection and security 
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     Innovation 

Successful practice    Need for action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

you see a need for action. In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean 

the scope of responsibilities.   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

 
Processes:  
>> Digital and mobile management of information, tasks and meetings  

>> Regulations on access, organisation, processes, data backup, data 

protection, GPS applications  
>> Electronic procurement  
>> Electronic process control (EPC) – workflow management system  
>> Digital and mobile material and device management (bar codes, QR codes, RFID/AR codes) 

 
➔Use the INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure (www.inqa-check-wissen.de) 

 

>> 11.3 Stimuli and motivation 
 

We motivate our employees to constantly think about better/new opportunities at work and new products and 

services. We encourage and motivate them to share their ideas. 
 

Practical suggestions:  
>> Regular team meetings to discuss potential innovations  
>> Books of proposals/ideas competition/financial incentives  
>> Complaint box/management of ideas  
>> Further vocational education, training courses  
>> Participation in fairs  
>> Specialised press  
>> Cooperation  
>> Participation in research projects 

 

>> 11.4 Focus on practical application and customer centricity 
 

We make sure that our innovations are practical and appropriate for us and our 

customers. Not every trend should be followed. 
 

For example:  
>> Focusing on benefits resulting from our products, services and processes  

>> Considering viability/results of the cost-benefit analysis 

 

>> 11.5 Innovation-oriented cooperation (partnerships and cooperation) 
 

We work with other companies, associations, technical universities or colleges to 

learn, develop and implement new products/services, processes and concepts. 
 

For example:  
>> Bonuses/financing programmes  
>> Financing research projects  
>> Dissertations/student theses  
>> Teaching assignments  
>> Cooperation with regional businesses and crafts 
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SME sector: 
The driving force for Germany 
– Ideas for Germany 

 
 
 

www.offensive-mittelstand.de 
 

The SME sector is the driving force behind ideas 

in Germany. More than 3 million small and 

medium-sized companies operating in the field of 

crafts, trade, industry and services drive growth, 

innovation and employment. Around 70 percent 

of jobs and more than 80 percent of all 

apprenticeships are offered by small and 

medium-sized enterprises. 

 

Offensive Mittelstand – 
Gut für Deutschland 

 
We are working together under the "Offensive 

Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland" initiative to 

increase the odds of SMEs succeeding and to better 

coordinate our activities. We are social partners, 

professional bodies, ministries, accident insurance 

companies, health insurance companies and 

institutes. The total number of partners amounts to 

approximately 250. With the "Offensive Mittelstand – 

Gut für Deutschland" initiative and INQA practical 

standards, we contribute to the "Fachkräfteoffensive" 

(Skilled Workers Offensive) initiative launched by the 

federal government (www.fachkraefteoffensive.de) 

and Mittelstandsinitiative (SME Initiative) by the 

Federal Government (www.bmwi.de). 

 

Objectives 
 

Successful small and medium-sized enterprises are 

healthy and innovative We strive to ensure that as 

many SMEs as possible are successful. We help as 

many SMEs as possible to take advantage of 

demographic changes and the digital transformation 

(Work 4.0) and turn it into an opportunity. 
 

 

 
 Successful SMEs show us how to do this: The 

(new) quality of work in these companies is based 

on systematic and preventive management, 

continuous employee development and retention, 

good corporate culture and innovation. As 

"Offensive Mittelstand" we are guided by the 

following goals: 

> New quality of cooperation – Offensive 

Mittelstand partners try to coordinate support 

for SMEs more effectively. 

> New quality of practical support for SMEs – 

Offensive Mittelstand partners develop common 

standards and INQA practical standards in which 

they present their conclusions. 

> New quality of advice – Offensive Mittelstand 

partners organise coordinated advice for 

SMEs, based on common standards/control 

sheets and work together in regional networks. 

 

Our Way 
 
Basic assumption: Successful medium-sized 

companies take care of good general framework 

conditions in the company – consultants help 

companies, if necessary, based on common basic 

assumptions. 

 

 

  Showing similarities 
  and achieving synergies 

 
 

INQA practical 
standards and 

company 
control sheets 

Authorised  
advisors to our 

partners 

 
 

Regional 
networks 

 
  

 

 
  

Business value creation process 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The "Offensive Mittelstand" initiative pursues 

its objectives in the following ways:  
>> Practical standards and company control sheets by 

INQA (see also page 6) – the result of our effort to 

describe standards in the form of specific self-assessment 

tools for SMEs presented in a compact and accessible 

form SMEs can benefit. First of all, we developed a joint 

analysis tool (comparison of the target situation and the 

current situation), which allows each SME to quickly and 

easily identify its potential for improvement. We do not 

reinvent the wheel. Our standards and brochures the  

best practical help on the most important topics. We 

simplify access to these support options and provide 

necessary information in an organised way. 

 

>> Authorised advisors to our partners – many 

Offensive Mittelstand partners are entitled to 

authorise their advisors to apply the INQA 

practical standards and company control sheets. 

Offensive Mittelstand advisors specialising in 

different fields use these tools in their work and 

increasingly often cooperate with advisors from 

other fields. This enables providing more effective 

support for SMEs. We do not compete with 

recognised and reliable advisory structures, but 

we support a common understanding of the basic 

principles on a common platform according to the 

motto "Better together". Our database of advisors 

features all the advisors we have authorised to 

offer consultations based on practical standards 

and company control sheets by INQA. 

>> Regional networks – our basic principles 

applicable at "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für 

Deutschland" are transferred to regional networks. 

Our practical standards and company control 

sheets foster the idea of working together in the 

regions towards a new quality of work in the SME 

sector. We make sure that as many different 

advisory areas as possible work together in the 

regions. 

 
For more information go to:  
www.offensive-mittelstand.de 
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Join us! 
 
Help and support SMEs,  
which are the driving force behind ideas in Germany.  
Become a partner of "Offensive Mittelstand". 
 
Our partners include (in alphabetical order):  
>> Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände,  

BDA (German Employers' Confederation) 
 
>> Bundesagentur für Arbeit (Federal Employment Agency)  

>> Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales, BMAS (Federal Ministry for 
Labour and Social Affairs) 

 

>> Bundesnetzwerk Bürgerschaftliches Engagement,  

BBE (National Network for Civil Society) 
 
>> Bundessteuerberaterkammer (Federal Tax Advisor Chamber)  

>> Deutsche Gesellschaft für Qualität, DGQ (German Association for Quality)  

>> Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung, DGUV (German Social Accident 
Insurance)  

>> Deutscher Steuerberaterverband (German Association of Tax Advisers)  

>> Deutscher Verkehrssicherheitsrat, DVR (German Transport Safety Council)  

>> Fortbildungsakademie der Wirtschaft, FAW (Business Development Academy) 
 

>> IG BCE Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau, Chemie, Energie  

(IG BCE – Trade Union for mining, chemicals and energy industries) 
 
>> Institut für Mittelstandsforschung Bonn (Institute for SME Research)  

>> Chambers, guilds, business associations  
>> Health insurance companies > IKK, BKKK, AOK 
 
>> RKW Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V. 

(Rationalization and Innovation Center for the German Economy) 

>> Universities, colleges, institutes  

>> Business advisors  

>> Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks (German Confederation of Skilled 
Crafts) 

 
... more than 250 partners in total. 
 

 
Contact details: 

 
Offensive Mittelstand  
Theodor-Heuss-Straße 160  
30853 Langenhagen  
Phone 06221 5108-22612 (Ms. Hilpert)  
Fax 06221 5108-22599  
E-mail: info@offensive-mittelstand.de 
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Success through 
innovation 

 

Business potential analysis for SMEs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
"Success through innovation" business potential analysis  
was created and published by „Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für  
Deutschland“, which is an independent network  
operating under the auspices of „Initiative Neue Qualität der  
Arbeit“ (INQA)  
(New Quality of Work Initiative). 

 
Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit is  
a joint initiative which brings together the federal government, 
federal states, employers' associations and chambers, trade unions, 
the Federal Employment Agency, enterprises, social security 
institutions and foundations with the aim to boost the quality work, 
which is the key to innovation and competitiveness in Germany.  
  
  
  
  
  
The initiative was launched in 2002 and offers inspiring examples from 
practice, as well as the possibility of obtaining advice and information,   
exchange of experiences and a support programme for projects related to 
employment policy.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 
The Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland initiative  
promotes an effective and employee-oriented model of running a 
company.  
It is carried out by creating  
modern standards and practical tools. It also offers  
diversified regional support structures  
created especially with medium enterprises in mind. At the moment, 
there are about 200 partners involved in the "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut 
für Deutschland" initiative. They include the federal government, 
federals states, entrepreneurs associations, specialised agencies, 
guilds, craft chambers, trade unions, professional associations, health 
insurance companies, research institutes and service providers.    
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The development of the "Success through innovation" business potential analysis was financed by the Federal Ministry for 

Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS) (project "generIK – building an innovation culture suitable for generations in SMEs” - ZdA-

00153.11).  
The "Success through innovation" business potential analysis an effort was made to use gender-neutral language. We wish to emphasise 

that in cases where this was not possible, all genders are addressed irrespective of the form used. 
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>> Innovation – key 
to your company's success 

 
 

 

Products and services must meet the changing 

requirements of the evolving market. They are 

refined through day-to-day activity of companies, 

often in response to feedback from clients. Further 

development happens in a controlled process of 

modernization in which companies develop new 

products and services in targeted and systematic 

way. . 
 

Both methods can be described as "innovation". Many 

companies are highly innovative without being aware of it. On 

the other hand, a number of companies think their practices 

are innovative, while in fact they are not.  "Innovation" has 

become a fashionable word with a vague meaning. 

 
No matter what term is used, it is crucial that companies 

continuously improve their products, services and processes 

in order to appeal to their clients. Innovation and its meaning 

used in this business potential analysis - see the table -  is 

necessary for companies to be successful.  

 
 

 

In order to understand innovation it is crucial be 

aware that: No machine, computer or modern 

infrastructure will guarantee innovation. Innovation is 

driven by people's creativity in responding to 

customers' feedback and drawing conclusions from 

the company's own mistakes. This way companies 

can improve existing products, services and 

processes or create new ones. Computer 

technologies may help with that, while a properly 

designed work environment can stimulate creative 

processes. However, it is the staff's will and 

capability to come up with new ideas that lie at the 

basis of innovation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Understanding innovation as part of the business potential analysis 
 

Term "innovation" has several definitions. The following criteria describe the concept of 

innovation that has been established in relation to the circumstances that SMEs operate in. 

The employed definition states that: 
 

1. Innovation is a directed development and implementation of new solutions to problems, 

which increases the value and effectiveness of the products, services and processes. 
 

2. These solutions differ markedly from the ones used previously. 
 

3. "Novelty" is about solving problems from the perspective of a given company and/or 

its clients. 
 

4. Mere coming up with an idea is not enough to be considered innovation. An idea 

becomes innovation once it starts bringing benefits to the company and/or its clients. 
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       >> Innovation gaining importance 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The capability to innovate will become even 

more important in the future due to:   
>> demographic changes that will force companies 

to create added value and new solutions through 

aging/older staff; an increased importance of the 

ability to make use of advantages and strongest 

skills of all age groups in the innovation-

generating processes; 
 

>> the growing importance of services and the 

possibility of quickly gaining advantage over 

competitors through new ideas; 
 

>> challenges and opportunities related with the 

transformation of the job market that results from the 

adoption of computer technologies in all work process. 

The ability to continuously learn, adapt and utilize various 

new possibilities is vital for any company's success. 
 

This kind of development especially requires 
 

>> a system-oriented strategy, 
 

>> engaged employees who can generate new 

ideas and 
 

>> a stimulating work environment that 

encourages innovative approaches. 

>> What are the benefits of the 
business potential analysis? 

 

The "Success through innovation" business potential analysis 

contains a number of suggestions on how to facilitate 

innovative processes at a company. The potential analysis 

helps to stimulate and empower employees to bring forward 

their ideas. It also increases the awareness of new, 

successful products, services and processes. Also, it enables 

a more systematic approach to using opportunities for 

innovation. 

 

The business potential analysis describes good 

innovation practices of successful companies. The 

examples are meant to encourage the reader to 

reflect on the shape of their company's day-to-day 

operations, to find suitable solutions and implement 

them into the company's workflow. The business 

potential analysis allows companies to determine 

whether action is needed and can suggest suitable 

measures if necessary. 
 
You can write them down in the action plan on 

the last page of this publication. 
 
Using good solutions to some issues described in 

this business potential analysis may translate into an 

increased attractiveness of a company. 
 
The business potential analysis can help you 

recognize your company's innovative potential, 

appreciate and make use of the staff's ideas and 

suggestions.  
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>> Who is the analysis 
aimed at? 

 

 

The intention of the analysis is especially to help 

owners of small enterprises systematically assess 

their innovation processes and capabilities. The 

business potential analysis is also suitable for team 

or department managers at bigger companies. 
 

Completing the analysis takes between 30 and 60 

minutes. An interactive version of the analysis is 

available online at www.inqa-innovation.de (since 

autumn 2014). 
 

The business potential analysis has been 

created from the perspective of entrepreneurs 

and managers. Not all check points are 

relevant for all enterprises. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The authors of the concept of the business potential 

analysis are: Dresden University of Technology – 

Centre of Production Engineering and Management 

(CIMTT), RWTH Aachen University – IAW Chair and 

Institute of Industrial Engineering and Ergonomics, 

BC GmbH Research and Management Consulting 

company. The analysis has been discussed by all 

partners of the "Offensive Mittelstand" initiative and 

has been jointly accepted as a quality standard. 
 
The creation of the "Success through 

innovation" business potential analysis was 

financed by the Federal Ministry for Labour 

and Social Affairs (BMAS). 

 

>> Who is involved? 
 
 

The business potential analysis has been 

created and published by "Offensive 

Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland", which is an 

independent network operating under the 

auspices of Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit 

(INQA) (New Quality of Work Initiative). 
 

It is a joint initiative which brings together the federal 

government, federal states, employers' associations and 

chambers, trade unions, the Federal Employment Agency, 

enterprises, social security institutions and foundations, with 

the aim to boost the quality work, which is key to innovation 

and competitiveness in Germany. The initiative was launched 

in 2002 and offers inspiring examples from practice, as well 

as the possibility of obtaining advice and information,   

exchange of experiences and a support programme for 

projects related to employment policy.   

 

 

The Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland initiative    

promotes successful employee-oriented business 

management by creating modern standards and practical 

tools. It also offers various regional support structures 

developed in particular for small and medium-sized 

enterprises.   Currently the "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für 

Deutschland" initiative   comprises approx. 250 partners, 

including the federal government, federal states, business 

associations, trade associations, guilds, craft chambers, 

trade unions, professional business organisations, health 

insurance companies, research institutes and service 

providers.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet  
 
    

The "Success through 
innovation" business 
potential analysis 
supplements the INQA "Guter 
Mittelstand" company control 
sheet applicable to the 
processes in a company. The 
"Success through innovation" 
business potential analysis 
focuses on innovation.  

   

 
   

     
 
Anybody who becomes 
interested in the topic of 
innovation in the course of 
doing the INQA company 
check may use this tool to 
continue improving the 
company's processes. An 
opposite situation is also 
possible: 
 

    

 
 

 
  
   
  

   

    
   

 

 

 

   
 

  
The "Offensive Mittelstand" initiative has also contributed to the 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet Both tools can 

be used free of charge. 
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1 Creating general 
conditions for innovation 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
To create conditions in the form 

of relevant structures and a work 

environment that is open to new 

ideas in order to increase the 

competitiveness of the 

company's products, services 

and processes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 
 

 

>> 1.1 Significance of innovation for our company 
We held discussions with our employees to explain the importance of innovation to 

our company. 
 

Examples of innovative activities:  
>> Implementation of a corporate strategy (new products, new services and new market 

segments to secure the company's future) 
 

>> Responding to customers' feedback in order to maintain customers and create new 
products  

>> Continuous improvement of our products, services and processes  
>> Securing competitiveness  

>> Securing jobs  
>> Increasing the attractiveness of the employer to lure the best specialists 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Need for 

action 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 

 
➔See also INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet, module 1.1 "Strategy – Competitiveness" 

 

>> 1.2 Leadership that promotes innovation 
 

The management at all levels in our company creates conditions encouraging our 

employees to come up with new solutions. 
 

For example:  
>> Company's goals and policy clearly state that innovative concepts are welcome and will 

be supported. 
 

>> Employees participate in shaping the work processes, while their ideas are always 

taken into considerations. 
 

>> We take care that the entire staff have the necessary freedom to act in the area of 

innovation. 
 

>> All employees are requested to report their ideas for novel solutions or approaches. 
 

>> The silo mentality present in some domains is being replaced with collaborative work 

towards new ideas in various spheres. 
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General conditions for innovation  

 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

>> Ideas which are not immediately doable are also considered useful and can help the 

company develop in a longer perspective. 
 

>> An incentive system encourages employees to develop and implement innovative 

solutions. 
 

>> Each idea is evaluated. 
 

>> The managers assess their previous innovation-promoting activities and determine how to 

improve in this respect. 

 

Need for 

action 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 

 
➔See also the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet , module 4 "Leadership” 

 

>> 1.3 Innovation-friendly approach to obstacles 
 

We are aware that mistakes, setbacks and failures are inevitable in the process of creating innovative solutions. 

We consistently and systematically evaluate them to avoid repeating mistakes and to find areas for 

optimization. We don't assign blame. 

For example:  
>> Regular team discussions in which employees exchange feedback and opinions, e.g.: "Which 

processes are effective and which ones are not?” 
 

>> Reporting issues and failures during employee meetings, which the company can use to identify 

areas for improvement ("Failure of the month/year") 

>> Encouraging employees (seeing mistakes as opportunities)  
>> Mistakes are seen as part of the shared learning process. 

 

>> Encouraging employees to develop non-standard solutions that may be risky at first 

 
➔See also the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet, module 7.4 "Acting with caution and learning from 
mistakes " 

 

>> 1.4 The image of an innovative company 
 

We show ourselves to clients and suppliers as an innovative company in the region and our 

market segment. It helps our company to meet clients' needs for innovative products and 

achieve the set goals. 
 

For example:  
>> The information about the spectrum of innovation (products, services, processes) 

distributed through flyers, internet, social media 
 

>> Cooperation with other companies and experts  

>> Cooperation with universities and institutions 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 
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8 Success through innovation" business potential analysis 

2 Promotion of internal innovation 

capability 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
To get the employees to generate 

good ideas frequently. To create 

space for formulating them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities.  

 

>> 2.1 Employees' ideas 
 

We have a procedure which helps us keep record of employees' ideas to 

include them in company's further development. 
 

For example:  
>> An idea board/intranet  

>> Agenda for every team meeting  
>> A continuous improvement process including a "New ideas" item  
>> Individual meetings with employees. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for  

action 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 

 

>> 2.2 Undiscovered abilities of the staff 
 

We try to find out about our employees' skills to harness them for generating new 

solutions. 
 

Examples of such skills:  
>> Previous work experience  
>> Special qualifications 

 

>> Skills learned from outside-of-work activities, such as participation in various initiatives 

and associations, involvement in political, cultural and social work. 
 

>> Special interests, such as environmental activity, involvement in technologies, writing blogs  
>> Computer science skills 
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Promotion of internal innovation capability  

 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities.  

 

Discovering abilities through:  
>> Information included in the CV or other data regarding special qualifications, experience, skills  

>> Employee discussions  
>> Team meetings  

>> Word-of-mouth  
>> Everyday conversation  
>> Break chatter 

 
 

Need for 

action 
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➔Tip: Make sure to protect sensitive data 

 

>> 2.3 Strengths of employees in the process of innovation 
 

We know the strengths of all our employees relevant in the context of the innovation-

generating process and we know how to assign particular tasks. 
 

The strengths might include:  
>> Creative thinking 

 
>> Running meetings (a mediating role between various interests and perspectives at the company)  

>> Expert knowledge  
>> Experience regarding processes present at the company  

>> Knowledge about network and cooperation partners  
>> Knowledge of the market  
>> Economy-oriented perspective  

>> Good project managing skills  
>> Age group  

>> Professional group and qualifications  

>> Social and cultural background 

 
➔See also the INQA " Human Resource Management " brochure , module 7 "Targeted involvement  
of different people” 
 
 

>> 2.4 Satisfaction from new ideas 
 

Good work atmosphere promotes the development of new ideas among employees 

and their consistent implementation. 
 

For example:  
>> The possibilities of informal information exchange - lounge, kitchen, staff room.  
>> Openness to unusual ideas and further work on their development 

 

>> Freedom to come forward with ideas and space to discuss ways for development. 
 

>> External workshops on innovating. 
 

>> Satisfaction derived from an out-of-the-box way of thinking (not clinging to the usual methods) 
 

>> Employees from different areas think together about new products, services and 

processes. 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 
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3 Using external innovation potential 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
To find incentives to innovate 

among our clients and partners as 

well. To systematically use their 

ideas or suggestions for self-

development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

 

 
 

 

>> 3.1 Using client relations 
 

We use all contacts with clients to come up with ideas for new products, 

services and processes. 
 

For example:  
>> Using surveys to study customer satisfaction  

>> Doing maintenance work  

>> Participating in fairs  

>> Handling complaints  
>> Attending work meeting with customers 

 
➔See also the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet, module 5 "Market and customer" 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for 

action 
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>> 3.2 Active engagement of customers 
 

We systematically include customers in further development of products and 

services. 
 

For example:  
>> We request customers to give their suggestions, which we use to achieve further 

optimization  

>> Meetings with customers / workshops for customers  
>> Contests for ideas  
>> Participation of customers in development activities 

 
>> Developing products and services together with clients (simultaneous engineering) 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 
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Using external innovation potential  

 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 3.3 Using the knowledge of suppliers 
 

We systematically include suppliers in further development of products and services. We 

see suppliers as potential partners in cooperation towards the development of shared 

products and services. 
 

For example:  
>> Meetings with suppliers on how to improve current processes  

>> Meetings with suppliers on new products/services  

>> Joint-brainstorming  

>> Collaborative research projects 

 

>> 3.4 Using networks, institutions and social contexts 
 

We use our contacts and our participation in networks and institutions as well as our 

involvement in other social contexts to generate ideas and collect suggestions 

regarding products and services. 
 

For example:  
>> Corporate networks  

>> Participation in standardization committees  
>> Cooperation within guilds, chambers, professional associations 

 
>> Social innovation, such as collective childcare and promoting health in the workplace  

>> Neighbourhood events, such as open days  
>> Sponsoring, which leads to new contacts and space for new ideas 

 

>> Cooperation with schools and associations aimed at drawing interest of young people 

who contribute new ideas and knowledge 

 
 

Need for  
action 
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12 "Success through innovation" business potential analysis 

 

4 Creating incentives for 
innovation 

  
 
 

 

Goal:  
We value systematic support for 

innovative ideas. We use tools and 

procedures to systematically 

develop and implement good 

ideas within the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 4.1 Incentives to create new products and services 
 

We systematically use suggestions and current technologies, especially IT-related 

ones, to develop new products and services. 
 

For example:  
>> Suggestions and enquiries from clients  

>> Idea-exchanging sessions / cooperation with other companies 
 

>> Cooperation with academic experts for various areas and branches  

>> Online research on new technologies, materials, work methodologies 
 

>> Researching competitors' offers for new products/services ideas and for a 

comparison with innovative market leaders 
 

>> Using open online innovation platforms (Open Innovation, social media)  
>> Specialist publications and journals  
>> Participation in conferences, fairs and events 

 

>> Information from associations, guilds, chambers, such as market research, 

comparative analysis and others) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Need for  
action 
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                                  This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 
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Creating incentives for innovation  

 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 4.2 Incentives to create new internal processes 
 

We systematically use suggestions and current technologies, especially IT-related 

ones, to develop new products and services. 
 

For example:  
>> Employee surveys  
>> Team meetings  

>> Specialist publications, the internet 
 

>> Using services of IT, corporate, personal, health and academic consultants 

 

 

>> 4.3 Identifying good ideas 
 

We make sure that even small innovations in everyday processes are identified and 

systematically considered by the whole organization. 
 

For example:  
>> Presentation of the methods and ideas of individual employees to the entire staff 

 

>> Exchange of experiences between employees who perform similar roles in order to 

identify differences in approaches 
 

>> Openness to entirely new ideas and young employees 

 
 

Need for  
action 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 

 
➔See also the INQA "Human Resource Management " brochure , module 9.4 " General attitude towards employees - inclusion (participation)" 

 

>> 4.4 Systemic tools for generating ideas 
 

We use processes to develop ideas for new products, services and procedures. 
 

For example:  
>> A regular agenda item for team meetings  

>> Brainstorming sessions, internal Spinner-type workshops  

>> Internal agreements to promote new ideas, such as company suggestion programs  

>> Bonus system for new ideas  
>> Checklists that systematically record experiences, ideas and advice 

 

>> Team-hopping, where employees join different teams for a period of time  
 

>> Training on innovative approaches 
 

>> External meetings in a relaxing environment to make employees leave the usual framework 

and stimulate them to create new ideas and opportunities for exchanging experiences 
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5 
Involving generations 

 

 into the innovation process 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
Both life- and work-related factors 

as well as age have an influence on 

the contribution of employees to the 

innovation process. We appreciate 

the strengths of different age 

groups and use them to innovate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

➔See also the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet, module 4.3 "Leadership – Staff inclusion”  

➔See also the INQA " Human Resource Management" brochure, module 5.3 "Good work atmosphere - Promoting team 

spirit" 

>> 5.1 Finding out the strengths of individuals and generations 
 

We are aware of the factors which influence the efficiency and readiness to make 

effort, some of which are age-related. 
 

Life-factors which influence efficiency, e.g.:  
>> Lifestyle (eating habits, physical activity, smoking, alcohol consumption)  

>> Social life, education  
>> Corporate culture  

>> One's own concepts, external concepts  
>> Previous activity (stress, training)  

>> Motivation and efficiency at work and in free time  

>> Stimulating learning through work and hobbies 
 

Factors which may differ between various age groups:  
>> Quality awareness  
>> Flexibility  

>> Ability to work in a team  
>> Work ethic, loyalty  

>> Willingness and ability to learn  
>> Awareness of social responsibility, problem-solving abilities  
>> Know-how  

>> Creativity  
>> Mental strength  
>> Expert knowledge  

>> Physical strength 

 
➔See: practical guidelines "Using the strengths of generations"  
➔See also the INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure, module 7 " Targeted involvement  
of different people " 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Need for  
action 
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Integrating generations into the innovation process  

 

Successful practice  
Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 5.2 Using strengths of a generation in the process of innovation 
 

We consciously use the strengths of various generations in the innovation process. 
 

For example:  
>> "Power position” of older workers  
>> Greater networking  

>> Knowledge about customers gathered over many years  
>> Knowledge about processes 

 

>> Length of employment in a given company (which could be a negative factor due to 

routine or an advantage due to the knowledge of company processes) 
 

>> Knowledge of new methods and technologies  

>> Computer skills  

>> Curiosity  

>> Neutrality 

 
➔See: practical guidelines "Using the strengths of generations"  
➔See also the INQA " Human Resource Management" brochure, module 7 "Using people's diversity in a systematic way" 

 

>> 5.3 Overcoming prejudice 
 

We don't accept prejudice against any age group because it hinders the process 

of generating new ideas. 
 

For example:  
>> Discussing the topic in meetings and working together to find solutions  

>> Building teams consisting of people of different ages, if needed 

 
 
 
 
 

➔See Practical guidelines "Condition for the success of mixed-age teams" 
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action 
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6 Managing innovation processes 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We guarantee the efficiency and 

quality of our innovation processes 

by systematically controlling the 

parameters that drive success. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice 
Need for  
action  

Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 6.1 Practical application 
 

We make sure that each idea is practical as well as suitable and beneficial to the company in order to be 

innovative. Not every trend should be adopted. The risk has been analysed and assessed. 

For example, benefits for our  
>> products,  

>> services,  

>> processes  
are of paramount importance. 
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This is one of our strengths which we want to highlight in our marketing in order to lure customers as well as the best workforce. 

 

>> 6.2 Ensuring usability 
 

We developed and accepted criteria that determine the usability of the results. 
 

For example:  
>> Added value for existing products and services - benefits for the clients 

 
>> Economic efficiency of the product/service - cost-benefit aspect  

>> Added value/benefits for processes 
 

>> Possible integration into our product portfolio (strategy, key skills, image) 
 

>> Saving resources (energy, production process, environment)  

>> Financial feasibility of the innovation process  
>> Protection of patents and utility models 
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Managing innovation processes  
 

Successful practice 
 
  

Analyse the described practical examples with relation to your own situation and assess whether you see 

a need for action. The examples should prompt you to reflect on your day-to-day work and find solutions 

that are suitable for your company. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

>> 6.3 Time, staff and financial budget 
 

You should determine what resources are available for the innovation process (staff, 

time, finances). 
 

For example:  
>> Set a timeframe for the innovation process, define milestones  
>> Time budget for internal staff  
>> Budget earmarked for internal and external expenses (such as reports, remuneration for 

experts)  

>> Implementation workgroup  
>> Using finances for innovative projects 
 

 
 

>> 6.4 Scope of responsibility 
 

We have defined the scope of responsibility as well as authorizations to give instructions 
regarding the innovation process. 

 
It is not only managers who must be responsible for the innovation process, but also individual 

workers, such as the author of the idea or other workers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

>> 6.5 Criteria for stopping the innovation process 
 

We have developed and accepted the criteria for stopping the process of innovation. 

We have also determined how the decision about stopping the process should be 

made. 
 

For example:  
>> Milestones have not been reached  

>> No possibility of meeting the set deadlines  
>> Financial efficiency is not certain  

>> Development of new technologies or market changes 

 
 
 

 

>> 6.6 Inspection and further development 
 

We have decided how the process of innovation is assessed and further executed. 
 

For example:  
>> Managing a project (structured division of work, monitoring of points where various work 

areas meet, etc.)  
>> Regular monitoring of success criteria, e.g. based on a success criteria matrix  
>> Periodical review of milestones 
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Knowledge and skills: success 

factors for competitiveness 
 
 
 

 

Have you encountered a 
situation in which 

 
key information cannot be found due 

to data overload? 

Searching for the right information in our 

database is becoming more and more 

difficult due to many outdated and 

unsorted pieces of information. 
 

The expectations towards our industry 

are changing at an ever increasing pace. 

Sometimes it is difficult for us to follow the 

development of technology, work 

procedures, product development and 

customer needs and to keep up with them. 
 

We do not always know what skills our 

company will need tomorrow. In fact, until 

now we have never systematically defined 

the skills of all our employees and we do not 

know exactly what skills we will need 

tomorrow. 
 

One team always works faster and 

better than the other. 

I often wonder why the results of one team 

are much better than the other. 

Apparently, they do not exchange 

experiences. 
 

If an employee retires, we will no 

longer be able to benefit from their 

knowledge.  
If an employee retired, so did a large portion 

of their knowledge, which gave us a hard 

time. 

 
 
The shelf-life of knowledge has been significantly 

reduced due to rapid development in IT. The 

increasing digitisation of work (i.e. Industry 4.0) will 

make such changes proceed even faster. Companies 

need to acquire or develop new knowledge at an 

increasing pace. At the same time, given 

demographic developments in Germany, it is 

increasingly difficult, particularly for small and 

medium-sized enterprises, to quickly acquire 

competent specialists with future-oriented knowledge 

and skills required in the company. 
 
Given the fact that knowledge and skills account for 

more than half of the added value of a company, 

SMEs are faced with the following tasks: they must 

be able to acquire new knowledge and skills in a 

professional and timely manner and at an 

increasingly fast pace. Furthermore, they have to 

organise their knowledge and skills intelligently in 

order to be able to use them in an optimal and 

efficient way. The companies that master this ability 

enjoy a competitive advantage. 
 
Therefore, effective business management with 
regard to the main and at the same time incredibly 
important resources, 
 
i.e. knowledge and skills, entails: 
 
>> considering what knowledge and skills are needed 

to implement the corporate strategy and future 

products and services in the company; 

>> finding and/or making long-term use of the 

sources of these resources; 

>> organising the company in such a way that the 

necessary knowledge and skills are available in 

the right form and at the right time, safeguarded 

and constantly updated; 

>> creating working conditions for employees where 

they will be willing to transfer their knowledge and 

skills and learn constantly;  
>> creating a corporate culture that fosters lifelong 

learning. 
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>> Systematically safeguarding  
knowledge and skills  

 
The INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure helps 

companies to systematically create, control and 

develop their knowledge and skills. It is based on 

basic modules of organising knowledge and skills 

(see the chart below). These modules correspond 

to the elements of good knowledge and skills 

management. 

 

>> About the authors 

 
The INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure was 

created and published by "Offensive Mittelstand – 

Gut für Deutschland", an independent network 

operating under the auspices of Initiative Neue 

Qualität der Arbeit (INQA) (see inside the title 

page). 
 

The INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure 

presents a standard for systematically addressing 

topics concerning knowledge and skills, which is 

implemented by all partners of "Offensive 

Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland". 

 

 

Modular model for systematic organisation of knowledge and skills 

 

Establishing goals in 
terms of  

 
Identifying knowledge 

and skills 

knowledge and skills   
    

 
 

 
Assessment of 

knowledge and skills  
Acquiring knowledge 

and skills 

   
   

 
INQA  

"Knowledge and Skills"  
brochure 

 

Development of 
knowledge and skills 

 
Preserving knowledge 

and skills 
 

within the 
 

 

 
company   

   

 
 

 

Appropriate use of 
knowledge and skills  Disseminating 

knowledge 
 

 

  

   

 
Source: Based on: Probst, Gilbert; Raub, Steffen; Romhardt, Kai: Wissen managen, 1999, p 58. 
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Authors of the idea behind the brochure: Dresden 

University of Technology – CIMTT Centre for Production 

Engineering and Organisation, RWTH University of 

Aachen – IAW Department and Institute of Work 

Sciences; BC GmbH Forschungs- und 

Beratungsgesellschaft consulting company and conpara 

Gesellschaft für Unternehmensberatung mbH. The 

brochure was discussed by all partners of the “Offensive 

Mittelstand” initiative and adopted as a common 

standard applicable in practice. 
 

The brochure was financed by the Federal Ministry 

for Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

>> Who is this brochure for? 

 
This brochure allows entrepreneurs, primarily SMEs, 

to systematically assess their processes and to make 

better, i.e. more efficient, use of their knowledge and 

skills. Moreover, the brochure helps department or 

team managers in larger companies to increase the 

efficiency of the way in which knowledge is used and 

skills are developed. 
 

The INQA "Knowledge and Skills" brochure can be 

used to define optimisation measures for your 

company. 

 

>> What are the advantages of the 
INQA "Knowledge and Skills" 

brochure? 

 
The brochure entitled "Knowledge and Skills" 

contains many suggestions on how to foster 

knowledge and skills in your company. The INQA 

brochure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
helps to identify, develop and preserve important 

areas of knowledge and skills, adapt them to the 

changing requirements and update them. The 

brochure allows you to systematically learn and 

develop the potential of knowledge and skills for your 

company. 
 
This brochure describes how successful companies 

deal with knowledge and skills, so you can find many 

ideas, suggestions and examples to implement in 

your company. Reading the brochure will motivate 

you to reflect on your daily work, identify 

development needs and specify actions to be taken. 

The brochure encourages the reader to look for 

solutions for their company to strike a balance 

between future-oriented development of new projects 

and the necessary preservation of those that have 

proved successful, which is not always easy. 

 

>> How to use this brochure? 

 
This brochure contains eight topics. It can be used 

like a modular toolbox. You can select particular 

modules or cover all of them from start to finish (time 

required: 40 to 60 minutes). First of all, it is necessary 

to define the future skill profile of your employees and 

teams and to compare them with the current skill 

profiles. For this purpose use the "Skills in my 

company" section on page 9. 
 
Further use of the brochure takes place in two stages: 
  
 
Stage 1: Conduct analysis of the actual situation by 

assessing the need for action in individual topics 

using colours (green, yellow, red). This will give you a 

good overview of the company's structure in various 

areas and suggest where improvements can be 

made. 
 
Stage 2: Then identify the measures to be taken, 

designate the person responsible for their 

implementation and define the methods of controlling 

the effectiveness of implementation. All information 

should be recorded in the action plan on the back 

cover. 
 
An interactive version of the brochure is available on the 

Internet at www.inqa-check-wissen.de. 
 
The brochure was written from the perspective of 

entrepreneurs and managers (hence the "we" form). Not 

all checkpoints are relevant for each and every company. 
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"Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by 
INQA and INQA toolkit 

 
The "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by INQA is a part of INQA toolkit comprising practical 

standards and instruments for self-assessment. In addition to the INQA company control sheet used for 

analysis of good practices in integrated management, each thematic area is covered in a separate INQA 

brochure. Moreover, other tools for self-assessment are available on other specific topics. 
 

Characteristic features of the tools: 
 

>> >> They were developed as a common practical standard and a self-assessment tool for all partners 

associated under the Offensive Mittelstand initiative and other partners active in a given thematic area. 
 

>> >> They follow a uniform classification and methodology (based on the process of value creation, 

continuous improvement, description of good practices/state of the work sciences, each topic described on 

two pages, in print and online). 
 

>> >> They constitute a template for systematic assessment and an accessible introduction to the 

relevant topic (also an introduction to certified systems, such as the INQA, QM, AMS, ÖKO audit, and 

quality mark awarded by competent authorities). 
 

>> >> Specification of further practical assistance from INQA network partners. 
 

The "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet by INQA and brochures on specific topics were developed by 

the “Offensive Mittelstand” initiative under the auspices of the Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit (INQA). The 

use of all tools is free of charge. 

 
 

 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" 
company control sheet 

Thematic 
brochures: 

(integrated management) Creating and 
preserving 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 

General 

management 

 

INQA 
brochure  

INQA 
brochure  

INQA 
brochure  

INQA 
brochure  

Human 
Resource  Diversity  Health  

 
Knowledge 
and Skills Main 

Management  (soon)     
thematic 
areas 

        
        

"Success through innovation" business potential analysis  
Further 

GDA-ORGAcheck brochure – occupational safety methods 

 

 

additional 

topics 

"Vocational education" business potential analysis  
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Definitions 
 

 
"Knowledge" and "skills" as well as many related 

terms are often understood in very different ways. 

Therefore, the definition of these terms is given in 

the context in which they are used in the INQA 

"Knowledge and Skills" brochure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Term  Description  

Knowledge 

 

 
Knowledge means inter-related pieces of information that enable making decisions in a specific 
context and taking action in a target-oriented manner. Knowledge may be implicit or explicit.  

    

  
>> Explicit 
knowledge 

Explicit knowledge is the knowledge that can be consciously acquired. It may 
be represented in the form of documents, statements, it may be impersonal 
and generally applicable (e.g. work instructions, contracts, books). 

    

  
>> Implicit 
knowledge 

Implicit knowledge is the knowledge that a person derives from their 
experience, practice 

   and studies. It is difficult or impossible to describe implicit knowledge. 

   
However, such knowledge is effective (for example a child who knows how to 
ride a bike, 

   but doesn't know how he or she does it.) 
    

  
>> Organisational 
knowledge Organisational knowledge is the sum total of all knowledge in a company. 

   It provides insight into how decisions are made and what actions are taken 

   

within the organisation. Entire body of knowledge is greater and different than 
the sum of the knowledge of individual persons within the organisation. 
Organisational knowledge may also be explicit (e.g. textbooks, patents) and 
implicit (e.g. corporate culture, working procedures). 

    

Skill  A skill is the ability and readiness to use knowledge to solve problems. 

  
It depends on personal characteristics (predispositions such as motivation, knowledge, physical and 
mental conditions). 

  Skills are applied only on the basis of existing organisational requirements (for example 

  corporate culture, management, scope of responsibilities). 

  Skills include: professional skills, experience and the so-called 

  "key skills" (methodological skills, social communication skills, personal skills). 
    

Qualification  Qualification is a formal confirmation of skills and/or knowledge. 
   

Information  
Information is characters, symbols, language/text, images, sensory impressions to which a person 
assigns some meaning (interpretation). The meaning perceived by each person depends on individual 

  

ideas, expectations and requirements. There is therefore no "objective" information which would be 
immune to interpretation by individuals. This means that: "the same" piece of information can mean 
something different to different people (it's even typical). 

   

Skill for change  
Ability to perceive and implement changes and adapt to work-related changes using one's own 
existing skills (professional skills, experience, key skills). 

   
   

Digitisation of work  The future of work will be shaped by the miniaturisation of computer technology, 

(Industry 4.0)  
communication between different types of software and increasingly fast network connections. This 
will enable 

  connecting machines, equipment, products and people with the use of software (Internet of 

  

things, Internet of Services). This, in turn, will translate into acceleration and changes in work 
processes and will create links between the reality and the virtual world. This development is often 
referred to as Industry 4.0 although it concerns all areas of work and life. 
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Skills in my company: first assessment 
 
 
 

The main skills from the perspective of the company are presented below. The following matrix is helpful in identifying 

existing and required skills in your company. Before you start working with the matrix, you should determine which 

position/area of work and which employees or teams you would like to analyse. The use of matrices can be equally 

interesting for company managers.  

 

Position/area of work:     

Employee/team     

Skills What knowledge and What knowledge and 

 
Need for  

 skills are required to skills are used to action 

 perform tasks at work? perform tasks at work?  

 (Desired state / future (Current state / present  

 skills profile) skills profile)  
 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed   

 

>> Professional skills 
 

Knowledge and skills in  
a particular area 

 
>> Personal skills 

 
Ability to assess and reflect  
upon one's skills and values  
(e.g. loyalty, personal  

responsibility, 

ability to express and accept  
criticism) 
    

 
>> Social communication skills 

Ability to communicate   
and cooperate with others  
and understand others' point  
of view (for example 
openness, assertiveness,  
empathy) 
  
   

 
>> Methodological skill 

 
ability to deal with problems  
based on methodological  
knowledge (e.g.  
process-oriented thinking,  
identifying complex causes  
that give rise to a particular  
situation and finding solutions) 
  
 

Individuals who combine and systematically use different skills increase the likelihood of responding quickly and 

appropriately to change (skill for change). 
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1 
Establishing goals 
concerning knowledge and 
skills 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We know the level of knowledge and 

skills necessary to effectively 

implement our corporate strategy. 

We create conditions conducive to 

effective development of knowledge 

and skills in the company in order to 

achieve corporate goals. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   

 

 

>> 1.1 Knowledge and skills for achieving corporate goals (external 
strategy) 

 
We are able to define the level of knowledge and skills necessary to effectively 

implement our corporate strategy. 
 

For example:  
>> We are able to define the essential knowledge that distinguishes us from our competitors 

(key skills) and/or makes us stand out on the market. 
 

>> We are able to define the skills required to achieve our corporate goals (see "Skills in 

my company" on page 9). 
 

>> We know our customers, markets and suppliers.  
>> We have knowledge on technology, development and trends.  
>> We can describe our knowledge advantage over our competitors. 

 

>> We have knowledge on the specificity of the industry (clusters, entrepreneurial networks, 

regional specificity). 
 

>> We know the legal requirements (such as occupational and environmental safety, product safety). 

 
➔ See also INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet (www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de) 

 

>> 1.2 Knowledge and skills for achieving corporate goals in the 
company (internal strategy) 

 
We are able to define the level of knowledge and skills necessary to effectively 

implement our corporate strategy within the company. 
 

For example:  
>> Employees' knowledge and skills  

>> Knowledge on basic processes and management  
>> Knowledge on management methods  
>> Knowledge on efficiency and readiness to achieve results  

>> Knowledge on relevant laws, regulations and standards  
>> Knowledge on processes in a "learning organisation" 
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Establishing goals concerning knowledge and skills  

 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean  
the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 1.3 Establishing goals concerning knowledge and skills of individual employees 
 

We regularly explain personal goals and perspectives of each employee in terms of the 

development of knowledge and skills. 
 

Opportunities to improve the process of establishing goals in terms of knowledge and skills:  
>> Communication skills  
>> Strategic knowledge  

>> Problem solving skills  
>> Planning skills  

>> Professional skills  

>> Project management skills  

>> Advisory skills  

>> Computer literacy 
 

For example:  
>> Regular interviews with employees 

 

>> Individual development plans / establishing goals (for example on the basis of 

perspective coaching, skill balances) 
 

>> Definition of education and training activities  

>> Formal qualifications, qualifications enabling professional advancement  
>> Team meetings 

 
➔ See also the INQA "Good office work" brochure, module 2.4 

"Development and further training opportunities". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-wissen.de 
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2 
Identifying 

 

 knowledge and skills 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We know the level of internal and 

external knowledge and the skills we 

can use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean  
the scope of responsibilities. 

 
 

  

 

>> 2.1 Identifying employee knowledge and skills 
 

We have an established procedure (measures, methods, system) allowing us to identify our 

employees' current level of knowledge or skills. 
 

For example:  
>> Qualification needs analysis 

 

>> Qualification/skill matrix taking into account different age groups and functions 

>> Interviews with employees 

 
➔ See "Skills in my company" on page 9. 

 
 

>> 2.2 Identifying company knowledge 
 

We identify the organisational knowledge (see glossary) in our company and record it. 

 
Examples of organisational knowledge:  
>> Vision  

>> Quality management instructions  

>> Established working procedures  
>> Work instructions  

>> Establishing goals  
>> Patents  
>> Occupational health and safety instructions  

>> Balancing knowledge and skills  
>> Company success stories 
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Identifying knowledge and skills  

 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean  
the scope of responsibilities. 

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 2.3 Establishing goals concerning knowledge and skills 
 

We are able to tap into unused knowledge and hidden skills of our employees to the 

benefit of our company and make them useful. 
 

Examples of undeveloped knowledge and hidden skills:  
>> Previous work experience  
>> Special qualifications  

>> Experience from different cultures  
>> Skills resulting from leisure activities (such as associations, politics, initiatives, culture, social engagement)  
>> Special interests (such as environment protection, technology, blogging)  

>> IT skills  
>> Knowledge about work safety (first aider, health and safety officer, fire fighter) 

 
Identifying skills, for example through:  
>> A system of information derived from curriculum vitae / personal information  
>> Interviews with employees  

>> Rumours  
>> Private conversations  
>> Conversations during breaks 

 
➔ Tip: Data protection regulations must be observed 

 

>> 2.4 Awareness of knowledge deficits 
 

We know where our knowledge deficits are and where there is a need to deepen our knowledge given our 

current and future development needs (e.g. new technologies, work procedures, customer needs). 

 
For example:  
>> Analysis of customer feedback  

>> Analysis of customer requirements  

>> Exchange of ideas with other companies  
>> Knowledge on competitors' offer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-wissen.de 
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3 Acquiring knowledge and 
skills for the company  

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We know the areas of knowledge and 

skills that we need to acquire and use 

to achieve our corporate goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

 
you see a need for action. 

 
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

 
 
 

  

 

>> 3.1 Acquiring external knowledge and skills 
 

We have a systematic procedure (measures, methods, strategy) to acquire the necessary  
knowledge. We also know external sources that have the necessary knowledge and required  
skills. 

 
For example:  
>> Searching for information published on the Internet, blogs 

 

>> Analysis of customer contacts (customer requests, customer complaints, complaint 

management) 
 

>> Fairs and congresses  
>> Using training institutions' offers 

 

>> Acquisition of knowledge from expert groups, suppliers, partners, network members, 

service providers, expert bodies 
 

>> Acquisition of knowledge products such as patents, licenses (e.g. software, ERP system, 

product licenses) 
 

>> Specialist journals 

 
One of our strengths that we consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities is the desire to be attractive in the 
eyes of customers and/or employees. 
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Acquisition of knowledge and skills for the company  

 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 3.2 Cooperation with external entities 
 

We identify the organisational knowledge (see glossary) in our company and preserve it. 

 
Examples of organisational knowledge:  
>> Vision  
>> Quality management instructions  

>> Established working procedures  
>> Work instructions  
>> Setting targets  

>> Patents  
>> Occupational health and safety instructions  

>> Balancing knowledge and skills  
>> Company success stories 

 
One of our strengths that we consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities is the desire to be attractive in the  
eyes of customers and/or employees. 
 

 

>> 3.3 Project-related staff recruitment 
 

In order to broaden our knowledge and/or skills, we recruit specialists for specific 

areas/individual projects. 
 

For example:  
>> Engaging specialists for specific projects  

>> Use of part-time workers  

>> Temporary work  

>> Staff exchange for a specific project  

>> Retired employees 

➔ Your potential for systematic recruitment of trainees and new employees can be analysed using the INQA 
"Human Resource Management" brochure. (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-wissen.de 
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4 Development of knowledge and 
skills in the company 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We create new knowledge and 

skills based on the knowledge and 

skills we already have in order to 

remain competitive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need for action
 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 
 

you see a need for action. 
 

In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
 

  

 

>> 4.1 Integrating employees' existing knowledge 
 

We give employees the opportunity to pitch their ideas. 
 

For example:  
>> Item on the agenda at team meetings 

 

>> Composition of teams which is conducive to knowledge exchange (e.g. young and older 

workers, culture, gender) 
 

>> Project groups (e.g. health circle, working groups)  

>> Book of proposals, continuous improvement process (CIP)  

>> Employee survey  

>> Time (freedom to develop ideas)  

>> Rooms (e.g. coffee corner)  

>> A positive error culture 

 
➔ See also INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet (www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de) 

 
➔ See also the INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 

 

>> 4.2 Employee education and training 
 

We take care of the skills of employees of all ages (skills, key skills, knowledge). We value the personal 

responsibility of our employees. 

 
Examples of methods used:  
>> Learning while working (learning in tandem, training on the job)  
>> Workshops  

>> Seminars  
>> Fostering self-study  
>> E-learning, on-line seminars (webinars) 

 

>> Participation in seminars offered by organisations (such as chambers, guilds, accident 

insurance companies/professional associations, health insurance companies) 
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Development of knowledge and skills in the company  
 
 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

 
you see a need for action. 

 
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

 
Examples of content:  
>> IT skills  

>> Languages  
>> Communication skills 

>> Ability to operate specialised machines 

>> Safe and healthy behaviour 

 
One of our strengths that we consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities is the desire to be attractive in  
the eyes of customers and/or employees. 

 

>> 4.3 Culture of questions and gaps 
 

We support our employees and managers in gaining knowledge by asking 

questions. We do not see this as an admission of weakness or incompetence, but 

as openness and productive curiosity. 
 

Support is expressed for example through:  
>> Taking the 'openness to questions' approach during meetings  
>> Accepting and encouraging questions and expressions of concern  
>> "Asking questions actively": discussions on issues which may be unclear  
>> Joint agreement within the team that asking additional questions will be perceived in a positive way  

>> Developing a procedure for dealing with annoying questions that are asked at the 

wrong time 

 
➔ See also INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet (www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de) 

 

>> 4.4 Continuous development of knowledge and skills 
 

We make sure that the development of knowledge for the company and the development of 

skills for each employee takes place in a continuous and systematic way (it is integrated 

with the process of continuous improvement of the company). 
 

For example:  
>> Regular assessment of the skills matrix  
>> Interviews with employees  

>> Establishing goals  
>> Mentoring (experienced employees as contact persons for inexperienced employees)  
>> Subject discussed during team meetings  

>> Subject discussed by the management  
>> Subject discussed by the Occupational Health and Safety committee 
 
 

The desire to be perceived as attractive by customers and/or employees is one of our strengths that we  
consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities. 
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5 
Disseminating knowledge 

  
 
 

 

Goal:  
We provide information to the 

places in the company where it is 

needed. Not everyone needs to 

know everything, but everyone 

needs to know what they need to 

know to do their job in a productive 

and rewarding way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
 

  

 

>> 5.1 Sufficient information about work tasks 
 

We make sure that our managers actively provide employees with all the information 

they need to perform their tasks at work. Our employees know where to find such 

information. 
 

For example:  
>> Familiarising employees with new work tasks – work instructions and guidance  

>> Instructions for safe and healthy work, procedures 
 

>> Clear rules on how to behave and how information is to be communicated at interface 

points (e.g. between work areas, teams and shifts) 
 

>> Descriptions of activities  

>> Manuals 

 

>> 5.2 Disseminating information about news in the company 
 

We have a procedure which enables providing our employees with new information 

and/or sharing experiences. We know who we can reach, which channels of 

communication to use and who should receive relevant information. 
 

For example:  
>> Wiki platforms available on the Intranet  
>> Databases  

>> Groupware systems  
>> E-mail distribution list  
>> Bulletin/notice board 
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Disseminating knowledge  
 
 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 5.3 Fostering knowledge sharing 
 

We developed methods to promote the exchange of knowledge and experience between our employees and 

teams (for example between different levels in hierarchy, departments, cultures, age groups). 

 
For example:  
>> Educational tandems  

>> Workplace rotation  
>> Creating opportunities to get to know each other in person (e.g. company trips, company sports groups)  
>> Introductory seminars for new employees 

 
➔ See also INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure, module 7  

(www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 
 

>> 5.4 Creating a knowledge promoting corporate culture 
 

In our company there is an atmosphere in which employees like to look for new solutions and ideas to use 

them to achieve our corporate goals. 

 
For example:  
>> Opportunities for informal knowledge sharing  
>> Our premises are conducive to communication  

>> Openness to (unusual) ideas  
>> Organising the so-called "silent hour", consciously taking time to concentrate  

>> Taking breaks  

>> Planning time buffers to react to unforeseen events 
 
 

 

The desire to be perceived as attractive by customers and/or employees is one of our strengths that we  
consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities. 

 

>> 5.5 Avoiding information overload 
 

We make sure not to flood each other with information. 
 

For example:  
>> Together with the employees, we determine which information is collected and 

which information is communicated 
 

>> Possibilities of using the software (e.g. anti-spam filters, sorting functions, special 

search and filtering functions) 
 

>> Further training on software, time management and employee self-organisation skills 
 

>> Creating the company's own email culture/ etiquette (meaningful subject lines, avoiding 

unnecessary attachments, not using the CC function too often, email-free days/hours) 
 

>> No unnecessary newsletters and information 

 

>> 5.6 Too much information may be distracting 
 

We made it clear that too much information can distract and hinder action ("all knowledge creates 

ignorance"). We focus on knowledge which is conducive to achieving our goals and we accept the 

fact that we cannot know everything. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalised analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-wissen.de 
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6 Appropriate use of 
knowledge and skills 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We create conditions where our 

knowledge and skills can be used to 

the fullest extent possible, where they 

effectively translate into productivity, 

satisfaction and quality for our 

company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether 

 
you see a need for action. 

 
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
 

  

 

>> 6.1 Avoiding barriers to the organisation's knowledge and skills 
 

We make sure that the use and promotion of knowledge and skills is not hindered by 

barriers in the organization and corporate culture. 
 

Examples of organisational barriers that may prevent the use of knowledge and skills:  
>> Habits in the company ("We always did it this way"), blindness of individual departments 

to what is happening around, rigid thinking patterns 
 

>> Secret rules of the game (e.g. informal hierarchies)  
>> Wrong role models/behaviour of managers  

>> Difficulties in accessing information  
>> Use of unintelligible language  

>> User-unfriendly software (attention to software ergonomics)  

>> Fear of losing the job 

 

>> 6.2 Preventing barriers to employee knowledge and skills 
 

We make sure that the use and promotion of individual employees' knowledge and 

skills is not hindered by personal barriers. We try to overcome employees' personal 

barriers through good Human Resource Management. 
 

Examples of personal barriers that may prevent the use of knowledge and skills:  
>> Fixed work routine  
>> Forgetting how to learn  

>> Convenience  
>> Lack of trust  

>> Self-complacency  
>> Lack of motivation  
>> Prejudices  

>> Fear of change  
>> "Lone wolf strategy"  
>> Defending an alleged monopoly of knowledge  
>> Professional aspirations (using your advantage to make a career) 

 
➔ Methods of good Human Resource Management are presented in the INQA "Human 

Resource Management" brochure (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de). 
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Appropriate use of knowledge and skills  
 
 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities.  

 
 

No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 6.3 User-friendly software 
 

We make sure that the software used in everyday work is user-friendly (good 

ergonomics of software). 
 

Examples of software usability criteria:  
>> Intuitiveness  
>> Controllability  

>> Tolerance of mistakes  
>> Compliance with expectations  
>> Customisability  

>> Encouragement to learn  
>> Information is presented in a structured form (navigation through menus/dialogue boxes)  

>> Visual design  

>> User-friendly system information and messages 
 

Examples of ways to increase user-friendliness are the following:  
>> Define criteria the software should meet 

 

>> Consider the criteria when purchasing the software; if necessary, consult a software 

specialist 
 

>> Regularly ask employees if there are any problems related to software operation  
>> Regularly seek information on new software 

 

>> 6.4 Work organisation conducive to learning 
 

Workplaces for our employees are created so as to encourage the use of work-related 

knowledge and learning and effectively contribute to skills development (freedom in 

the working environment). 
 

For example:  
>> Ergonomic organisation of the working environment (e.g. noise, light, air, temperature, 

workplace equipment, sufficient space) 
 

>> Areas of communication  

>> Possibilities of applying new knowledge 
 

>> Comprehensive task assignment (e.g. transfer and assumption of responsibility, planning, 

organisation) 
 

 
 

The desire to be perceived as attractive by customers and/or employees is one of our strengths that we  
consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities. 
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7 Preserving knowledge and skills 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We preserve what has been noticed, 

learned and experienced beyond a 

particular moment and beyond 

individual people. We maintain this 

information within the company so that 

it can be used in the process of 

creating value regardless of time or 

people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice 
Need for 
action  

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities.  

 
➔ Preservation and safeguarding the necessary skills is further guaranteed by good Human 

Resource Management. You will find detailed information on this topic in the INQA "Human 

Resource Management" brochure (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 7.1 Knowledge preservation criteria 
 

We developed criteria to define what knowledge should be preserved and what 

information is no longer needed. 
 

Examples of criteria:  
>> Suitability / documentation for processes  
>> Suitability / documentation for customers  
>> Statutory storage periods 

 

Substantive (strategic) criteria for the information to be stored are, for example, the following:  
>> Success/profit/viability/liquidity  
>> Market/customer needs  
>> Ideas for new products and/or processes  
>> Patents, industrial property rights, recipes, procedures and other important confidential information  
>> Improving productivity  
>> Attractiveness in the eyes of recognised specialists  
>> Trouble-free and safe processes 

 
 
 

>> 7.2 Documenting the level of knowledge 
 

We document the existing level of knowledge. The documentation is available in a structured form 

and is accessible to any employee if necessary (the need to respect data protection regulations 

and rights of use). 
 

Examples of documentation:  
>> Management instructions  
>> Instructions/descriptions of procedures  
>> Job descriptions  
>> Customer data  
>> Supplier data  
>> Occupational health and safety manuals (such as risk assessments, training certificates)  
>> Case descriptions 
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Preserving knowledge and skills  
 
 

Successful practice 
Need for 
action  

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities.  

 
➔ Preservation and safeguarding the necessary skills is further guaranteed by good Human 

Resource Management. You will find detailed information on this topic in the INQA "Human 

Resource Management" brochure (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 7.3 Preserving knowledge in the company independently of the employees 
 

We make sure that the existing knowledge, even in case of change or loss of 

individual employees in the company, is preserved. 
 

For example:  
>> Checking which people have the critical knowledge and/or necessary knowledge for the 

company 
 

>> Written record of individual employees' knowledge of particular processes/contact persons 

in their area of work and updating it regularly 

>> Mentoring (experienced employees act as contact persons for inexperienced employees) 
 

>> Making entries concerning individual employee's knowledge in company records (in the 

form of check-lists, instructions for use, operating instructions, contact lists, risk 

assessments) 
 

>> Ensuring that alternates can take over work at any time (replacement procedures) 
 

>> Implementation of new employees in good time before employees leave the company 

 

 

>> 7.4 Safeguarding hidden knowledge of employees leaving the company 
 

We try to act in advance to safeguard the hidden knowledge (implicit knowledge) 

and skills of employees leaving our company. 
 

Some examples of hidden knowledge:  
>> Special approach for specific customers  
>> Individual routines within work procedures and processes  

>> Individual filing/storage systems  
>> Detailed agreements with customers and suppliers  
>> Problem solving strategies (advice and guidance) 

 
Examples of how to discover hidden knowledge:  
>> Temporarily accompanying an employee who is about to leave the company (tandem work)  
>> A meeting to discuss the transfer of knowledge in detail  

>> Requesting employees to document processes (knowledge map, work map)  
>> Continuous rotation of work tasks to keep hidden knowledge as low as possible  

>> Mentoring (experienced employees as contact persons for inexperienced employees) 
 

>> 7.5 Safeguarding documented knowledge 
 

Documents in which we gathered the company's knowledge are sufficiently secured. 
 

For example:  
>> From unauthorized access (firewall)  
>> From data loss, e.g. due to fire, flooding (backup)  
>> Through fire protection 
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8 Assessment of knowledge and skills 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We check and evaluate the 

knowledge and skills in the company 

in order to introduce improvements 

and effectively implement the 

appropriate strategy for the company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Successful practice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Need for action 

 
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

   

 

>> 8.1 Assessment and development of our employees' skill profiles 
 

 
We review existing skill profiles and determine required actions to be taken 

 

 
➔ Go to "Skills in my company" on page 9. 

 

>> 8.2 Evaluation of the achievement of knowledge-related objectives in the company 
 

We check and evaluate the achievement of objectives to see if there is a need 

to introduce modifications/changes. 
 

For example:  
>> By consistently and systematically applying the information in this brochure  

>> At management meetings  

>> At team meetings with employees  

>> At meetings of the Health and Safety Committee  

>> Using system-based analytical tools such as knowledge measurement (knowledge 

balance), skill portfolio update or the so-called Balanced Scorecard 

 
➔ See also Module 1 "Establishing goals concerning knowledge and skills" on page 10. 
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Assessment of knowledge and skills  
 
 

Successful practice Need for action  
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and decide whether  
you see a need for action.  
In larger entities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
  

 
No action currently needed Action needed Urgent action needed 

 

>> 8.3 Continuous updating and development of knowledge 
 

We developed procedures for continuous evaluation, update and development of our knowledge resources. We 

make sure that the knowledge resources required to implement our corporate strategy are further developed and 

improved. 

For example:  
>> Appointing a person responsible for managing the process and controlling its results  
>> A process whereby our knowledge resources can expand to create a more extensive network 

and new knowledge resources can be combined with existing resources (e.g. certification, 

INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure, "Success through innovation" business 

potential analysis, customer files, service barometer, GDA-ORGAcheck brochure) 

>> Where necessary, set up working groups with representatives of different generations to 

combine the existing knowledge potential 

➔ The procedure consists, for example, in consistent implementation of modules 1-4 of 

this brochure from the point of view of further development and improvement. 
 

 

The desire to be perceived as attractive by customers and/or employees is one of our strengths that we  
consciously want to communicate in our marketing activities. 

 

>> 8.4 Data input and evaluation 
 

We established a procedure for entering new data and deleting outdated data, taking 

into account criteria on obsolete knowledge. 
 

What to consider when planning:  
>> Defining the scope of responsibilities and dates for checking the relevance of data  
>> Allocating time resources for data input and maintenance  
>> Creating opportunities for appropriate data disposal 

 
➔ See also module 7.1 "Knowledge preservation criteria" on page 22. 
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> Good staff – necessary for the 
success of your business 

 

Employees  
>> manufacture your company’s products and 

provide your services, 

>> maintain contact with your customers and 

suppliers, 

>> bring in ideas about new products and services 

and provide suggestions for optimization, 

>> often know how to improve work processes, 

>> are the decisive factor in operational 

efficiency. 

 
In short: Your success depends largely on 

your employees. 

 
Whether people bring in their ideas and skills to the 

company depends largely on the quality of staff 

management. The belief that good staff management 

is an innate trait is a myth. Good staff management 

requires conscious observation of people and their 

cooperation as well as some forward-looking 

measures. 

 
Good staff management will become even 

more important in the future:  
>> As a result of demographic changes, 

companies of the future will need to create 

added value and develop innovative solutions 

while working with much older staff. What is 

more, acquiring qualified employees, 

especially for smaller companies, is becoming 

increasingly difficult. 

>> Services are becoming more and more 

important. The ability to quickly achieve 

competitive advantage with good ideas is 

gaining importance. This requires commitment 

among employees. 

 
Key challenges for good human resource 

management include:  
>> Increasing employer attractiveness  
>> Finding, supporting, and retaining good 
employees 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

> What are the benefits provided 
by the INQA "Human Resource 
Management" brochure? 

 
The INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure 

contains many suggestions for good staff 

management. It helps motivate employees and give 

them opportunities to achieve good results. The 

brochure also helps support employees, so that they 

can work for the company in a healthy and enjoyable 

manner. 

 
The control points describe good practices in 

human resource management for successful 

companies. They help determine the need for 

action. The actions to be taken according to the 

control points can be recorded in the action plan 

(on the back cover). 

 
Some actions concerning certain control points 

are also suitable for demonstrating employer 

attractiveness in the area of marketing. 

 
 

> Who is the addressee of the brochure? 

 
The brochure allows especially small business 

owners to systematically check the quality of human 

resource management. It is also addressed to team 

or department managers in larger companies. 

 
Performing a complete analysis based on the 

contents of the brochure takes 60 to 90 minutes. 

An interactive version of the brochure is available 

online at  

www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de. 

 
The control points were formulated from the 

perspective of entrepreneurs and managers 

(hence the "we" form). 
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> Who is behind it? 

 
The INQA "Human Resource Management" 

brochure was created and published by 

„Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland”, 

which is an independent network operating under 

the auspices of "Initiative Neue Qualität der 

Arbeit" (INQA). 

 
"Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit" is a joint initiative 

bringing together federal and state entities, business 

associations and institutions, trade unions, 

companies, social security institutions, and 

foundations, whose goal is to create a higher quality 

of work, which is the key to innovation and 

competitiveness in Germany. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Established in 2002, the initiative offers 

comprehensive consulting and information services, 

extensive opportunities to exchange experiences, 

inspirational examples from practice, as well as a 

support program for projects related to employment 

policy. 

 
„Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland” promotes 

successful and employee-oriented company management. 

This is achieved through the establishment of modern 

standards and practical tools. It also offers diverse regional 

support structures, especially developed for medium-sized 

enterprises. Approximately 200 partners are currently 

involved in the „Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland” 

initiative, including the federal government, federal states, 

corporate associations, specialist bodies, guilds, chambers of 

commerce, trade unions, industry organizations, health 

insurance companies, research institutes, and service 

providers. 

 
The authors of the brochure concept are: BC GmbH 

Forschungs- und Beratungsgesellschaft, 

Berufsgenossenschaft Rohstoffe und chemische 

Industrie (BG RCI) (German Social Accident 

Insurance Institution for the raw materials and 

chemical industry), Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz 

und Arbeitsmedizin (BAuA) (Federal Office for Labor 

Protection and Occupational Medicine), 

Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales (BMAS) 

(Federal Ministry for Labor and Social Affairs), 

registered association Demografie-Experten e. V. 

(DEx), Fachhochschule für den Mittelstand 

(University of Applied Sciences for SMEs), Great 

Place to Work® Deutschland, Institut für 

Mittelstandsforschung (IfM) Bonn (Institute for SME 

Research), Institut für Technik der Betriebsführung 

(itb) im Deutschen Handwerksinstitut e. V. (Institute 

for Technique of Business Management at the 

German Skilled Crafts Institute), as well as the 

company AS(S) Unternehmensberatung. The 

brochure was discussed by all partners of the 

„Offensive Mittelstand” initiative and adopted as a 

common quality standard. 

 
The development of the INQA "Human Resource 

Management" brochure was financed by the Federal 

Ministry for Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS) (Project 

00095.11). 
 

 

 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet 
 

The INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure complements the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" 

company control sheet. The INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet is an analysis of the 

potential of all company processes. Anyone who becomes interested in the subject of human resource 

management during the INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet can use this tool. The reverse 

situation is of course also possible: If you are initially interested in the overall optimization potential of 

your company, you can take advantage of INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet. 

 

INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet was also developed by the "Offensive 

Mittelstand" initiative. Both tools can be used free of charge. 
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How to use the brochure? 
 
 

  
 

>> Quick start: 
"Quick start" (p. 7) includes an overview of the subjects 

discussed in the brochure and helps determine the areas 

with the greatest need for action.  

 

>> Working with the brochure 
It takes about 60-90 minutes to go through the entire 

content of the brochure. You can also choose individual 

modules and go through them step by step. An 

interactive version of the brochure is available online at 

www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de. 

 

Please go through the eleven topics in the brochure and 

assign levels of need for action to the control points, by 

checking the appropriate box (in green, orange, red).  

 

Then open the action plan (located on the back cover) 

and determine the specific actions you want to 

implement in your company.  

 

Suggestions and examples of appropriate actions can be 

found on the lists in the relevant control points. It is also 

possible to establish several actions for a single control 

point. 
 

The next column is used to set the priority for each 
action. 

 
Priority 1 = short-term;  

Priority 2 = mid-term;  

Priority 3 = long-term. 
 

Next, specify the persons responsible for implementing 

the actions, the date of their commencement, and the 

control measures for their implementation. 

 
 

>> Completing the self-declaration 

 
 

 
Action plan of the INQA "Human Resource Management" Brochure  

 

 

 
After  
>> going through all eleven topics and all control points,  
>> registering, describing, and prioritizing all actions in the action plan, and 

>> determining the responsible person, implementation time, and control measures,  
 

the self-assessment is complete. You can then complete your self-

declaration on page 32. 
 

Using the declaration you document the fact that you have thoroughly 

reviewed the method of managing staff in your company based on the INQA 

"Human Resource Management" brochure. The statement can be placed on 

a bulletin board in your company. However, it is necessary to document the 

completed INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure and the actions 

to prove the correctness of the declaration in the event of questions (for 

example for banks, insurance companies). 
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The INQA toolkit included in the self-assessment 
brochure 

 
The INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure is part of the INQA toolkit consisting of practical standards 

and instruments for self-assessment that help companies discover their potential in relevant thematic areas. 
 

Characteristic features of the tools: 
 

>> They were developed as a common practical standard and a self-assessment tool for all partners associated under 

the Offensive Mittelstand initiative and other partners active in a given thematic area. 
 

>> They follow a uniform classification and methodology (based on the process of value creation, continuous 

improvement, description of good practices/state of the work sciences, each topic described on two pages, 

in print and online). 
 

>> They constitute a template for systematic assessment and an accessible introduction to the relevant topic (also an 

introduction to certified systems, such as the INQA, QM, AMS, ÖKO audit, and quality mark awarded by 

competent authorities). 
 

>> After going through the individual self-assessment brochures and practical standards, each company can complete 

its self-declaration, thus documenting the systematic organization of its activity in the relevant thematic area ("CE 

compliance certificate on management"). 
 

>> Specification of further practical assistance from INQA network partners. 
 

The INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure as well as other self-assessment brochures and practical 

standards were developed by the Offensive Mittelstand initiative under Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit (INQA). All 

tools can be used free of charge. 
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Quick start: Where to begin 

working with the brochure? 
 
 

Quick start will help determine in which of the eleven thematic areas of the INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure 

actions need to be taken. You should start working on these topics immediately. We encourage you to use the introductory 

questions and then assess the need to take action with the help of colors (green, yellow, red). Depending on your needs, you 

can use the analysis of potential as a toolbox and directly explore the thematic areas that are particularly important to you. 
 
 

 Eleven subjects of the INQA "Human Resource Management" Brochure 
Need for  
action 

Start with 
these 

subjects 
        
         

 
>>1. Staff planning 

 
We made sure that our competitiveness is guaranteed by the number and competence of our 

employees – today and in the future. That is why we observe the reality around us in a long-term 

perspective and focus on proper staff planning. 
 

>>2. Staff development 
 

The knowledge and skills of our employees are our key success factors. That is why we offer our 
employees individual development opportunities and perspectives. This enables us to use the 
potential of all our employees and keep them at our company. 

 
 
 
 

>>3. Staff recruitment 
 

We consciously use various recruitment channels to find the right employees. We also focus on 

new target groups. 
 

>>4. Methods of motivating staff 
 

We use various tools to compare the different needs and life situations of employees against our 

company’s requirements (such as special models of working time and forms of remuneration, 

health promotion). 
 

>>5. Good work atmosphere 
 

We create a work atmosphere that promotes efficiency, so that employees can enjoy going to 
work and develop commitment, for example by using their strengths – we accept limitations, 
formulate expectations and set goals, take into account personal living conditions, and promote 
team spirit. 
 

 
>>6. Internal communication as a management task 

 
We consider internal communication an important management task. The type of communication 

has a direct impact on the work and productivity of employees. We communicate in an open and 

goal-oriented manner, so that employees are well-informed, feel that they are treated seriously, 

and remain committed to their job. 
 

>>7. Targeted involvement of different people 
 

We take into account the different life situations of our employees. We put ourselves in their 
position and respect their personality. We see opportunities for our company in the diversity of 
our employees. 
 

 
>>8. Employer attractiveness 

 
Good employees come to attractive employers. Therefore, we consciously and systematically 
develop our image of a good employer. 
 

 
>>9. General attitude towards employees 

 
We agree with our employees that work is more than just making a living. We respect and trust 

each other. We help employees understand the importance of their contribution to our work. 

 
 

>>10. Explaining and communicating values and principles 
 

We know the meaning of our work. We formulated binding values and principles that guide us 
and we passed them to all employees. We set an example by actively practicing these values and 
principles. 
 

 
>>11. Knowledge of own strengths and weaknesses as a manager 

 
I increase my awareness of myself and the influence I have on others. I invest in personal 

development. This helps me use my strengths in a targeted way and not let my own weaknesses 

become an obstacle. It is key for success on a managerial position, without having to make 

changes. 
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1 Staff planning 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Our competitiveness is guaranteed 

by the number and competence of 

our employees today and in the 

future. That is why we observe the 

reality around us in a long-term 

perspective and focus on proper 

staff planning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  
any actions are required. 

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

 
   

>> 1.1 Demand for employees and staff planning 
 

We know the structure of our employees and their competences. We determine the 

demand for employees depending on market requirements and our strategy. We 

develop an appropriate employment plan. 

 
Typical procedure for small businesses may be as follows:  
>> Determining the actual staff headcount in the form of a list of all employees with their date 

of birth/age, qualifications, performed activities/work position, division of physical and 

mental stress into three levels of severity, qualification requirements, functions, key 

employees 

>> Determining the target staff headcount with a list of all the groups of employees/people (age, 

gender, ...), qualifications, activities required in the future  
>> Analyzing the data from both lists and establishing the actions required  
>> Establishing a staff development plan and discussing it with the employees included in the 

plan  
>> Components of activity areas (recruitment, load reduction, increasing work attractiveness, 

qualifications, succession planning, ...) 

 

If necessary, use tools for age structure analysis and offers of consultants in the field of demography. 

 
➔See also "Staff recruitment" 
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     Staff planning 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 1.2 Flexible forms of employment 
 

We verify whether we use flexible forms of employment in short- and medium-term staff 

planning to be able to implement projects that generate permanent job financing 

requirements. We make sure that these employees are integrated with corporate processes 

and are treated as equally as possible. 

 
Flexible forms of employment, such as temporary work, fixed-term contracts, cooperation 

 
Integration with corporate processes means, for example:  
>> Information on tasks at work  
>> Conducting OHS training  

>> Introduction to the working group 

 

>> 1.3 Preserving important knowledge in the company 
 

We make sure that the existing knowledge, even in the event of a change or loss of 

individual employees, is preserved in the company. 
 

For example:  
>> Checking which people have knowledge resources important for the company 

 

>> Written documentation of relevant processes – in the form of checklists, instructions for 

use, operating instructions, lists of contact persons, risk assessments; regular 

documentation updates 
 

>> Keeping documents in a specified place  
>> Procedures for determining replacements; ensuring that assistants can take over the job at any time 

 

>> In the event of employees leaving the company: onboarding new or other 

employees in advance 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 1.4 Reintegration planning 
 

In the case of longer employee absences (such as parental leave, illness) we keep in touch with them.  
 Together we establish how to reintegrate them into the work process.  
 

 
For example:  
>> Conversations before and during the planned absence  
>> Forwarding information about significant events in the company to the absent employees  

>> Inviting the absent employees to company meetings, celebrations, or trips  
>> Establishing contact with the employee in advance before their return to work 

 

>> Joint planning of activities – adaptation of the workplace, implementation, transfer 

of knowledge, qualifications 
 

>> If necessary, including employee representatives and employees with severe disabilities  

>> Statutory management of occupational integration after sick leave 

 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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2 Staff development 
 
 

 
Goal:  
The knowledge and skills of our 

employees are our key success 

factors. This is why we offer our 

employees individual development 

opportunities and perspectives. This 

enables us to use the potential of all 

our employees and tie them to the 

company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 2.1 Discussing development perspectives with each employee 
 

Once a year we talk with each employee about their perspectives within the company. 

We set specific stages of development for each employee. 

 
Topics to discuss together:  
>> Asking employees about their satisfaction, personal expectations, and goals (interest in 

new tasks, independent work on some projects, work on identified weaknesses, 

behavior,...) 
 

>> Providing employees with opinions on the results of their work and behavior  
>> Questions asked to the employees: "What is fine and what could be improved?"  
>> Upcoming projects and tasks 

 

>> Joint reflection on how employee health can be improved and which health 

promotion measures are justified 
 

>> Taking into account the needs, interests, and expectations concerning further education; learning on the job 
 

>> Forward-looking consideration of the changing performance of older employees and 

preparation for alternative activities – including redistribution/mixing of tasks; creating a to-do 

list related to change activities 

>> Shaping the workplace (ergonomic means of work; technical aids to facilitate work) 
 

>> If necessary, including employees with their future work as manager/successor in mind  
>> Clarification of personal matters – such as free time for partners, children, relatives 

 

>> Hobbies, volunteering, which is also helpful for the company and through which the 

company can offer support 

 
 

                One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 
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     Staff development 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 2.2 Further training and quality of qualifications 
 

We care about the implementation of further training. Together with individual 

employees, we check the quality and benefits of further training. 

 
Examples include:  
>> Identifying appropriate offers for further training; taking advantage of free further training 

offers provided by guilds, chambers, professional associations, health insurance companies  
>> Active use of training opportunities in the company; for example, exchange of knowledge 

between employees, training carried out by colleagues, time to practice new work 

procedures and technologies 

>> Organization of further training: booking, trainers, rooms, announcements, technology  
>> Verification of the financing agreement, consideration of working time (educational 

leave), accommodation costs, financing options, ...  
>> Inquiries about the quality of further training – addressing the topic of deficits and possible 

disappointments related to further training  
>> Inquiries about the use and benefits of newly acquired skills 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 2.3 Using the skills of older workers and retirees 
 

Together with older employees, we think how we can use their skills at the last stage of their 

employment or after leaving work. 

 
For example:  
>> Role of godfather or mentor for new or younger employees  

>> Conducting work introductions/instructions  
>> Responsibility further education and trainings, or conducting them  

>> Role of working team consultant  
>> Organization of work preparation  

>> Procurement  
>> Customer service  
>> Market observation  

>> Keeping up with change processes 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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3 Staff recruitment 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We consciously use various 

recruitment channels to find the 

right employees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 3.1 Various recruitment channels 
 

We think about the type of recruitment channels that we can use to recruit staff, and 

we are open to new opportunities. 

 
For example:  
>> Employees recruit employees  
>> Online social networks  

>> Online job market exchanges  
>> Presentation of our company in schools – together with our apprentices 

 

>> Using the Girls- & Boys-Days initiative and internships to raise interest in working for our 

company and understand its importance 
 

>> Cooperation with vocational colleges and universities; internships, diploma theses, dual 

studies 
 

>> Acquiring specialists from abroad – for example, placing ads in foreign newspapers in 

Europe; use of job exchanges/fairs organized abroad 

 

>> 3.2 Vocational training 
 

We use internal trainings to secure the future demand for qualified staff in our company. 

 
For example:  
>> Establishing contact with schools and educational institutions within the company in advance 

 

>> Showing young people the prospects of working in our company and profession – 

presenting further education and development opportunities 
 

>> Establishing partnership cooperation in the field of education with many companies 

 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 
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     Staff recruitment 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 3.3 Including new target groups 
 

During recruitment, we think about how we can contact new target groups. 

 
Examples of new target groups may include:  
>> People changing their profession  
>> People without diplomas certifying the completion of education, persons who discontinued education  
>> Long-term unemployed  

>> People with limitations  
>> Women in "male professions" (such as excavator operators)  

>> Men of "female professions" (such as beauticians)  

>> Elderly people as apprentices  
>> Immigrants 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 3.4 Staff selection 
 

We carefully prepare job offers and describe what makes us different as an 

employer. During interviews we make sure that the conversation on our 

expectations and offer is conducted in an open manner. 

 
From the company's perspective, this includes for example:  
>> Honest and reliable presentation of the company  
>> Detailed list of tasks and activities 

 

>> Realistic picture of the scope of responsibilities; presentation of the workplace and 

potential employees 
 

>> Formulation of requirements for individual readiness to achieve results 

 
From the candidate's perspective, this includes for example:  
>> Professional and life goals  

>> Expectations concerning work, workplace, and cooperation  
>> Hobbies and interests  

>> Importance of social bonds (family, friends, acquaintances)  
>> Financial expectations 

 
Systematic preparation of interviews – for example, recording conversation topics, preparing questions 

based on application documents.  
When choosing an employee, make sure that he or she will also fit into the company as a human being. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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4 Methods of motivating staff 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We use various tools to meet different 

needs and life situations of employees 

as well as company requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 4.1 Special working time models 
 

We offer our employees individual arrangements regarding working time. Working time 

arrangements are clearly established with employees in writing. 

 
For example:  
>> Working time accounts  
>> Transparency of working time records  
>> Task-based working time  

>> Work sharing  
>> Telecommuting  

>> Part-time work, job sharing 
 

>> Working time models adapted to life phases – for example, raising children before and 

after retirement (partial retirement) 
 

>> Sabbatical year (break from work for private interests or further education)  
>> Coordinated vacation planning 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 
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     Methods of motivating staff 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 4.2 Healthy employees 
 

We create appropriate working conditions, so that our employees can work efficiently and remain healthy.  
We encourage our employees to lead a healthy lifestyle. 

 
For example:  
>> Determining occupational burdens (risk assessment) and appropriate job design  
>> Absence records and finding the root cause  
>> Taking advantage of the offers of health insurance companies, ordering the preparation  

of health reports by health insurance companies  
>> Paying attention to healthy eating; ensuring access to fruit and water  
>> Planning health days in cooperation with health insurance companies,  

professional associations, gyms, associations  
>> Smoke-free work, addiction prevention offers  
>> Active breaks, sport in the company 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 4.3 Special forms of remuneration 
 

We offer special forms of remuneration for exceptional achievements and life situations. 

The criteria for granting special remuneration are known. 

 
For example:  
>> Share in profits  
>> Benefits under retirement programs  

>> Bonuses (for results, loyalty, anniversaries)  
>> Variable remuneration based on the performance of a team/company as a whole  
>> Employer loans for special occasions – such as establishing a new household, marriage, children  

>> Subsidies in special situations (children, care for family members, education)  
>> Company car, mobile phone, laptop  

>> Insurance 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 
 

>> 4.4 New employees 
 

We make sure that new employees are onboarded in an orderly manner and 

receive all the necessary equipment for work and information on time. 

 
For example:  
>> Clear description of tasks and work processes  
>> Onboarding and instruction  
>> Godfather to help and advise in case of any questions  

>> Personal presentation of colleagues  

>> Welcome speech (small gift)  
>> Workplace ready on time  

>> Appropriate personal protection equipment 
 

>> Recording issues that are important at the onboarding stage and ensuring that they are 

implemented – ways to meet customers, gain insight into neighboring work areas, meet 

suppliers and service providers, and record work time 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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5 Good work atmosphere 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We create a work atmosphere that 

stimulates efficiency, so that 

employees enjoy coming to work and 

their level of commitment can grow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 5.1 Presenting company activity to employees 
 

We inform employees about our expectations regarding the tasks performed. At the same 

time we make sure that there is agreement between managers and employees regarding 

the established goals. 

 
For example:  
>> Specific and detailed expectations usually translate into better results than misleading or 

unclear ones 
 

>> Making an agreement/setting a goal with the work team ensuring that employees are 

neither underloaded nor overwhelmed with work 
 

>> Regular feedback on the degree of goal achievement and quick information in case of 

deviations 
 

>> Encouraging employees to report problems as soon as possible 
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     Good work atmosphere 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 5.2 Using strengths – accepting limitations – balancing weaknesses 
 

We know that each of our employees has their strengths, limitations, and weaknesses.  
We take them into account when we allocate work to our employees. 

 
For example:  
>> Determining strengths, limitations, and weaknesses during joint discussions 

 

>> Making binding agreements with employees on how their strengths and ideas can 

be taken into account during work 
 

>> Conscious selection of areas of activity for given employees – what do employees like to 

do, which employees are suitable for which customers or functions? 
 

>> Accepting employees’ limitations and not overloading those affected in a negative way  

>> Defining and agreeing jointly on how to overcome the identified weaknesses 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 5.3 Promoting team spirit 
 

We care about good team spirit in the company. We connect individual teams in such a way that they work 

well on a professional and human level ("chemistry" must match). 

 
For example:  
>> Planning and conducting regular team meetings  
>> Directly facing conflicts (after they occur) and resolving them  

>> Organizing community activities – celebrating together, playing sports 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 
 

>> 5.4 Consideration for personal living conditions 
 

We take into account the particular personal situation and living conditions of 

individual employees, so that the personal situation has the least impact on the 

effectiveness of their work. 

 
Examples:  
>> Working hours providing employees with some flexibility  
>> Reintegration after illness 

 

>> In special cases, allowing employees to take a day off without notice (for example, due to 

a visit to a children's doctor, care for family members) 
 

>> Providing time and crisis support for family members  
>> Assistance in finding childcare options  
>> Assistance in finding care options for people in need 

 
>> Cooperation with family service offices/social facilities in areas such as care, childcare, social 

counseling (partners, children, debts), health counseling, addiction counseling 

>> Retirement, shortening working hours, continuing employment; retirement and insurance 

counseling 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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6 
Internal communication 

 

 as a management task 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
Internal communication is an 

important management task. The 

type of communication has a direct 

impact on the work and productivity 

of employees. We communicate in 

an open and goal-oriented manner 

so that employees are well-

informed, feel that they are treated 

seriously, and remain committed to 

their job. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 6.1 Good conversations and conversation techniques 
 

We are aware that during conversations our interlocutor often may not understand things the same way as we 

do. We know effective communication techniques. We know how to use them. 

 
For example:  
>> Preparation for conversation and, if necessary, writing down key points in advance  
>> Explaining how important the success of the conversation will be for us and for employees  

>> Focusing on the most important things  
>> Clear and unambiguous language  
>> Simple, understandable, and respectful choice of words  

>> Examples explaining statements  
>> Active listening and showing interest  

>> Asking questions  

>> Allowing the other party to speak  

>> Paying attention to equal participation in a conversation  
>> Asking if employees understood the statements they heard  

>> Focused preparation for conversations on conflict issues and use of appropriate techniques  
>> If necessary, using the offer of seminars in the field of conducting conversations 
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   Internal communication as a management task 

Successful practice   
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether. 

any actions are required   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 6.2 General conditions for good conversations 
 

The general conditions for conversations are adapted to the occasion and purpose. 
 

For example:  
>> Number and composition of participants  
>> Location, room, internal atmosphere  
>> Time guidelines  

>> Media used  
>> Stating the purpose of the conversation  
>> Guidelines for conduct during conversation  

>> Clearly structured conversation  
>> Summary of the results of the conversation after it is completed, documenting them in writing if necessary  

>> Clear guidelines on behavior in the event of conflicts 

 

>> 6.3 Creating various communication options 
 

We promote a wide range of opportunities for employees in the company to talk 

about topics that affect them. 
 

For example:  
>> Communication areas, relaxation area, tea and coffee making facilities  
>> Breaks spent together  

>> "Open door" principle  

>> Regular meetings in permanent groups / jour fixe  
>> Wishes and complaints box  

>> Billiard table / table football / sport in the company 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 6.4 Regular communication and personal exchange of information 
 

We regularly inform employees about important events in the company. We are available for 

employee questions and answer them immediately. We organize regular meetings during 

which employees can exchange experiences about work. 

 
For example:  
>> Exchange of information / knowledge on new products, projects, and clients  

>> Information about the company's development and strategies  
>> Information on changing responsibilities, new employees  

>> Exchange of experience on the results of risk assessment  
>> Customer survey and discussion of results  
>> Employee survey and discussion of results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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7 
Targeted involvement  
of different people 

 
 
 

 
Goal:  
We take into account the different 

life situations of our employees. We 

put ourselves in their position and 

respect their personality. We see 

opportunities for our company in the 

diversity of our employees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

 

 

>> 7.1 Awareness of diversity 
 

We are aware of the various life situations in which our employees find themselves and their impact on our 

work. We know that involving people undergoing extraordinary life situations in everyday business activities 

can be problematic. But in the end it promotes performance and translates into loyalty, commitment, and 

motivation. 

 
Examples of different life situations:  
>> Employees with family responsibilities (children, care)  

>> Employees in different age groups with their individual strengths and weaknesses  

>> Employees from various social and cultural backgrounds  

>> Various religious denominations  

>> Physical, mental, psychological, or social limitations or diseases 

 

>> 7.2 Using diversity 
 

We involve employees who face different life situations and come from different social 

and cultural contexts in those areas where they can best apply their special 

characteristics to the benefit of the company. 

 
For example:  
>> Making sure that women hold management positions 

 

>> Employees from various social and cultural environments help in the implementation of 

new approaches and acquisition of customers from their environment 
 

>> Using the competences of employees with family responsibilities (children, care)  
to the benefit of the company 

 

>> Involvement of employees with limitations and specific skills and creating appropriate 

working conditions for them 

 
               One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 
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Targeted involvement of different people  

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 7.3 Using the strengths of older employees 
 

We know the strengths of our older employees. Together with them we wonder how to best use their 

potential in our work and contacts with customers. 

 
Older employees more often than young people have skills such as:  
>> Reliability, quality awareness  
>> Customer focus  

>> Assertiveness  
>> Careful work with a low error rate  

>> Sense of responsibility and duty, loyalty  

>> Extensive practical knowledge and experience  

>> Calmness in critical situations  

>> Social competences, realistic self-assessment 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 

 

>> 7.4 Paying attention to the situation of young people with problems 
 

We conduct targeted actions to support young people who have problems finding their way in 

professional life. We know that it may take some more time for some young people and interns to 

find their place in their professional careers and the company. 

 
For example:  
>> Special support programs for trainees  

>> Appointment of a "godfather" for trainees 
 

>> Teaching basic skills (ability to learn, talking to other people, kindness, punctuality) 
 

>> Individual support and assistance (including the competence of teachers and educators) 
 

>> Help in preparation for exams  
>> Project work to acquire independent work skills 

 

>> If necessary, using or organizing an offer that goes beyond the area of the company 

itself (cooperation) 
 

>> Asking and learning about the special strengths of young employees and considering together how 

they can best be involved in our work and customer relations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On-line control sheet | Practical help on the topic | Personalized analysis | Consultant in your area www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de 
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8 Employer attractiveness 
 
 

 
Goal:  
Good employees come to 

attractive employers. Therefore, 

we consciously and systematically 

develop our image of a good 

employer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 8.1 Increasing employer attractiveness 
 

We are aware of our strengths as an employer, we can name them, and work on their further development. 

 
Employer attractiveness affects such areas as:  
>> Good work atmosphere  
>> Respectful leadership  

>> Adequate remuneration  
>> Flexible working time models  
>> Well-designed workplaces  

>> Help in family and personal matters  
>> Customer focus  
>> Good quality of services and products  

>> Regional involvement 
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     Employer attractiveness 

Successful practice     
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 8.2 Make employer attractiveness visible on the outside 
 

In order to attract good employees on the market, we actively present ourselves to the outside 

world as a good employer. Managers and employees are our company's ambassadors. 

 
Employer attractiveness can be demonstrated to the outside world, for example, by:  
>> Conversations with customers  
>> Well-groomed appearance and friendly behavior in contact with customers  

>> Corporate identity  
>> Internet, brochures  

>> Social media  

>> Regional fairs  
>> Sponsorship  
>> Articles in regional press  

>> Participation in industry events and fairs  
>> Quality mark  

>> Awards in work or product quality competitions  
>> Open days 

 
We also use the results of this brochure to present employer attractiveness:  
"We want to consciously present our strengths in marketing activities." 

 

>> 8.3 Regional involvement 
 

We support social, ecological, or cultural projects taking place in our region.  

We communicate this to the public. "Do good things and talk about them." 

 
For example:  
>> Long-term support for regional associations and aid organizations  
>> Support for employees in their activities in associations  

>> Organizing events to raise funds for specific purposes  
>> Voluntary actions aimed at protecting consumers  
>> Environmentally friendly production  

>> Cooperation with regional partners  

>> Donations made in consultation with employees 
 

>> Organizing "Company community days" with employees – e.g. renovation of 

playgrounds, association headquarters 

 
One of our strengths, that we consciously want to communicate in marketing activities, is the desire to become an attractive employer. 
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9 General attitude towards 
employees 

 

  
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We agree with our employees that 

work is more than just making a 

living. We respect and trust each 

other. We help employees 

understand the importance of their 

contribution to our work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 9.1 Trust and independence 
 

We trust employees to successfully deal with specific tasks on their own. We encourage 

them to work independently. 

 
For example:  
>> Motivating employees to independently acquire competences and professional experience  

>> Openness to new and unusual employee solutions  
>> Motivating employees to deal with errors openly and learn from mistakes together  

>> Asking about the frequency and level of detail of the controls carried out 
 

>> As a manager, realizing that you cannot do everything (better), and thinking about 

sharing leadership 
 

>> Establishing control criteria and making the criteria and results transparent 
 

>> 9.2 Respect 
 

We make sure that our approach towards each other is characterized by respect and 

courtesy. We give praise for good results. We make every employee aware that they are 

important to us as human beings. 

 
For example:  
>> We actively collect employee opinions and take them seriously 

 

>> All people are treated equally, regardless of their position, gender, age, ethnicity or  views 
 

>> We reward exceptional achievements  

>> We are open to employees' personal situation 
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   General attitude towards employees 

Successful practice   
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 9.3 Reliability 
 

We communicate our expectations towards employees in a clear and unambiguous 

way. We keep our word to employees. 
 

For example:  
>> Clear formulation of work tasks 

 

>> Employees receive information about new tasks and working conditions in advance. 

Solutions are developed through joint efforts. 
 

>> Change processes and crisis situations are discussed with employees in an open and 

timely manner 
 

>> 9.4 Inclusion (participation) 
 

We involve our employees in the creation of our processes. We want to use their knowledge and 

skills. We value them as experts working for our company. 

 
For example:  
>> Involving employees in the development of products and services  
>> Evaluating the experience of employees with customers  

>> Involving employees in the planning of their own workspace 
 

>> Asking questions about experience with working conditions and agreeing on 

improvements together 
 

>> Delegating management tasks to relevant employees / teams (shared management) 
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10Explaining and communicating values 

    and principles 
 
 
 

 

Goal:  
We know the meaning of our work. 

We formulated binding values and 

principles that guide us. We set an 

example by actively practicing these 

values and principles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 10.1 Communicating the importance of work in a company 
 

We communicate to our employees how the society and customers benefit 

from our work. 
 

For example:  
>> In conversations with our employees, we often pay attention to the basic benefits that 

we want to create 
 

>> The benefits that we want to create are defined in writing  

>> The benefits that we want to create are also communicated outside 

 

>> 10.2 Recognition of basic values and principles 
 

We have a clear view of the values that contribute to the success of our company. We formulated the values 

and principles that are key for us as a company. 

 
For example:  
>> Values and principles, such as: recognition, honesty, courage, team spirit, reliability, security, 

health, punctuality, hard work, ambition, quality, customer satisfaction, tradition (company, 

industry, region), sustainable development, innovation 

>> Everyone in the company can answer the question: Which factors are responsible for our success? 
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Explaining and communicating values  
and principles 

Successful practice   
Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether. 

any actions are required   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 

   
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed     
 

>> 10.3 Communicating values and principles 
 

Our values are visible to all employees. We make sure that the values remain "alive". 

That is why we always explain in which areas the values are important for our work 

and how to follow them in everyday life. 

 
For example:  
>> Our values and principles can be found on the Intranet, in brochures, or in 

company announcements. Everyone has access to them. 
 

>> We cite examples that document the implementation of our values by employees 
 

>> In conversations with employees and customers, we pay attention to the 

importance of values 
 

>> We organize conversations or workshops during which we talk to employees 

about implementing our values (e.g. once a year) 
 

>> We do not accept violations of our values and principles 
 

>> We honor exceptional commitment to the values that are particularly important for the 

company 
 

>> In the onboarding phase, new employees learn the values and principles 

 

>> 10.4 Setting an example of following values and principles in daily life 
 

As managers, we set a good example. We show how our values are 

implemented in practice. 

 
For example:  
>> Regular conversations with managers about how we implement values in everyday life 

 

>> Based on specific examples from our work, we show how customer orientation, 

meeting delivery deadlines, or recognition are practiced 
 

>> Employees express feedback on how we implement these values 

 

>> 10.5 Further development of values and principles 
 

We subject our values and principles to continuous verification. At regular intervals, we 

talk with employees and customers about whether previous values and principles still 

determine the success of our company. 

 
For example:  
>> Review of external company image (questions addressed to customers, suppliers)  
>> Adaptation to changes in social values 

 

>> Conversations with customers about which values are important to them (e.g. high 

quality versus delivery dates / prices) 
 

>> Involving other external individuals to learn about new perspectives 
 

>> Exchange of experiences and values with other companies; using experience in 

cooperation with other entities 
 

>> Including industry and quality standards, for example associations 
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11Knowledge of own strengths and 

weaknesses as a manager  
 
 

 
Goal:  
I increase my awareness of myself and the 

influence I have on others. I invest in 

personal development. This helps me use 

my strengths in a targeted way and not let 

my own weaknesses become an obstacle. 

It is key for success on a managerial 

position, without having to make changes.  
The following control points were 

written in the first person because 

they relate to the personal 

characteristics of the manager.  
 
 
 
 

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 11.1 Awareness of own strengths and weaknesses 
 

As a manager, I know my strengths and weaknesses. I try to be aware of my individual 

character. 

 
For example:  
>> I know what others value in me and what they do not like 

 

>> I talk to others about my strengths and weaknesses – for example with a life partner, 

acquaintances, friends 
 

>> I use tests, coaching discussions, or seminars to get a clearer picture of my strengths and 

weaknesses 

 

>> 11.2 Acquiring and accepting feedback 
 

I collect specific opinions on my behavior from my employees. I am aware that pointing out my 

weaknesses will help me grow. 

 
For example:  
>> I regularly collect (anonymous) feedback on the management  

>> I approach feedback in a constructive way and do not make excuses  
>> I admit my mistakes; it is not a sign of weakness but strength 
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Knowledge of own strengths and weaknesses as a manager  

 

Successful practice    

Need for 
action 

Compare the described practice and examples with your own situation and assess whether  

any actions are required.   

In larger facilities, the word "company" may also mean the scope of responsibilities. 
 

No action currently needed 
 

Action needed 
 

Urgent action needed    

 

>> 11.3 Authenticity towards employees 
 

In the long run, I will not be able to succeed if I act against my will. I try to be authentic and  
do not play roles or put on masks.  I can deal with personal weaknesses.  
 

 
For example:  
>> Conducting discussions with employees about the atmosphere and interactions within 

the company, without the employees having to fear the consequences 
 

>> Actively seeking contact with employees and talking to them about private 

experiences 

 

>> 11.4 Further development of leadership skills 
 

I wonder how I can develop my skills further. I use the help of friends, colleagues, 

consultants, and trainers. 

 
For example:  
>> I set goals, think about actions, and check if these goals have been achieved  

>> I participate in trainings to develop my strengths  
>> I see coaching as an instrument to support development  
>> I use literature, I conduct self-tests 

 
➔INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet – "Leadership" 
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Offensive Mittelstand 
– Gut für Deutschland 

 

 

SME sector: 
Flywheel for Germany – 
Ideas for Germany 

 
The SME sector is the driving force of ideas in 

Germany. Over three million small and medium-

sized enterprises in the areas of craft, trade, 

industry, and services drive growth, innovation, 

and employment. Approximately 70 percent of 

jobs and over 80 percent of all apprenticeship 

positions are offered by small and medium-sized 

enterprises. During the financial crisis, the 

stabilizing role of small and medium-sized 

enterprises became clear again. 

 

Offensive Mittelstand – 
Gut für Deutschland 

 
We work as part of the "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut 

für Deutschland" initiative to increase the chances of 

SME success. We are social partners, specialist 

bodies, ministries, accident insurance companies, 

health insurance companies, and businesses. The 

total number of partners is approx. 200. Thanks to 

the "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland" 

initiative and this brochure, we are contributing to the 

following initiatives: "Fachkräfteoffensive" by the 

federal government (Offensive of qualified 

employees) (www.fachkraefte-offensive.de) and 

Mittelstandsinitiative by the federal government 

(SME Initiative) (www.bmwi.de). 

 

Our Goals 
 

Successful small and medium-sized enterprises are 

innovative companies in good condition. We help 

ensure that as many SMEs as possible are 

successful. Good medium-sized companies show us 

how it’s done: The (new) quality of work in these 

companies is based on systematic and preventive 

management, consistent development and retention 

of staff, good corporate culture, and innovation. As 

"Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland" we are 

guided by the following goals: 

>> We promote favorable operating conditions for 

good small and medium-sized enterprises and 

help as many companies as possible remain 

competitive. 

>> We help companies create processes in a 

precautious and innovative way as well as 

acquire and retain the best employees (and 

prepare for demographic changes). 

>> We want to pool our energy to successfully 

support SMEs. 

>> We promote the image of SMEs as a driver of 

innovation in Germany. 

 
 

Our Way 

 
Main assumption: Good small and medium 

enterprises care for good general framework 

conditions in the company – consultants help 

companies, if necessary, based on common basic 

assumptions. 

 
The "Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland" 

initiative realizes its goals as follows: 

>> Common INQA "Guter Mittelstand" company 

control sheet – First we developed a tool for joint 

analysis (comparison of target vs. current 

situation), thanks to which each SME can quickly 

and easily identify its potential for improvement. 

>> Structured access to existing practices – We 

do not reinvent the wheel. Our standard and 

content of the brochure offer the most 

important and best practical help. We simplify 

and systematize access to these support 

offers. 

>> Regional promotion networks for companies 

located in the region– we transfer our basic 

assumptions regarding "Offensive Mittelstand – 

Gut für Deutschland" to regional networks. Our 

tools promote the idea of joint action in the 

regions – for a new quality of work in the area of 

SMEs. We can rely on many existing networks 

and promote the creation of new ones. 

>> Training for consultants – We share our basic 

assumptions with consultants for SMEs. We do not 

compete with recognized and proven consultancy 

structures, but support a common understanding of 

basic assumptions on a common ground in line with 

the motto "Together is better". In our consultant 

database you can find all the consultants we 

authorized to conduct consultations based on INQA 

"Guter Mittelstand" company control sheet 

(www.offensive-mittelstand.de) 

 
>> Image campaigns for SMEs – We support the 

competitiveness of SMEs through campaigns and 

events.  

 
You can find more information about us on the 
Internet:  
www.offensive-mittelstand.de 
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We are looking forward  
to cooperating with you!  

 
Help and support SMEs which drive  
ideas in Germany.  
Become a partner of  
"Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland".  
 
Our members include:  
>> BDA Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen 

Arbeitgeberverbände e. V. (Confederation of 

German Employers' Associations) 

>> Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks   

     e. V.   (German Confederation of Skilled   

      Crafts (ZDH))  

>> Bundesagentur für Arbeit (Federal  

     Employment Agency) 

>> Bundesverband Mittelständischer 

Wirtschaft (BVMW) (The German 

Association for Small and Medium-sized 

Businesses)  

>> Bundessteuerberaterkammer (Federal Tax 

Advisor Chamber) / Deutscher 

Steuerberaterverband (German Association of 

Tax Advisers) 

>> Business networks  

>> Chambers and guilds 

>> IG BCE Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau, 

Chemie, Energie (IG BCE - Trade Union for 

mining, chemicals and energy industries) 
 

>> Institut für Mittelstandsforschung   

     Bonn (Institute for SME Research)  

>> BC Forschung, Wiesbaden 

>> RKW Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum 

der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V. (Rationalization 

and Innovation Center for the German Economy) 

>> Fachhochschule des Mittelstands  
     (University of Applied Sciences for SMEs (FHM))  
>> Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung (DGUV)  

     (German Social Accident Insurance)  

>> Berufsgenossenschaft Rohstoffe und chemische 

Industrie (BG RCI) (office)  
(German Social Accident Insurance Institution  
for the raw materials and chemical industry)  

>> Health insurance companies (AOK / BKK / IKK)  
… We have approx. 200 partners. 

Contact details: 

Offensive Mittelstand – Gut für Deutschland  

Theodor-Heuss-Straße 160  

30853 Langenhagen  
Phone 06221 5108-22612 (Ms. Hilpert)  
Fax 06221 5108-22198  
E-mail: info@offensive-mittelstand.de 
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INQA "Human Resource Management" brochure 
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[LOGO] 
 

INQA-Check "Human re-
sources management” 
Self-assessment on leadership quality and on preparedness for the demographic change 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
 
 

 
The INQA-Check "Human resources management" was developed and published by the "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – 
Good for Germany", an independent network under the umbrella of the "Initiative new quality of work" (Initiative Neue Qualität der 
Arbeit, INQA). 
 
As joint initiative of federal, state and business association organizations and institutions from the economy, unions, companies, 
social insurance agencies and foundations, the Initiative new quality of work follows the objective of implementing higher work 
quality as key for innovative capacity and competitiveness in Germany as location for business and industry. For this the initiative, 
founded in the year 2002, offers comprehensive advisory and information services, extensive possibilities for exchanges of experi-
ences, inspiring examples from practice, as well as a support program for projects that initiate new personnel and employment policy 
approaches. 
 
The Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany promotes successful, employee-oriented company leadership 
through the development of modern standards and practical instruments and offers diverse regional support structures specifically 
for medium-sized enterprises. At present roughly 350 partners cooperate in the "Offensive medium-size enterprises – Good for 
Germany", amongst others federal and state organizations, corporate associations, professional associations, guilds, chambers of 
handicrafts, trade unions, mutual indemnity associations, health insurance providers, research institutes and service providers. 
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The development of the INQA-Check "Human resources management" was promoted by the Federal Ministry for Labor and Social Affairs 
(Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales, BMAS) (Project 00095.11). 
In the INQA-Check "Human resources management" attention is given to a gender-neutral notation. Where this is not possible, to favor 
improved readability the original grammatical gender is used for the classification of words (male, female, neuter and others). It is specifically 
noted here that the respectively different gender is also thereby addressed. 
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INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 

 Good personnel – indispensable for your company success 

 
The employees 
 manufacture the products of your company and provide your services, 
 maintain the contact with your customers and suppliers, 
 have the ideas for new products and services and ensure improvement suggestions, 
 often know how working processes can be improved, 
 are the decisive factor for the company productivity. 
 
In short: your success largely depends on the employees. 
 
Whether people introduce their ideas and abilities in the company largely depends on the quality of their human resources manage-
ment. It is a myth to believe that good human resources management is inborn. Good human resources management requires a 
conscious regard for the people and their work together, as well as foresighted action. 
 
In future human resources management will become even more important: 
 In accord with the demographic change, in future you will need to implement value creation and innovations with significantly 

older employees. In addition, it will become increasingly more difficult for smaller companies to acquire good qualified personnel. 
 Services will become increasingly more important. The ability to achieve an advantage in competition as soon as possible 

through good ideas is gaining importance. This requires committed employees. 
 
Decisive challenges for good human resources management are: 
 Increasing the attractiveness as employer 
 Finding, promoting and binding good employees 

 
 
 What is the benefit of the INQA-Check "Human resources management"? 
 
In the INQA-Check "Human resources management" you will find many suggestions for good human resources management. The 
check helps you to enable and motivate the employees to provide good performance. It also helps you to support the employees to 
work healthily and enjoyably in the company. 
 
The check points describe the good practice of human resources management of successful companies. They help you to ascertain 
your need for action. You can record measures on the check points in the plan of measures (rear side of the cover). 
 
In addition, the measures of several check points are suitable to represent your employer attractiveness in marketing. 
 
 

 Who is the check for? 
 
With the check above all smaller companies can systematically assess the quality of their human resources management. In addi-
tion to this, the check is also suitable for managers of departments or teams in larger companies. 
 
The complete processing of the check takes 60 minutes to 1.5 hours. On the Internet under www.inqa-check-
personalfuehrung.de you will find an interactive version of the check. 
 
The check points are worded from the perspective of the company and the managers (we-form). 



INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 

 Who is behind it?  
 
The INQA-Check "Human resources management" was developed and published by the "Offensive medium-sized business – Good 
for Germany", an independent network under the umbrella of the "Initiative new quality of work" (Initiative Neue Qualität der Arbeit, 
INQA). 
 
As joint initiative of federal, state and business association organizations and institutions from the economy, unions, companies, 
social insurance agencies and foundations, the "Initiative quality of work" follows the objective of implementing higher work quality as 
key for innovative capacity and competitiveness in Germany as location for business and industry. For this the initiative founded in 
the year 2002 offers comprehensive advisory and information services, extensive possibilities for exchanges of experiences, inspir-
ing examples from practice, as well as a support program for projects that initiate new personnel and employment policy approaches.  
 
The "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – good for Germany" promotes successful, employee-oriented company leadership 
through the development of modern standards and practical instruments and offers diverse regional support structures specifically 
for medium-sized enterprises. At present roughly 200 partners cooperate in the "Offensive medium-size enterprises – good for Ger-
many", amongst others federal and state organizations, corporate associations, professional associations, guilds, chambers of hand-
icrafts, trade unions, mutual indemnity associations, health insurance providers, research institutes and service providers.  
 
The concept of the check originates from the company BC GmbH Forschungs- und Beratungsgesellschaft (research and consulting 
company), the Berufsgenossenschaft Rohstoffe und chemische Industrie (Professional association raw materials and chemical 
industry, BG RCI), the Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin (Federal Agency for labor protection and occupational 
medicine, BAuA), dem Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales (Federal Ministry for Labor and Social Affairs, BMAS), the Demo-
grafie-Experten e. V. (demographic experts, DEx), the Fachhochschule für den Mittelstand (college for medium-sized enterprises, 
FHM), Great Place to Work® Germany, the Institut für Mittelstandsforschung (Institute for medium-sized enterprises research, IfM) 
Bonn, the Institut für Technik der Betriebsführung (itb) im Deutschen Handwerksinstitut e. V., (Institute for the technique of company 
management in the German handcrafts Institute), as well as the AS(S) business consultancy. The check has been discussed by all 
partners of the Offensive medium-sized enterprises and has been adopted as mutual quality standard. 
 
The development of the INQA-Check "Human resources management" was promoted by the Federal Ministry for Labor and Social 
Affairs (Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales, BMAS) (Project 00095.11).  
 
 

 
INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" 
 
The INQA-Check "Human resources management" supplements the INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises". The 
INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" is a potential analysis of all processes in a company. Anyone who in the 
processing of the INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" has interest in the topic of personnel management can 
utilize the available instrument. This is of course also possible the other way round: Anyone who initially has an interest in the gen-
eral optimization potential in his company can make use of the INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises". 
 
The INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" has also been compiled by the Offensive medium-sized enterprises. 
The use of both instruments is free of charge. 

 



INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 

How can the check be used? 
 

 Starting assistance 
The "Starting assistance" (page 7) provides an overview of the topic areas of the check and allows you to ascertain in which area 
you have the greatest need for action.  
 

 Processing the check 
For the processing of the entire check you require approximately 60 to 90 minutes time. You can also select individual modules and 
process the topics step by step. Under www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de you will alternatively find an interactive version of 
the check. 
 
Process the eleven topics of the check and determine the need for action on the check points by ticking the corresponding field 
(green, orange, red). Unfold the plan of measures (rear cover page) and determine the specific measures that you wish to implement 
in your company.  
 
You will find suggestions and examples for suitable measures in the lists below the respective check points. You can also determine 
several measures for a check point. 
 
In the next column you prioritize your measures 
 
Priority 1 = short-term; Priority 2 = medium-term; Priority 3 = long-term. 
 
Finally you should determine who is responsible for the implementation of the measures, when the measure will be started and when 
the implementation of the measure will be verified. 
 

 Complete self-declaration 
 
When you 
  have completely processed all eleven topics and all points of the check 
  have included, described and assigned the priority of all measures in the plan of measures and 
  have specified the responsible person, time and control, 
 then you have undertaken a complete self-assessment. You can then complete the self-declaration on page 32. 
 
With this self-declaration you document that with the INQA-Check "Human resources management" you have undertaken a thor-
ough verification of your personnel management in the company. You can utilize the self-declaration as bulletin notice. You should 
then, however, document the completed INQA-Check "Human resources management" and the measures so that on request you 
can substantiate the correctness of the self-declaration (for example towards banks, insurance companies). 
  



INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 

The INQA instrument family of self-assessment checks 
 
The INQA-Check "Human resources management" is a part of the INQA instrument family consisting of self-assessment checks and 
practice standards with which companies can develop their potentials regarding the respective topics. 
 
The special feature of all these instruments: 
 
 They were developed as practice standard and as self-assessment check in consensus with all partners in the Offensive medi-

um-sized enterprises, as well as other relevant partners relating to the respective topic. 

 They follow the same system and methodology (oriented towards the value creation process, continuous improvement, descrip-
tion of good practice/status of occupational science, every topic on two pages, print and online) 

 They are a systematic assessment system and a low threshold entry into the respective topic (also an entry into certified sys-
tems such as INQA-Audit, QM, AMS, ECO-Audit and quality certificates from institutes). 

 After complete processing of the respective self-assessment checks and practice standards every company can complete their 
own self-declaration and thereby document that they systematically organize their company according to the respective topic 
("CE-certification for the management"). 

 Further practical support is available from the partners of the INQA networks. 

The INQA-Check "Human resources management" as well as all other self-assessment checks and practice standards were com-
piled by the Offensive medium-sized enterprises within the scope of the Initiative new quality of work. The use of all instruments is 
free of charge.  
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INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 

Starting assistance: Which topic of the check 
to start with? 
 
With this starting assistance you will find out in which of the eleven topics of the INQA-Check "Human resources management" you 
above all have need for action. These are the topics you should immediately start with. Utilize the introductory questions and then 
assess your need for action according to the traffic light principle. Depending on the requirement you can then utilize the potential 
analysis like a toolbox and directly identify a topic area that is especially relevant for you. 
 

The eleven topics of the INQA-Check "Human resources management" Need for 
action 

Start with 
these topics 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action    

 1. Personnel planning   

We have ensured that our competitive ability is secured today and in future through the number 
and the competences of our employees. For this reason we see the world somewhat more over the 
longer term and place value on a corresponding human resources planning. 

  

 2. Personnel development   

The knowledge and competence of our employees are our most significant success factors. There-
fore, we offer our employees individual development possibilities and perspectives. We thereby 
unlock the potentials of all our employees and bind them to the company. 

  

 3. Personnel acquisition   

We specifically use various recruiting channels to find the employees that fit for us. We thereby 
also take new target groups into consideration. 

  

 4. Motivating personnel measures   

We utilize diverse instruments to harmonize the needs and different life situations of the employees 
with the requirements of the company (such as special working time models and remuneration 
forms, promotion of health). 

  

 5. Good working atmosphere   

We create a performance-promoting working atmosphere so that employees enjoy coming to work 
and can unfold their commitment, for example utilize strengths – accept boundaries, formulate 
expectations and agree on goals, consider personal life conditions, promote team spirit. 

  

 6. Internal communication as leadership task   

With us the internal communication is an important leadership task. The type of the communication 
has an immediate effect on the working and performance ability of the employees. We communicate 
openly and goal-oriented so that the employees are informed, feel they are being taken seriously 
and can become involved. 

  

 7. Specifically utilizing the diversity of the different people   

We take the different life situations of our employees into account. We put ourselves in their place 
and respect their personality. We see opportunities in the diversity of our employees. 

  

 8. Employer attractiveness   

Good employees come to attractive employers. Therefore, we specifically and systematically de-
velop our image as good employer. 

  

 9. Basic attitude towards employees   

We agree with our employees that working is more than purely making a living. We maintain re-
spectful and trusting modes of interaction. We make it clear to the employees how important the 
contribution is that they make for our work. 

  

 10. Clarify and communicate values and principles   

We know the importance of our work. We have formulated binding values and principles towards 
which we orientate ourselves and have communicated these to all employees. We actively live 
these values and principles by example. 

  

 11. Knowing one's own strengths and weaknesses as executive   

I sharpen my perception for my own person and for my effect on others. I invest in my own devel-
opment. This allows me to specifically utilize my strengths and prevents my own weaknesses from 
becoming inhibiting factors. This is the basis for me being successful as management executive, 
without having to engage in pretense. 
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1 Personnel planning 
 
Objective: 
Our competitive ability is secured today and in future through the number and the competence of our employees. For this 
reason we see the world somewhat more over the longer term and place value on a corresponding human resources plan-
ning. 

 
Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 1.1 Personnel requirement and personnel plan 
 

 

We know our employee structure and competence. We determine our human resources requirement 
depending on the requirements of the market, as well as our strategy. We develop a corresponding 
human resources planning. 
 
For example for small companies a corresponding procedure can look like this: 
 Record the actual personnel status as list of all employees with date of birth/age, qualifications, activi-

ties/workplace, physical and psychological burdens divided into three levels of severity, qualification re-
quirement, functions, high performer 

 Determine target personnel requirement as a list with employees/groups of individuals (age, gender, ...), 
qualifications, activities required in future  

 Analyze the data from both lists and determine measures  
 Prepare personnel development plan and discuss/come to agreement with the concerned employees  
 Derivation of action areas (recruiting, reduction of burdens, increase of the workplace attractiveness, 

qualification, succession planning, ...) 
 

If required also utilize the instruments for age structure analysis and the offers of the demographic consult-
ants. 

 

 Also see point "Personnel acquisition" 
 

 

 1.2 Flexible forms of employment 
 

 

We verify whether in our short- and medium-term personnel planning we also utilize flexible em-
ployment forms to be able to start projects that do not finance any fixed positions. We thereby en-
sure that these employees are involved in the company processes and are treated equally as far as 
possible. 
 
Flexible employment forms such as temporary employment, fixed-term employment contracts, cooperations 
 
Involvement in the company processes for example means: 
 Information about the work task 
 Occupational safety and health briefing 
 Introduction to the work group  
 

 

 1.3 Maintaining important knowledge in the company 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

We ensure that the available knowledge also remains preserved in the company with a change or 
with a drop-out of individual persons.  
 
For example: 
 Which individuals have knowledge that is important for the company 
 Written documentation of the most important procedures – checklists, instructions for use, operating 

instructions, contact partners, risk assessment; regularly update documentation 
 Collection of the documents at an agreed location  
 Substitution arrangement; ensure that deputies are able to undertake the work at any time  
 With withdrawal of individuals: early training of new, respectively of other employees  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 1.4 Reintegration planning 
 

 

With longer absences of employees (such as for example parental leave, illness) we maintain contact 
with them. We jointly arrange with them how reintegration in the working process can take place. 
 
For example: 
 Meetings before the planned absence and also during the absence 
 Provide the absentee information about important developments in the company  
 Invite the absentee to company meetings, celebrations or outings  
 For reintegration take up early contact with the employee  
 Jointly plan measures – such as workplace adaptation, implementation, working resources, qualification 
 If applicable, involve employee representatives and also representatives for handicapped/disabled per-

sons  
 Legislative company reintegration management after illness  
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2 Personnel development 
 
 

Objective: 
The knowledge and competence of our employees are our most significant success factors. Therefore, we offer our employ-
ees individual development possibilities and perspectives. We thereby unlock the potentials of all our employees and bind 
them to the company. 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

  2.1 Discuss development perspectives with each employee 
 

 

We talk with each employee once a year about her or his perspectives in the company. We agree to 
specific development steps with each employee. 
 
Topics that should be jointly discussed: 
 Enquire about satisfaction, personal expectations and goals of the employee (interest in new tasks, 

independent processing of certain projects, addressing of self-identified weaknesses, behavior, ...) 
 Provide feedback about the performance and the behavior of the employee  
 Ask the employee: what is going well, what could be improved? 
 Pending projects and work tasks  
 Jointly consider how the health of the employee can be improved and which measures for health promo-

tion are helpful  
 Further training requirement, interest, wishes; also take learning in the company into account 
 Forward-looking consideration of the changing performance ability of older employees and preparation 

for alternative activities – also include task redistribution/task mixing; prepare a to-do list of change 
measures  

 Work place design (ergonomic working resources; technical working resources for facilitation of the 
work) 

 If applicable, perspective as executive/successor 
 Clarification of personal affairs – such as free time for partner, children, next-of-kin 
 Hobbies, voluntary commitment that is also helpful for the company and with which the company can 

become active in a supporting role 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 2.2 Further training and quality of the qualification 
 

 

We take care of the implementation of the further training. We verify the quality and the benefit of the 
further training together with the respective employee. 
 
For example clarify:  
 Determine appropriate further training offers; utilize free further training through guilds, chambers, pro-

fessional associations, health insurance providers... 
 Actively utilizing the possibilities for learning in the company; for example exchange with colleagues, 

training through colleagues, time for practicing new working procedures and technologies 
 Organization of the further training: booking, trainer, rooms, announcements, technical matters  
 Agreement about financing, inclusion of working time (education leave), accommodation costs, check 

support possibilities,... 
 Enquire about the quality of the further training measure – also address deficits and disappointed expec-

tations  
 Enquire about the utilization and benefit of the newly acquired abilities  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 2.3 Utilizing competences of older employees and retirees  
 

 

We consider together with older employees how we can utilize their competences in the last phase 
as employee or after their retirement from working life. 
 
For example: 
 Being mentor for newly employed or younger employees 
 Performance of work instruction and/or training  
 Responsibility for, respectively performance of training and advanced training  
 Adviser for work teams  
 Organization of the work preparation 
 Procurement  
 Customer care  
 Market observation 
 Accompaniment of change processes  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
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3 Personnel acquisition 

 
 

Objective: 
We specifically utilize various recruiting channels to find the employees that fit for us.  
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 3.1 Diverse recruiting channels 
 

 

We consider through which recruiting channels we can acquire personnel and thereby also use new 
means. 
 
For example: 
 Employees recruit employees 
 Social networks on the Internet 
 Apprenticeship portals on the Internet 
 Presentation of our company in schools – also together with our own trainees  
 Utilize Girls & Boys Days and internships to generate interest in the work in our company and to under-

stand the meaning of it 
 Cooperate with colleges of higher education and universities; internships, diploma theses, dual study 

program 
 Acquire qualified personnel from abroad – for example advertising in foreign newspapers in Europe; 

personnel exchanges/trade fairs overseas 
 

 

 3.2 Training 
 

 

We undertake our own vocational training so we can also in future secure the specialist personnel 
requirements for our company. 
 
For example: 
 Early contacting of schools and vocational training facilities 
 Make the perspectives in the company and profession clear to teenagers – show further training and 

development possibilities  
 Form training cooperations with several companies  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

  3.3 Open the perception for new target groups 
 

 

In personnel acquisition we consider how we can also address new target groups. 
 
New target groups can for example be:  
 Profession changers 
 People without training graduation, university dropouts  
 Long-term unemployed 
 People with restrictions 
 Women in "men's jobs" (such as excavator operator)  
 Men in "women's jobs" (such as beautician)  
 Older people as trainees 
 Immigrants 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 3.4 Personnel selection 
 

 

We phrase job postings very specifically and describe what distinguishes us as an employer. In the 
job interview we make sure that expectations and offers are openly addressed. 
 
From the perspective of the company for example: 
 Honest and credible representation of the company 
 Specific listing of the tasks and activities  
 Relaying of a realistic picture of the task area; show workplace and introduce possible colleagues  
 Define requirements towards the individual performance willingness  
 
From the perspective of the applicant for example: 
 Professional and life goals 
 Expectations towards the work, the workplace and the cooperation  
 Hobbies and interests  
 The importance of social bonds (family, friends, acquaintances) 
 Financial expectations 
 
Systematically prepare job interviews – for example write down discussion topics, prepare questions on the 
basis of the application documents. 
In the selection of the individuals make sure that they also fit from the human perspective. 
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4 Motivating personnel measures 

 
 

Objective: 
We utilize diverse instruments to harmonize the needs and different life situations of the employees with the requirements of 
the company. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 4.1 Special working time models 
 

 

We offer our employees individual working time arrangements. The working time arrangements are 
clearly defined with the employee and agreed in writing. 
 
For example: 
 Working time accounts 
 Transparency of the time recording  
 Trust working time 
 Work place sharing 
 Teleworking 
 Part-time work, job sharing 
 Working time models adjusted to life phases – for example child-rearing, before and after retirement 

(part-time employment prior to retirement)  
 Sabbaticals (professional leave for private interests or further education) 
 Coordinated vacation planning 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 4.2 Healthy employees 
 

 

We create working conditions so that our employees can work productively and healthily. 
We encourage our employees to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 
 
For example: 
 Determine stressful working conditions (risk assessment) and organize the work appropriately 
 Record absences and clarify the reason  
 Utilize offers from the health insurance providers, have health reports prepared by health insurance 

providers 
 Give attention to health-promoting nutrition; make fruit, water available  
 Plan health day events with health insurance providers, professional associations, gyms, clubs 
 Smoke-free company, offers for addiction prevention  
 Active breaks, company-facilitated sports activities 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 4.3 Special forms of remuneration 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

We offer special forms of remuneration for special attainments and life situations. The criteria for the 
awarding of the special remuneration are known. 
 
For example: 
 Profit sharing 
 Support with retirement provisions 
 Bonuses (performance, loyalty, anniversaries) 
 Variable remuneration on the basis of results of the work team/the company as a whole 
 Employee loan for special events – such as establishment of a household, marriage, children  
 Grants in special life situations (children, nursing care of next-of-kin, education) 
 Company vehicle, cell phone, laptop  
 Insurance 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 4.4 New employees 
 

 

We ensure that new employees are given structured work introduction and receive all necessary 
working resources and information in good time. 
 
For example: 
 Clear description of the work tasks and the procedures 
 Instruction and training  
 Sponsor for accompaniment and clarification of open questions  
 Personal introduction of the colleagues  
 Welcoming gift 
 Workplace is equipped in good time  
 Appropriate personal protective equipment 
 Define items that are important in the training phase and organize so that these are implemented – such 

as meeting customers, insight into neighboring work areas, meeting suppliers and service providers, 
time recording  
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5 Good working atmosphere 

 
 

Objective: 
We create a performance-promoting working atmosphere so that employees enjoy coming to work and so that their commit-
ment can unfold. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

  5.1 Give employees orientation 
 

 

We inform the employees regarding the expectations we have towards the execution of tasks. We 
thereby make sure that between the management staff and the employees there is a mutual under-
standing about the objectives. 
 
For example: 
 Specific and defined expectations are more likely to lead to a higher performance than unclear, vague or 

even missing expectations 
 Undertake an agreement/goal agreement with the work team that ensures that the employees are nei-

ther underchallenged or overchallenged 
 Regular feedback about the degree of the goal achievement and immediate information with deviation  
 Encourage employees to report problems in good time  
 

 

 5.2 Utilize strengths – accept limits – compensate weaknesses  
 

 

We understand that each of our employees has specific strengths, limits and weaknesses. 
We deploy our employees accordingly. 
 
For example: 
 Elaborate on the strengths, limits and weaknesses in joint meetings 
 Agree bindingly with the employee how her or his strengths and ideas can be taken into account with 

the work assignment  
 Specifically select assignment areas – what do the employees enjoy doing, which employee fits to which 

customer and in what function? 
 Accept limits of employee and do not blame the concerned person for the limitations  
 Jointly specify and agree how ascertained weaknesses can be addressed  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 5.3 Promote team spirit 
 

 

In our company we make sure that a good team spirit prevails. We compile individual teams  
so that they function well professionally and personally (the "chemistry" must be right). 
 
For example: 
 Plan and conduct regular team meetings 
 Conflicts are directly addressed and clarified 
 Organize joint activities – celebrate together, engage in sports activities  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 5.4 Attend to personal life situations 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

We take the special personal situation and the life conditions of individual employees into account, 
so that influences from the personal environment impair the work results as little as possible. 
 
This for example includes: 
 Working hours that allow the employee a certain flexibility 
 Reintegration after illness  
 In special cases also grant employees leave at short notice (for example visit of the child to the doctor, 

nursing care of next-of-kin)  
 Provide time and support for emergencies of next-of-kin  
 Support in the search for childcare facilities  
 Support in the search for care facilities in the event of nursing care  
 Cooperation with family services/social services for areas such as nursing care, childcare, social coun-

selling service (partner, children, debts), health counselling, addiction counselling  
 Transition to retirement, working time reduction, further employment; pension and insurance counselling  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
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6 Internal communication as leadership 
task 

 
 

Objective: 
The internal communication is an important leadership task. The type of the communication directly affects the work and 
performance ability of the employees. An open and goal-oriented communication ensures that employees are informed, feel 
they are taken seriously and can become involved. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

  6.1 Techniques for good conversation and moderation 
 

 

We are aware that in discussions our counterpart often does not have the same understanding as we 
do. We are aware of the techniques for good communication. We know how to implement these. 
 
For example: 
 Prepare for the meeting and if necessary make notes of keywords 
 Make it clear what defines the success of the meeting for us and the employee  
 Concentrate on what is most important  
 Clear and unambiguous language  
 Simple, understandable and respectful choice of wording  
 Examples to clarify the statements  
 Listen actively and show interest  
 Ask questions  
 Allow the conversation partner to have their say  
 Maintain a balanced share of talking  
 Enquire whether the employees have understood the statements  
 Specifically prepare for conflict discussions and apply corresponding techniques  
 If applicable, utilize workshops for discussion techniques  
 

 

 6.2 General conditions for good meetings 
 

 

The general conditions of the meeting are adjusted to the occasion and the purpose. 
 
For example: 
 Number and composition of the participants 
 Location, room, atmosphere  
 Time requirements  
 Applied media 
 Specify the goals of the meeting  
 Rules for meeting behavior  
 Clearly structure the procedure of the meeting 
 Summarize the meeting results at the end, if applicable record in writing  
 Clear specifications also on conflict behavior  
 

 

 6.3 Create diverse communication possibilities 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

We promote diverse possibilities so that employees in the company can express themselves about 
topics that are important to them. 
 
For example: 
 Communication areas, lounge areas, tea/coffee kitchen  
 Joint breaks 
 Open door 
 Regular get-together/Jour fixe 
 "Suggestion box" 
 Billiard table/table soccer/company sports 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 6.4 Regular information and personal exchange 
 

 

We regularly inform the employees about important developments. We are available for the ques-
tions of the employees and respond to them at short notice. We organize the regular exchange with 
the employees about their experiences during work. 
 
For example: 
 Information/exchange about new products, projects and customers 
 Information about business development and strategies  
 Information about changed responsibilities, new employees  
 Exchange of experiences about the results of the risk assessment  
 Customer survey and discussion of the results  
 Employee survey and discussion of the results  
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7 Specifically utilize the diversity of the 
different people 

 
 

Objective: 
We take the different life situations of our employees into account. We put ourselves in their place and respect their personal-
ity. We see opportunities in the diversity of our employees. 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 7.1 Being aware of the diversity 
 

 

We are aware in which different life situations our employees are and how this affects our work. We 
are aware that it may sometimes be difficult to involve people in special life situations in the every-
day work of the company. But in the final instance this promotes the performance ability and leads 
to loyalty, binding and motivation. 
 
Examples for different life situations: 
 Employees with family obligations (children, nursing care) 
 Employees of different age groups with their individual strengths and weaknesses  
 Employees of different social and cultural origin  
 Different religions 
 Physical, cognitive, mental or social restrictions or illnesses 
 

 

 7.2 Utilize diversity 
 

 

We deploy people from different life situations as well as from different social and cultural back-
grounds where they can best implement their special features for the company. 
 
For example: 
 Ensure that women occupy leadership positions 
 Employees from different social and cultural origin contribute towards incorporating new intellectual 

approaches and acquiring customers from their environment 
 Preserving competences of employees with family obligations for the company  
 Deploy employees with restrictions and specific abilities and create appropriate working conditions for 

them  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 7.3 Utilize strengths of older employees 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

We are aware of the specific strengths of our older employees. We consider together with them how 
these strengths can best be used for our work and the customer contacts. 
 
In comparison to younger employees, older employees are more likely to have abilities such as for 
example: 
 Reliability, quality consciousness 
 Customer orientation 
 Assertiveness 
 Careful working with low error rate  
 Sense of responsibility and conscientiousness, loyalty  
 Large degree of practical and experiential knowledge  
 Calm in critical situations  
 Social competence, realistic self-assessment  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
 

 

 7.4 Address the situation of young people with problems 
 

 

We conduct specific measures to promote young people that have problems so that they can find 
their way into the work life. We are aware that it can take somewhat longer for some young people 
and trainees to accommodate to the work life in the company. 
 
For example: 
 Special development programs for trainees 
 Specify mentors for trainees  
 Imparting of basic abilities (learning to learn, conducting discussions with others, politeness, punctuality)  
 Individual support and promotion (also incorporate competences of teachers and educators)  
 Support with exam preparation  
 Project work, to learn independent working  
 If applicable, utilize or organize cross company offers (cooperations)  
 Enquire and get to know the specific strengths of the young employees, and jointly consider how the 

strengths can be best used for our work and the customer contacts 
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8 Employer attractiveness 

 
 

Objective: 
Good employees move to attractive employers. Therefore, we specifically and systematically develop our image as a good 
employer. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 8.1 Develop employer attractiveness 
 

 

We make ourselves aware of our strengths as employer, can name them and develop them further. 
 
Employer attractiveness can for example be experienced in: 
 Good company atmosphere 
 Appreciative management  
 Appropriate remuneration 
 Flexible work time models 
 Well-designed workplaces  
 Support with family and personal matters  
 Customer orientation 
 Good quality of the services and products  
 Commitment in the region  
 

 

 8.2 Represent employer attractiveness externally 
 

 

To acquire good employees in the market we actively present ourselves externally as good employ-
er. Management staff and employees act as ambassadors of our company. 
 
Represent employer attractiveness externally for example through: 
 Customer meetings 
 Well-groomed appearance and friendly demeanor in contact with customers  
 Corporate design 
 Internet, flyers 
 Social media 
 Regional trade fairs  
 Sponsoring 
 Articles in the regional press  
 Appearances at events and trade fairs  
 Quality seals 
 Awards in competitions for work or product quality  
 Open house day  
 
To represent the employer attractiveness we also use the results of this check: 
"Our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing" 
 

 

 8.3 Commitment in the region 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

In our regional environment we support social, ecological or cultural projects. We communicate this 
to the general public.  
 
For example: 
 Long-term support of regional clubs, relief organizations 
 Support employees who are active in clubs  
 Organization of donation collections  
 Voluntary measures for consumer protection  
 Environmentally friendly production  
 Cooperation with regional partners  
 Donations in coordination with the employees  
 Organize social get-togethers of the company with the employees – such as for example renovation of 

playgrounds, club buildings  

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be visible as attractive em-
ployee. 
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9 Basic attitude towards employees 

 
 

Objective: 
We agree with our employees that working is more than purely making a living. We maintain a respectful and trusting mode 
of interaction. We make it clear to the employees about the important contribution they make for our work. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 9.1 Trust and independence 
 

 

We trust that the employees will complete the specified work tasks well in their own way. We en-
courage them to work independently. 
 
For example: 
 Motivate to independently incorporate specialized competence and experience 
 Be open for new and unusual solutions of the employees  
 Motivate employees to openly handle mistakes and mutually learn from mistakes  
 Enquire about the frequency and degree of detail of checks  
 As management staff be aware that one is not always able to do everything (better), and also consider 

sharing leadership  
 Create criteria for checks and make criteria as well as results transparent  
 

 

 9.2 Respect 
 

 

We maintain an appreciative and polite mode of interaction. We praise good performances. We make 
it apparent to every employee that he is important to us as a person. 
 
For example: 
 Actively enquire the opinion of the employee and take it seriously 
 Treat everyone equally independent from their position, their gender, their age, their origin, their point of 

view  
 Especially honor special performances 
 Be open towards the private situation of the employees  
 

 

 9.3 Reliability 
 

 

We clearly and unambiguously state what we expect from the employees. We keep our word towards 
the employees. 
 
For example: 
 Clearly define work tasks 
 Before changes in the work tasks and conditions the employee is informed and a solution is found to-

gether 
 Change processes and crisis situations are discussed openly and in good time with the employee  
 

 

 9.4 Involvement (participation) 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

We involve our employees in the development of our processes. We want to benefit from their exper-
tise and abilities. We hold them in esteem as experts for the work in our company. 
 
For example: 
 Involve employees in the development of products and services 
 Jointly assess the experiences of the employees with customers  
 Involve the employee in the planning of the own work area  
 Enquire experiences with the working conditions and jointly agree on improvements  
 Delegate management tasks to suitable employees/teams (shared management)  
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10 Clarify and communicate values and 
principles 

 
 

Objective: 
We know the importance of our work. We have formulated binding values and principles towards which we orientate our-
selves. We actively live by the values and principles. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 10.1 Communicate the significance of the work in the company 
 

 

We communicate to the employees the benefit that we wish to create with our work towards custom-
ers and society. 
 
For example: 
 In our meetings with our employees we repeatedly address the general benefit that we wish to create 
 The benefit that we wish to create is specified in writing  
 The benefit that we wish to create is also formulated visibly towards the outside  
 

 

 10.2 Identifying fundamental values and principles 
 

 

We have a clear perception of the values that contribute to our company success. We have formulat-
ed the values and principles that are indispensable for us as a company. 
 
For example: 
 Values, respectively principles, amongst others appreciation, fairness, courage, team spirit, reliability, 

safety, health, adherence to deadlines, diligence, ambition, quality, customer satisfaction, tradition 
(company, sector, region), sustainability, innovation 

 Everyone in the company can answer the question: What makes us successful? 
 

 

 10.3 Communicating values and principles 
 

 

We make our values apparent for all employees. We ensure that the values remain alive. We there-
fore repeatedly make it apparent where the values are important for our work and how they should 
be lived in everyday work. 
 
For example: 
 Our values and principles are easily visible for everyone in the company on the intranet, in brochures or 

on notice boards 
 We pick up on examples where the employees have implemented our values  
 In our meetings with employees and customers we address the significance of the values  
 We organize a meeting or a workshop in which we discuss the implementation of the values (for exam-

ple annually) with the employees  
 We do not accept any transgression of our values and principles  
 We honor the special commitment to values that are especially important for the company  
 The values and principles are communicated to new employees during the training period  
 

 

 10.4 Living the values and principles by example 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

As management staff we set a good example. We show how the values are implemented in practice. 
 
For example: 
 Regular discussions of the management staff how we implement the values in everyday life 
 In specific examples from our work we show how customer orientation, adherence to deadlines or ap-

preciation are put into practice  
 The employees give feedback how we are implementing the values  
 

 

 10.5 Further developing values and principles 
 

 

We repeatedly verify our values and principles. We discuss with the employees and customers at 
regular intervals whether the previous values and principles are still decisive for our company for 
the company's success. 
 
For example: 
 Verification of the external perception (ask customers, suppliers) 
 Adaptation to societal value changes  
 Discussion with customers, about which values are important to them (for example high quality versus 

adherence to deadlines/pricing)  
 Involvement of further external persons to become familiar with new perspectives  
 Exchange with other companies about their experiences and values; also utilize experiences in coopera-

tions  
 Consideration of sector and quality standards, for example from associations  
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11 Knowing one's own strengths and 
weaknesses as executive 

 
 

Objective: 
I sharpen my perception for my own person and for my effect on others. I invest in my own development. This allows me to 
specifically utilize my strengths and prevents my own weaknesses from becoming inhibiting factors. This is the basis for me 
being successful as management executive, without having to engage in pretense. 
The following check points are written in the I-form, as they involve personal characteristics of the respective executive. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 11.1 Clarity about my strengths and weaknesses 
 

 

I create clarity about my own strengths and weaknesses as executive. I aspire to become aware of 
my personal peculiarities. 
 
For example: 
 I become aware what others appreciate in me and what they do not like 
 I talk with others about my strengths and weaknesses – for example with my partner, acquaintances, 

friends  
 I utilize tests, coaching or workshops to acquire a clear picture of my strengths and weaknesses  
 

 

  11.2 Request and accept feedback 
 

 

I specifically obtain feedback on my behavior from my employees. I make it clear to myself that 
comments on my weaknesses help me to develop myself further. 
 
For example: 
 I regularly acquire (anonymized) management feedback 
 I handle feedback constructively and do not justify myself  
 I own up to mistakes; this is not a sign of weakness, but is regarded as strength  
 

 

 11.3 Authentically engage with employees 
 

 

I cannot be continuously successful if I do not do what fits for me. I aspire to be authentic and do not 
hide behind a role or mask. I can handle my personal weaknesses with self-confidence. 
 
For example: 
 Conduct conversations with employees about the atmosphere and the mode of interaction in the com-

pany without the employees having to be anxious about sanctions 
 Actively seek the contact with the employees and also talk with them about private experiences 
 

 

 11.4 Develop leadership competences further 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. 
In larger companies the term "company" used here can also be related to an area of responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

I consider how I can develop my competences further. I thereby utilize support, for example from 
friends, colleagues, advisers, coaches. 
 
For example: 
 I set myself goals, I conceive of measures and verify whether these goals have been achieved 
 I participate in training courses for the development of my strengths  
 I perceive coaching as being development support  
 I utilize literature, self-tests  
 

 INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" – Point "Leadership" 
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Offensive medium-sized enter-
prises – Good for Germany 

 
 
Medium-sized enterprises:  
Motor for Germany – Ideas for Germany 
 
Medium-size enterprises are the motor for ideas in Germany. More than three million small and medium-sized enterprises 
from handcraft, trade, industry and services are the driving force for growth, innovation and employment. Roughly 70 percent 
of the jobs and more than 80 percent of all training positions are offered by small and medium-sized companies. The stabiliz-
ing importance of medium-sized enterprises was even more apparent during the financial crisis. 

 
Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany  
 
In the "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany" we work together to improve the success perspectives of 
medium-sized enterprises. We are social partners, professional associations, ministries, accident insurance carriers, health 
insurance providers and companies – in total roughly 200 partners. With the "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for 
Germany" and with this check we make our contribution towards the skilled personnel offensive of the Federal Government 
(www.fachkraefteoffensive.de), as well as towards the medium-sized enterprises offensive of the Federal Government 
(www.bmwi.de). 

 
The goals 
 
Successful medium-size enterprises are healthy and innovative companies. We help to make as many medium-sized enter-
prises as possible successful. Good medium-sized enterprises demonstrate how to do it: in these companies the (new) quali-
ty of work is based on systematic and preventive management, consistent personnel development and binding, good com-
pany culture and innovation ability. As "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany" we have the following 
goals: 
 We promote the action conditions for good medium-sized enterprises and help as many enterprises as possible to re-

main competitive. 
 We help companies to preventively and innovatively structure their processes and to acquire and bind the best heads 

(and to be prepared for the demographic developments). 
 We want to bundle our energies for an effective support of medium-sized enterprises. 
 We promote the image of medium-size enterprises as motor for innovations in Germany. 

 
 
The path 
 
Our basic idea: good medium-sized enterprises take care of the good overall conditions in the company themselves – con-
sultants help the companies as required on the basis of mutual basic convictions and principles. 
 
The goals of the "Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany" are implemented as follows: 
 Joint analysis instrument INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" – For the first time we have 

compiled a joint analysis instrument (TARGET-ACTUAL comparison), with which every medium-sized business can 
quickly and easily identify their improvement potentials. 

 Structured access to available practical support – We are not reinventing the world. Our standards and our check 
lead to the most important and best practical support measures. We simplify and systematize the access to these sup-
porting offers. 

 Regional networks for regional location promotion – We transfer our basic convictions in the "Offensive medium-size 
enterprises – Good for Germany" to regional networks. Our tools promote joint action in the regions – for a new quality of 
work in medium-sized enterprises. We have access to many existing networks and promote the formation of new ones. 

 Training for consultants – we share our basic convictions with consultants for medium-sized enterprises. We do not 
stand in competition with established and well-proven consulting structures, but promote a joint basic understanding on a 
mutual basis according to the motto "better together". In our consultant database you will find all consultants who we 
have authorized to provide the consultation with the INQA company check "Good medium-sized enterprises" 
(www.offensivemittelstand.de) 
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 Image actions for medium-sized enterprises – through campaigns and events we support the competitiveness for 
medium-sized enterprises. 

 
Here you will find more about us: 
On the Internet: www.offensive-mittelstand.de 
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Participate! 
Help to support medium-size enterprises as decisive motor for ideas in Germany. Become a partner of the Offensive medi-
um-sized enterprises – Good for Germany". 
 
We are amongst others: 
 BDA Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände e. V. (Federal Association of the German employer asso-

ciations) 
 Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks e. V. (Central Association of the German handcraft) 
 German Federal Employment Agency 
 Bundesverband Mittelständischer Wirtschaft (BVMW, Federal Association of the medium-sized enterprises economy) 
 Bundessteuerberaterkammer/ Deutscher Steuerberaterverband (Federal Chamber of tax consultants/ German tax con-

sultant association 
 Networks of companies 
 Chambers and guilds 
 IG BCE Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau, Chemie, Energie (industrial union mining, chemicals, energy) 
 Institut für Mittelstandsforschung Bonn (Institute for medium-sized enterprises research) 
 BC Forschung (research company), Wiesbaden 
 RKW Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V. (Rationalisation and innovation center 

of the German economy) 
 Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (medium-sized enterprises technical college) 
 Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung (DGUV, German statutory accident insurance) 
 Berufsgenossenschaft Rohstoffe und chemische Industrie (BG RCI, professional association raw materials and chemical 

industry) (business office) 
 Health insurance providers (AOK/BKK/IKK) 
… In total roughly 200 partners. 
 
You can contact us here: 
 
Offensive medium-sized enterprises – Good for Germany 
Theodor-Heuss-Straße 160 
30853 Langenhagen 
Telephone  06221 5108-22612 (Ms Hilbert) 
Fax  06221 5108-22198 
E-mail:  info@offensive-mittelstand.de 
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SELF DECLARATION 

 
INQA-Check "Human resources management" 

 
The company 

 ___________________________  
 ___________________________  
 ___________________________  

Name / Address 

 
declares that good human resources management is implemented according to 

the INQA-Check "Human resources management" and the associated systematic 
and structured methodology. 

 
 

The self-declaration is based on the self-assessment dated 
 

 ___________________________  
with the document number 

 

 ___________________________  
 

The self-assessment was performed by the management on the basis of the 
INQA-Check "Human resources management". 

 
 

 ____________________________________   ___________________________________________  
Place / Date  Signature Managing Director 
 

The self-declaration is only valid together with the self-assessment and is limited to maximally 2 years. 
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INQA-Check "Health" 
 
Utilising the potentials for a healthy enterprise – self-assessment for 
enterprises 
 

HEALTH 
 
 
 
The INQA-Check "Health" was developed as self-assessment check and joint practice standard. The INQA-Check is 
published by the "Initiative medium-sized businesses – Good for Germany", an independent network under the umbrella 
of the "Initiative new quality of work" (INQA). It allows small and medium-sized enterprises to verify and utilise the 
potential of their health promotion and health management. The INQA-Check "Health" addresses all important areas in 
health promotion and health management. 
 
The Initiative new quality of work is a joint initiative of federal and state authorities, employer associations and 
chambers, trade unions, the German Federal employment agency, companies, social insurance carriers and trusts. Its 
objective: greater quality of work as key for innovative force and competitiveness at the economic location Germany. For 
this the initiative founded in the year 2002 offers inspiring examples from practice, advice and information offers, 
exchange possibilities, as well as a promotion program for projects that address the new personnel and employment 
policy approaches. 
 
The Initiative medium-sized businesses – Good for Germany promotes a successful, employee-oriented enterprise 
management through the development of modern medium-sized businesses and offers diverse regional support 
structures specifically for small and medium-sized companies. At present more than 250 partners cooperate in the 
"Initiative medium-sized businesses – good for Germany", amongst others federal and state organisations, corporate 
associations, professional associations, guilds, chambers of handicrafts, trade unions, mutual indemnity associations, 
health insurance providers, research institutes and service providers. 
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INQA-Check "Health" 

 

INQA-Check "Health" – practice standard and self-
assessment for enterprises 
 
 
The health of the employees is the basis for a healthy company. This is substantiated by many good and successful 
companies. The INQA-Check "Health" shows how good companies promote and utilise the health of their employees for 
the company success. It summarises the experiences of these successful and innovative companies for you, as well as 
the understanding from scientific research. It was developed as self-assessment check and mutual practice standard of 
all partners of the Initiative medium-sized businesses. 
 
With the INQA-Check "Health" you can systematically develop the potentials of "Health" for your company: 
 
 A higher productivity and quality of the work 
 A greater job satisfaction and motivation 
 The preservation of the working ability of the employees 
 An improved working atmosphere and more cooperation amongst colleagues 
 A more pronounced identification of the employees with the company 
 A greater binding of the employees to the company 
 Lower number of ill employees 
 A better company image and more satisfied customers 
 A greater employer attractiveness for the acquisition of qualified professionals 

 
 The basic idea of the INQA-Check "Health" 
 
Through the processing of the INQA-Check "Health" you can obtain ideas for optimising your structures and 
processes in such a way that healthier working becomes possible. As component of the company culture, health is 
understood to be a topic that is taken into account in everyday decisions and actions by all parties involved in the 
company. 
 
With the development of the INQA-Check "Health" decisive quality standards were taken into account for the 
development of a systematic company health management (BGM, Betriebliches Gesundheitsmanagement). 1 The 
instrument can be utilised as systematic, low-threshold entry in the topic "Health". 
 
According to the prevention legislation, many measures of the company health promotion in the companies can acquire 
financial support (see point 1.3). 

 
 
Additional benefit: Verify legislative obligations 
 
The INQA-Check "Health" also helps you to verify the fulfilment of legislative obligations, for example in the area of 
company reintegration management (BEM) and several areas of occupational protection. The most important foundation 
of the company work protection is the performance of a risk assessment (ArbSchG § 5). The INQA-Check "Health" can 
be used as entry in the risk assessment on the topic of health. It makes the areas of action apparent in which you should 
become active together with your employees. The specific references to the statutory provisions are recorded in the 
online tool. 
 
 
 
 
1
 Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for Standardisation, 2012). DIN SPEC 91020 Betriebliches 

Gesundheitsmanagement (company health management), Berlin; Leading Association of the statutory health insurance (GKV-
Spitzenverband) (Internet: May 27, 2013): Keyword "Betriebliche Gesundheitsförderung" (company health promotion), 
http://www.gkv-spitzenverband.de, Berlin; Leading Association of the statutory health insurance (publisher) (2014): Guidelines 
on prevention – fields of action and criteria of the leading association of the statutory health insurance for implementation of the 
§§ 20 and 20a SGB V (social security code), Berlin; DGUV (2011): Mutual understanding on the development of the prevention 
field "health in the company" through the carriers of the legislative accident insurance and the German legislative accident 
insurance (Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung (DGUV)), Sankt Augustin; DGUV (2014) quality criteria in the prevention 
field GiB of the UV, DGUV (2014): Leadership and psychological health – professional concept, Sankt Augustin; Europäisches 
Netzwerk für Betriebliche Gesundheitsförderung (European network for company health promotion 2011): Luxemburg 
declaration on company health promotion in the European Union, Essen 
  



INQA-Check "Health" 

 

 Who is the check for? 
With the check above, mainly small companies can specifically verify how they are situated in relation to health. Larger 
companies will also find suggestions and ideas in the check. In addition, it is suitable for a guideline-supported 
consultation in small and medium-sized enterprises. 
 

 Who is behind the check? 
The INQA-Check "Health" was developed by the Initiative medium-sized businesses – Good for Germany, an 
independent national network under the umbrella of the Initiative new quality of work (INQA) and passed by the plenum 
(the inside page of the title). 
 
The concept development and the moderation of the coordination process were performed through the Institute for 
company health promotion of the AOK Rheinland/Hamburg in Cologne together with the company BC Forschung in 
Wiesbaden. 
 
The development of the check was promoted by the Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales (BMAS, Federal Ministry 
for labour and social affairs) and professionally accompanied by the Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin 
(BAuA, Federal Institute for work protection and occupational medicine). 
 
 
 

How can the check be used? 
 

 Starting assistance 

The "Starting assistance" (page 7) provides an overview of the topic fields of the check and allows you to ascertain in 
which area you have the greatest need for action. 

 Processing the check 

For the processing of the entire check you require approximately 45 minutes time. You can also select individual 
modules and process the topics step-by-step. Under www.inqa-check-gesundheit.de you will alternatively find an 
interactive version of the check. 

Process the six topics of the check and determine the need for action on the check points by ticking the corresponding 
field (green, orange, red). Unfold the plan of measures (rear cover page) and determine the specific measures that you 
wish to implement in your company. 

You will find suggestions and examples for suitable measures in the lists below the respective check points. You can 
also determine several measures for a check point. 

In the next column you prioritise your measures 

Priority 1 = short-term; 

Priority 2 = medium-term; 

Priority 3 = long-term. 

Finally you should determine who is responsible for the implementation of the measures, when the measure will be 
started and when the implementation of the measure will be verified. 

 Complete self-declaration 

When you 

 have completely processed all six topics and all points of the cheque, 

 have included, described and assigned the priority of ten measures in the plan of measures and 

 have specified the responsible person, time and control, 

then you have undertaken a complete self-assessment. You can then complete the self-declaration on page 20. 

With this self-declaration you document that with the INQA-Check "Health" you have undertaken a thorough assessment 
of your health management in the company. You can utilise the self-declaration as bulletin notice in the company. You 
should then, however, document the completed INQA-Check "Health" and the measures so that on request you can 
substantiate the correctness of the self-declaration (for example towards banks, insurance companies). 

 

 

The INQA instrument family of the self-assessment 
checks 



INQA-Check "Health" 

 

 
The INQA-Check "Health" is a part of the INQA instrument family consisting of self-assessment checks and practice 
standards with which companies can develop their potential regarding the respective topics. 

The special features of all these instruments: 

 They were developed in consensus with all partners in the Initiative medium-sized businesses, as well as other 
relevant partners relating to the respective topic as practice standard and as self-assessment check. 

 They follow the same system and methodology (oriented towards the value creation process, continuous 
improvement, and description of good practice/status of occupational science, every topic on two pages, print and 
online). 

 They are a systematic assessment scheme and a low-threshold entry in the respective topic (also an entry in 
certified systems such as QM, AMS, ECO-Audit, quality certificates from institutes). 

 After complete processing of the respective self-assessment checks and practice standards every company can 
complete their self-declaration and thereby document that they systematically organise their company according to 
the respective topic ("CE-certification for the management"). 

 Further practical support from the partners of the INQA networks is available. 

The INQA-Check "Health" as well as all other self-assessment checks and practice standards were compiled by the 
Initiative medium-sized businesses within the scope of the Initiative new quality of work. The use of all instruments is 
free of charge. 

 
INQA company check "Good medium-sized businesses" 

 

Overall management 

INQA-Check 
"Human resources 

management" 
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(in preparation) 

INQA-Check 
"Health" 
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4.0 

Potential analysis "Innovation secures success" 
GDA-ORGAcheck – Occupational safety with method 
Potential analysis "Company education" 

Further more detailed 
topics for a 
successful company 
development 

 
  



INQA-Check "Health" 

 

Starting assistance: Which topic of the check to start with? 
 
With this starting assistance you will discover in which of the six topics areas of the INQA-Check "Health" you above all 
have special need for action. These are the topics you should start with. 

 
The eleven topics of the INQA-Check "Health" Need for action Start with 

these topics 
At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action    

 1. Healthy company (Strategy)   

We are an economically successful and health-oriented company. 

We preserve and promote the health of our employees and ensure safe, healthy 
and motivating working conditions. 

With our customers, with investors, in the region and with potential employees we 
are perceived as an attractive and healthy company. 

  

 2. Healthy working environment   

We value a working environment that preserves and promotes the health and 
performance ability of the employees. We attend to a corresponding work 
organisation and provide suitable working resources. 

  

 3. Healthy organisation   

We ensure that health is taken into account in all relevant company decisions and 
is lived in everyday actions (culture of prevention). In the work planning and 
organisation we take the knowledge and the diversity of the employees into 
account. 

  

 4. Healthy management   

We offer our employees a requirement-oriented further training so that they can 
accommodate to the requirements of our company. For this we utilise appropriate 
support and promotion possibilities. 

  

 5. Healthy togetherness (company culture)   

We know that an appreciative and respectful interaction with each other promotes 
the health as well as the performance ability and willingness of the employees. We 
specify measures for the promotion of a good working atmosphere and verify their 
effectiveness. 

  

 6. Healthy behaviour   

We know that the health of our employees significantly contributes to our 
economic success. We specifically support the own responsibility of the 
employees through offers for a healthy working and living style. 
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1 Healthy company (Strategy) 
 

 
Objective: 
We are an economically successful and health-oriented company. We preserve and promote the health of our employees and 
ensure safe, healthy and motivated working conditions. With our customers, with investors, in the region and with potential 
employees we are perceived as being an attractive and healthy company. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

  1.1 Health and employer attractiveness 
 

 

It is important for us that with our customers, with investors in the region and with potential employees 
we are perceived as being an attractive and healthy company ("health" as part of the strategy towards 
the outside). 
 
We amongst others make it clear that: 
 Our products and services are safe and prepared in accordance with health needs 
 We place value on the psychological and physical health of our employees, for example risk assessment, 

organisation of the working conditions, qualification 
 Through health promotion we also wish to further increase the satisfaction and the identification of our 

employees with the company 
 The topic health and the safe organisation of the work do not stop at our company borders (value creation 

chains, suppliers, products etc.) 
 
For example implemented through: 
 Press and public relations work, for example advertising, open house days, home page, flyers etc. 
 Involvement in non-profit organisations, for example sports clubs, healthy region 
 Commendations, for example health award 
 Certifications, for example work protection management system (AMS, Arbeitsschutzmanagement-

System), INQA-Audit 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 1.2 Health of the employees as company goal 
 

 

Preserving the health of our employees and promoting it is one of our corporate goals. Our employees 
know that their health has a great importance in our company and is taken into account in all relevant 
company decisions. 
 
Important for the health of the employees are for example: 
 Utilization of risk assessment and continuous improvement process (KVP) 
 Appreciative management, good working atmosphere, fair interactions with each other 
 Well-designed and disruption-free working procedures 
 Health-conforming planning of business trips or journeys 
 Open communication and good information flow, trusting cooperation 
 Utilise the experience and knowledge of the employees in the work planning and design. Ability-conforming 

work deployment (avoid over-challenging and under-challenging) 
 Personal development and qualification 
 Clear rules for conflicts (conflict management) 
 
You will possibly find the position of the company management again regarding health: 
 In the guiding principles 
 In the management principles, in internal directives 
 In the performance of risk assessments 
 In the observable behaviour of management staff 
 

 

 1.3 Resources for the promotion of health 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

We know which resources are available for the implementation of the company goal "health" and which 
resources we additionally require. We make the necessary resources available and utilise internal and 
external support possibilities. 
 
Own resources are for example: 
 Budget for health, time budget for the company actors 
 Health knowledge and competences of the employees, for example trainer licences 
 Company doctor, specialist for work safety, safety officer, first line helper 
 If available: Involve works committee/staff council with questions regarding work and health protection 
 
External offers and supporters are for example: 
 Health insurance providers support the development of health-promoting structures and promote 

awareness for a healthy living and working style 
 Professional associations/accident insurance providers and pension insurance providers give support with 

questions regarding safety and health during work 
 External technical safety and/or occupational medicine support 
 Advice offers of the social partners (employer associations, trade unions) and further associations, guilds 

and chambers 
 Promotion programs, for example company value: human, potential consulting NRW 

 
 The preventive care legislation provides for health insurance providers supporting companies in 

implementing company health promotion. The health-promoting measures that employers offer their 
employees can in addition be claimed for tax deduction according to § 3 No. 34 income tax law (EStG). 
Per employee the maximum amount is 500 euros per year (for further information on this enquire from tax 
adviser). 

 

 

 1.4 Company cooperations 
 

 

We utilise cooperations with other companies to be able to implement health measures more 
economically and more effectively and to exchange experiences. 
 
Possible contents of the cooperations are: 
 Exchange of experiences with other companies from the neighbourhood/region about the possible joint 

utilisation of health offers 
 Organisation of joint catering offers 
 Joint exercise and relaxation offers, courses and workshops 
 Health events/days in association 
 Company external utilisation of psychosocial counselling under maintenance of the anonymity, for example 

addiction counselling, burnout, nursing care for next-of-kin 
 Joint organisation of childcare and nursing offers 
 Joint technical safety and work medicine support (pool support) 

 
 For this utilise the offers from external experts and health providers, such as for example from health 

insurance providers, professional associations/accident insurance providers, sports clubs, health 
centres, physiotherapists, psychosocial counselling 
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2 Healthy working environment 
 

Objective: 
We value a working environment that preserves and promotes the health and performance ability of the employees. We attend 
to a corresponding work organisation and provide suitable working resources. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 2.1 Ergonomic workplace design 
 

 

We design the workplaces so that the employees enjoy coming to work and can provide high 
performance 
work. We thereby also take individual characteristics such as age, size and gender into consideration. 
 
For example we consider: 
 Lighting 
 Room climate 
 Noise 
 Working heights and grasping areas 
 Draughts 
 Floor structure 
 Freedom of movement and freedom from barriers at the workplace 
 Company-internal traffic, respectively company-internal traffic routes 
 Workstation and software ergonomics 

 
 Utilise the offers from your professional association/accident insurance provider and the health 

insurance providers 

 For the work protection organisation of your company also review the "GDA-ORGAcheck – work 
protection with method"(www.gda-orgacheck.de) 

 

 

 2.2 Working resources and protective equipment 
 

 

We provide working resources according to the current status of technology and the personal 
protection equipment (PPE) to allow safe, health-conforming and efficient work. 
 
This for example includes: 
 Ergonomic workplace equipment (furniture such as for example height-adjustable working tables, standing 

support, ergonomic working chairs) 
 Lifting and carrying aids 
 Personal protection equipment (PPE), such as for example hearing protection, eye protection, protective 

gloves, foot protection, body protection 
 

 

 2.3 Social, sanitary and emergency facilities 
 

 

Sanitary facilities, staff rooms and emergency facilities are available for the employees. 
 
This for example includes: 
 Changing, washing and toilet rooms 
 Break and/or staff rooms 
 First aid facilities and equipment necessary for this, for example first aid boxes, eye rinses, as well as their 

maintenance 
 If applicable, resting rooms for pregnant and breastfeeding women 
 

 

 2.4 Cleanliness and hygiene 
 

 

We ensure that our workplaces as well as the sanitary facilities and social rooms are clean and tidy. 
They are regularly cleaned. Corresponding responsibilities are regulated. 
 
These aspects are for example described in: 
 Cleaning plan 
 Skin protection plan 
 Hygiene/disinfection plan 
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3 Healthy organisation 
 
Objective: 
We ensure that health is taken into account in all relevant company decisions and is lived in the everyday actions (prevention 
culture). In the work planning and design we take the experiences and the knowledge of the employees and their diversity into 
account. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 3.1 Health in the areas of responsibility 
 

 

We have integrated the topic health in the areas of responsibilities and task description of our 
management staff. 
 
Examples for this are: 
 With management staff we agree that the topic health is specifically implemented in their area, for example 

in objective agreements and work instructions 
 Enable and support management staff in the implementation of the topic health 

 
 For the work protection organisation of your company the "GDA-ORGAcheck – work protection with 

method" (www.gda-orgacheck.de) provides support 

 

 

 3.2 Risk assessment, baseline situation review and control 
 

 

Under involvement of the employees we analyse the work conditions and organisation possibilities so 
as to find suitable measures and verify their efficacy. 
 
Criteria for the baseline situation review and control are for example: 
 Risk assessments 
 Analysis of data, such as absences, work and travel accidents, first aid services 
 Workplace inspections 
 Employee meetings to take experiences of the employees into account 
 Workshops with employees (work situation analyses and health circle) 
 Employee survey, satisfaction analysis 
 Meetings with employees after illness, specialists, consultants (such as specialist for work safety, company 

doctor, prevention consultant of the health insurance providers) 
 
For larger companies: 
 Involvement of the works committee/staff counsel 
 Additionally utilise supporting structures (for example control circle health, work protection committee) 

 
 If required, involve your specialist for work safety, your company doctor, your health insurance provider 

or your professional association/accident insurance provider. Utilise sample risk assessment for 
individual sectors: www.gefaehrdungsbeurteilung.de 

 Here you will find aids for the implementation of the risk assessment for psychological stresses: 
www.gda-psyche.de/DE/Handlungshilfen/Gefaehrdungsbeurteilung/inhalt.html, as well as under the 
online pages of the ZDH: 
www.zdh.de/themen/soziale-sicherungssysteme/unfallarbeitsschutz.html 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 3.3 Healthy work organisation 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

We optimise the work organisation and processes to keep the burdens of the employees low and to 
maintain a high level of their motivation. We thereby take the experiences and competences of the 
employees into account. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Clear directive and decision authorities 
 Promotion of independent action 
 If possible task change/mixed activity 
 Appropriate and transparent performance/time specifications, if possible take life situation/interests of the 

employees and family-related requirements into account 
 Clear agreements on achievability 
 Clear agreements on interfaces in the team 
 Observance of break times, offers for active break organisation 
 Avoidance of over-challenging 
 Deputization specifications or other agreements for vacation and illness 
 Support in the interaction with customers and clients ("friendliness pressure") 
 Information on safe driving, carpools and business trips 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 3.4 Personnel deployment 
 

 

In the deployment of personnel we attend to the individual abilities and interests of our employees. 
Qualifications, competencies and health requirements of the employees are regularly harmonised with 
the work requirements. 
 
In the personnel deployment the following aspects are for example to be observed: 
 Work tasks consistent with the knowledge, competencies and qualifications 
 Flexible work time organisation, for example support compatibility of work and family, health-conforming 

shift work and planning of business trips and travels 
 Completeness and variety of the work task 
 Professional competencies for the activities – if applicable additional qualification 
 Individual ideas and development potentials of the employees 
 Deployment of employees with restricted performance ability (illness or disability) 
 Comprehensive training and instruction of new employees 
 Occupational medicine preventive care and if applicable suitability examinations 

 
 For this also utilise the INQA-Check "Knowledge & competence" (www.inqa-check-wissen.de) and the 

INQA-Check "Human resources management" (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 

 

 

  3.5 Illness-related absence of employees 
 

 

We systematically attend to employees afflicted with illness, especially with long-term and/or frequent 
illnesses. We thereby show our appreciation towards the employees and utilise their feedback to 
resolve possible causes for job-related illnesses in the company. 
 
The following steps have for example proven to be beneficial: 
 Speak confidentially with employees who are ill more frequently or for a longer period of time 
 Consider the work activity and work conditions of the concerned person and if applicable adjust them 
 Offer support for reintegration to employees who are ill for more than six weeks within a year, (BEM – 

company reintegration management) 
 Correspondingly qualify management staff (sensitise them for their role in company reintegration 

management) 

 
 With work disability of more than six weeks within a year, a company reintegration management (BEM) is 

specified through legislation according to § 84 section 2 SGB IX (code of social law). Within the scope of 
this, suitable measures are to be specified. With questions regarding BEM you can utilise the offers of the 
pension insurance, the integration authorities, the health insurance providers and the professional 
associations/accident insurance providers. 

 

 

 
 
 

4 Healthy management 
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Objective: 
We are aware that our management behaviour affects the health and thereby the performance ability and willingness of our 
employees. We ensure an appreciative mode of interaction and that our employees wish to and can deploy their abilities. This is 
regularly discussed in our management meetings. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 4.1 Prerequisites for healthy management 
 

 

We create the best possible prerequisites for our employees so that they can implement their work 
tasks with motivation, productively and in conformance with health requirements. Corresponding 
management behaviour is regularly discussed and if applicable developed further through additional 
training/individual coaching. 
 
A health-oriented management includes for example: 
 Activate and promote own responsibility of the employees 
 Respect and appreciative mode of interaction, express praise and recognition 
 Give constructive and honest feedback on the work results (praise and criticism) and jointly seek for 

improvement possibilities, handle deficiencies constructively 
 Give backup support with difficult work conditions and private situations 
 Give understanding and support for employees who care for children or provide nursing care for next-of-kin 
 Show interest for the needs and health of the employees 
 Take the experiences and the competences of the employees into account 
 The best possible holistic task organisation that is consistent with the competences and interests of the 

employees 
 Create leeway for actions and decisions 
 Have an open ear with extra burdens and with over-, respectively under-challenging 
 Sensitise employees for a healthy living and working style 
 Regularly conduct employee meetings and undertake agreements on the development possibilities 
 
Health-oriented management can for example be promoted through: 
 Regular discussion of the topic in meetings with management staff 
 Job descriptions of the management staff/management guidelines/management principles 
 Training and advanced training of the management staff ("healthy employee management") 
 Company agreements/goal agreements 

 
 Utilise the offers of the health insurance providers and professional associations/accident insurance 

providers on the topic "Healthy management". 

 The project psyGA from the Initiative new quality of work offers practical support and instruments for 
management staff under psyga.info/ueber-psyga/angebote. 

 

 

 4.2 Clear specifications and consistent actions 
 

 

We continuously inform all employees about further training possibilities that are initiated, offered and 
supported through us. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Inform over the intranet or on the notice board 
 Management staff specifically recruit for further training offers and make suggestions 
 Specify contact partner for further training in the company 
 Inform in work, area or team meetings 
 Prepare and publish further training catalogue with tried and tested service providers and formats 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 4.3 Information flow 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

The employees receive all the information necessary for the work from us in good time. Thereby the 
health- and safety-relevant aspects of the work are taken into account. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Personal discussions with the employees, work and team meetings 
 Instruction, for example in new workplaces, in new tasks, new machines 
 Clear information and communication channels accessible for everyone 
 Regular safety instructions, for example on work task, first aid 
 Instruction signs, notices, for example wear hearing protection 

 
 Make use of information materials on health-relevant aspects from the health insurance providers and 

professional associations, accident insurance providers and other organisations. 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 4.4 Role model function 
 

 

As management staff I am aware of my role model function and act as an example with safety- and 
health-oriented behaviour. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Observance of brakes 
 Knowing and observing the personal pressure limits 
 Using the personal protective equipment 
 Further training, qualification, utilisation of the health offers in the company 
 Not living presenteeism as an example 
 Reflecting own strengths and weaknesses 
 A healthy living and working style 
 

 

  4.5 My health as manager 
 

 

The success and the future of the company are amongst others dependent on my health. To 
successfully manage my area/company and to be able to work productively myself I look after my 
health. 
 
Amongst others I attend to: 
 Healthy nutrition, sufficient exercise and sport, sufficient sleep 
 Regular breaks and regeneration phases 
 Preventive medical check-ups 
 Maintenance of social contacts, work-life balance 
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5 Healthy togetherness (company culture) 
 
 
Objective: 
We are aware that appreciative and respectful interactions with each other positively affect the health, as well as the 
performance ability and willingness of our employees. We specify measures for the promotion of a good company atmosphere 
and verify their effectiveness. 
 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 5.1 Forms of interaction 
 

 

We maintain an appreciative form of interaction as reliable foundation for a trusting cooperation. 
 
We promote this for example through: 
 A friendly, respectful, open and fair mode of interaction with each other 
 Opportunities for informal exchange, for example coffee kitchen 
 Jointly specified "rules" for interaction with each other, for example agreements/guiding principle 
 Workshops on respectful interactions with each other 
 Workshops on de-escalation measures, for example in interactions with customers 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

  5.2 Feedback on management behaviour 
 

 

Our employees have the possibility to provide feedback on management behaviour, to improve the 
communication between management staff and employees, the satisfaction of the employees as well 
as the mutual understanding. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Externally moderated employee workshops without management staff, which also pick up on the topic of 

management behaviour 
 Performance of structured interviews with employees, which also address the topic of management 

behaviour 
 Questionnaire surveys on management behaviour 
 360°-Feedback – management staff receive feedback about their (management) behaviour from superiors, 

other management staff, employees and customers/suppliers 

 
With all measures a comprehensive preparation is necessary: For example talks with management staff and 
employees, if possible external assessment and presentation of the results with plan of measures for the 
improvement; confidentiality of the data and anonymity of the employees must be ensured. 
 
Consultants from the health insurance providers and your professional association/accident insurance provider 
help in the implementation, for example moderation of workshops, performance of surveys. 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 5.3 Mutual support 
 

 

We mutually support each other in the implementation of a healthy living and working style. 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Be a mutual role model and give each other corresponding feedback 
 Mutually ensure a health-conforming working mode, for example when lifting and carrying loads 
 Collegial support with temporary work overload 
 Engage in exchange regarding healthy eating and drinking behaviour 
 Undertake joint exercise and relaxation breaks 
 Acceptance and support of health-restricted employees 
 Mutual understanding for family-related requirements, such as child-rearing or the nursing care of next of 

kin 
 If available: safety officers support safe and healthy work 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether you 
see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a specific area of 
responsibility. 

Need for 
action 

 5.4 Information exchange 
 

 

With us all employees exchange relevant information for an optimum work process with individuals 
and management staff that concern them. This is a prerequisite for a friction-free procedure, as well as 
a positive work result and helps to avoid discord amongst each other. 
 
We do this for example by: 
 Motivating employees for active and open exchange, for example in team discussions or transfer meetings 
 Providing employees an opportunity for regular professional exchange 
 Encouraging employees to engage in exchange about work procedures and if applicable occurring 

problems and questions 
 Take specific requirement situation of employees in other work forms into account, for example Mobile, 

Home office 
 Encourage employees to introduce their improvement suggestions 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 5.5 Handling of conflicts 
 

 

We have procedures to constructively resolve conflicts (between employees, between management 
staff or between employees and management staff). 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Enable management staff to not take criticism and indications for deficiencies personally, but to see them 

as invitations for improvement (open and professional conflicts and deficiency culture) – topic and 
agreement in management meetings 

 Encourage employees and management staff to initially resolve their conflicts amongst each other 
 Clear specification on who is to become involved with non-agreement on the conflict resolution 
 If applicable involve external supporters, for example mediator, colleagues 
 In the conflict clarification implement regulations for the future mode of interaction with each other 
 Offer training measures on conflict management 

 
 On the topic of "healthy togetherness" also review the INQA-Check "Human resources management ", 

topic 5: Good company atmosphere (www.inqa-check-personalfuehrung.de) 
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6 Healthy behaviour 
 
 
Objective: 
We understand that the health of our employees significantly contributes to our economic success. We specifically support the 
own responsibility of the employees through offers for a healthy working and living style. 
 

Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether 
you see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a 
specific area of responsibility. 

Need for action 

At present no need for action  Need for action  Urgent need for action   

 6.1 Healthy working style 
 

 

We motivate our employees to perform their work healthily and safely. We enable them to 
implement health and safety requirements and strengthen their own responsibility and health 
competence. 
 
Health competence for example includes knowledge about: 
 Work protection specifications, for example utilisation of the technical safety facilities, wearing of the 

personal protection equipment, safe handling of hazardous substances, hygiene regulations, skin 
protection plan, maternity leave 

 Health significance of the observance of working times and breaks ("regeneration ability") 
 Back-conforming work 
 Handling of stress (competence in stress management) 
 Interaction with customers/patients etc. ("friendliness pressure") 
 Handling of emotionally challenging events 
 
Methods/instruments for promotion of the health competence are for example: 
 Instructions (regularly and event-related) 
 Behaviour training at the workplace, for example back fitness at the workplace 
 Health information (brochures, lectures, e-learning) 
 Encourage employees to inform superiors and colleagues regarding safety deficiencies and health 

hazards 
 Openly and reproducibly address improvement suggestions 
 Communication of health-related information in team meetings 
 Health consultation hours and individual consultations 
 Workshops on stress and time management, life balance etc. 
 Enabling of employees to perform simple health offers (for example exercise breaks or relaxation 

exercises) 

 
 Utilise the offers of the health insurance providers and professional associations/accident insurance 

providers on the topic "Healthy management". 

 The project psyGA from the Initiative new quality of work offers practical support and instruments for 
management staff under psyga.info/ueber-psyga/angebote. 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 6.2 Healthy lifestyle 
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Successful practice 
Compare the described practice and the examples with your own situation and assess yourself whether 
you see any need for action. In larger companies the term "company" used here can also relate to a 
specific area of responsibility. 

Need for action 

Within the scope of our possibilities we promote a healthy lifestyle of our employees through 
corresponding company-internal and company-external offers. 
 
The following offers can for example thereby provide support: 
 Healthy catering offers, provisioning of fruit and water 
 Information on healthy nutrition, for example event days "Healthy eating" 
 Individual exercise and nutrition consultation through external service providers, allowance for fitness 

studio 
 Health consultation hours in the company 
 Internal or external ("company neighbourhood") sports and exercise offers, workshop offers on 

relaxation and recuperation, for example yoga 
 Organisation of exercise offers such as for example running meetings and Nordic walking 
 Information on accident and health protection at home and during leisure time 
 Motivation for using stairs and bicycle 

 
 Utilise the offers of the health insurance providers (according to § 20b SGB V), regional health 

service providers, such as fitness studios, clubs etc. 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 6.3 Health events 
 

 

We regularly conduct health events to sensitise our employees for a healthy living and working 
style. We thereby take the wishes and suggestions of our employees into consideration and 
motivate them to participate in the events. 
 
Health events can for example be: 
 Motivation and information campaigns, for example step counting competition, posters on harmonising 

exercises, nutrition, relaxation and exercise tips, healthy and safe behaviour on the daily journeys 
 Experience-oriented events (coordination course/intoxication glasses/smoothies/massage) 
 Event "Identifying safety deficiencies and health hazards" 
 Health check-ups, such as measurement of blood pressure/pulse, blood glucose, cholesterol, 

endurance test 
 Organisation of a health day event – if applicable in cooperation with neighbouring companies 
 Team events for example high-rope garden, company run 
 Teaser courses (for example relaxation, Nordic walking, back school 
 Individual health consultation, for example nutrition, exercise, relaxation 

 
 Voluntary nature, data protection, health suitability and a suitable qualification of the involved 

trainer/lecturer must be ensured. For this utilise the offers of the health insurance providers (§ 20b 
SGB V) and the professional associations 

 
One of our strengths that we specifically want to communicate in marketing to be attractive for customers and/or 
employees. 

 

 

 6.4 Addiction prevention and help 
 

 

We create a working environment that counteracts addiction-related behaviour and support 
employees who have addiction problems, for example alcohol, medication, drugs, nicotine, 
gambling, Internet addictions 
 
Suggestions from everyday practice: 
 Removal of taboos, information and education through events and information material 
 "Look – don't look away": Identification and addressing of addictive substance abuse/ascertainment of 

need for action and planning of measures 
 Alcohol prohibition in the company/zero per mill alcohol at the workplace 
 Smoke-free company/smoker de-habituation program 
 Individual addiction counselling/company doctor addiction consultation hour 
 Company agreement "addiction" to regulate the company procedure, the role of the management staff 

as well as company and external contact partners 
 Networking with external help/counselling offers/regional services 
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SELF-DECLARATION 

 
INQA-Check "Health" 

 
The company 

 ___________________________  
 ___________________________  
 ___________________________  

Name / Address 

 
declares that according to the INQA-Check "Health" and the associated 

systematic and structured methodology good human resources 
management is implemented. 

 
 

The self-declaration is based on the self-assessment dated 
 

 ___________________________  
with the document number 

 

 ___________________________  
 

The self-assessment was performed by the management on the 
basis of the INQA-Check "Health". 

 
 

 ____________________________________   ___________________________________________  
Place / Date  Signature Managing director 
 

The self-declaration is only valid together with the self-assessment and is limited to maximally 2 years. 
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Note on GDA-ORGAcheck

The individual checkpoints of the topics contained within GDA-ORGAcheck do not comprise one 

single aspect or characteristic to be checked, but rather each examines several aspects and 

characteristics as a process. The user should examine and assess this overall process and look for 

sustainable solutions and measures. In the online version, the user is given suggestions and 

information on solutions in the chapter “What must be done, what can I do?”.

The development of GDA-ORGAcheck was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Labour and 

Social Affairs (BMAS) (“Projekt AKTIV – AKTIVierung neuer und bestehender Partner für die 

intensivere Nutzung der INQA-Referenzinstrumente zur Unterstützung von KMU – 00195.13”).

 > Occupational physician: As per the law governing occupational physicians, safety engineers and other 
occupational safety professionals, every employer is obliged to appoint occupational physicians. The 
occupational physician is a consultant specially qualified in occupational medicine and who supports 
the employer in all matters relating to occupational safety and health. This includes questions such as 
how to implement preventive occupational examinations, ergonomic matters, questions about work 
rhythm, working times and rules on breaks, on the design of workplaces or on risk assessment. The 
occupational physician has no authority to issue instructions and is not subject to instructions. The 
required times are dependent on the number of employees and the type of hazard in the company / in-
dustry as well as on the respective company-specific conditions.

 > Safety representatives: The employer must appoint a safety representatives in writing in companies 
with more than 20 employees. Safety representatives are responsible for a business unit manageable 
for them, e.g. a department or production area that they know and in which they are known and re-
spected by the other employees. They have the task of supporting the persons responsible for occu-
pational safety and health in the company directly at the workplace by working towards safety and 
health-conscious behaviour among colleagues. Safety representatives do not bear responsibility for 
occupational safety and health. As a result, persons with management responsibility, e.g. masters or 
foremen, should not be appointed safety representatives.

 > Standard consulting model: If a company has more than 10 employees and does not participate in the 
alternative consulting model/employer model (see key term), as per the German Occupational Safe-
ty Act (ASiG) and DGUV accident prevention regulation 2, the company is obliged to provide occupa-
tional physicians and occupational safety professionals for occupational medicine and safety-related 
consulting. This complete consulting by the occupational physician and occupational safety profes-
sionals is called basic consulting. Overall occupational medical and safety-related consulting consists 
of basic consulting and company-specific consulting. Depending on the corporate requirements, the 
companies must identify, communicate and allocate the tasks of the occupational physicians and 
occupational safety professionals in consultation with the workers’ representatives and confirm the 
agreement in writing. They are obliged to accept advice from the occupational physician and from the 
occupational safety professional in this matter.

 > Suitability: The suitability of a person is the total sum of their attributes that enable them to success-
fully perform a given duty. This includes professional and personal suitability. Professional suitability 
comprises specialist attributes such as the professional skills, knowledge, abilities and experiences of 
a person. A person can acquire the required professional suitability through training measures as well 
as by gathering experience during the course of their career or through occupational safety and health 
briefings. Personal suitability comprises physical and mental attributes such as seeing and hearing 
ability, mobility, ability to lift heavy loads, social skills or reliability.
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GDA-ORGAcheck action plan

Company:

Date:

Processor:

Please enter the measures you specify when processing GDA-ORGAcheck. Enter the number of the checkpoint in GDA-ORGAcheck in the 
“number” column. In the “Priority” column you can specify the importance of the measures (1 = very urgent; 2 = urgent; 3 = implement in 
the medium term).

Number Measures for improving occupational  
safety and health organisation

Priority

Responsible:

Until:

Check:
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Basic version
 > Consists of the six most important elements (1 to 6)
 > Allows fast introduction
 > Online version (www.gda-orgacheck.de) must be at least processed in order to perform 

comparisons with other companies (benchmark)

Full version
 > Adds elements 7 to 15 to the basic version
 > Contains further important elements for the organization of safety and health at the workplace
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GDA-ORGAcheck allows small and medium-sized enterprises 
to check and improve their occupational safety and health or-
ganisation. As such, GDA-ORGAcheck assists them in utilising 
the potential of a well-organised occupational safety and 
health concept for a failure-free work organisation as well as 
providing support in increasing the competitiveness of the 
company.
For this purpose, the occupational safety and health organi-
sation must be structured in such a way that the safety of 
the employees is guaranteed and their health protected. This 
is most successful when occupational safety and health is 
taken into account in all company decisions and is thereby in-
tegrated in all operational processes as a matter of course. A 
systematically organised and applied occupational safety 
and health concept brings a variety of benefi ts for every com-
pany:

 > For example, fault-free operation is achieved through
 · systematic planning of work,
 · procurement of safe work tools and materials,
 · use of safe technology,
 · providing information to employees regarding proper, 

safe working methods in good time,
 · avoiding work accidents and near misses.

 > The motivation, and thereby productivity, of the emplo-
yees is encouraged by, for example,
 · ergonomically designed workplaces,
 · work scheduling that takes into account employee per-

formance,
 · appropriate workload without excessive or insuffi  cient 

burden,
 · avoiding work-related health risks as well as high num-

bers of staff  on sick leave.

 > A continuous improvement of the work processes is 
achieved through, for example,
 · a systematic, foresighted and thereby preventive work 

structure,
 · targeted continuous use of risk assessment in order to 

identify hazards and procedural errors at an early stage 
and introduce corrective measures,

 · involving employees in order to utilise their experience 
to attain a fault-free work process,

 · involving specialists for work structuring, occupational 
physicians and occupational safety professionals.

 > Operational responsibility is fulfi lled through systematic 
adherence to legal stipulations regarding occupational 
safety and health.

The check enables weaknesses in the occupational safety and 
health organisation to be identifi ed in a targeted manner and 
any necessary improvement measures to be taken.

What‘s special about GDA-ORGAcheck?
GDA-ORGAcheck is an instrument jointly developed by the 
German central government, federal state governments, Ger-
man social accident insurance institutions and social part-
ners within the scope of the Joint German OSH Strategy – 
GDA – for the self-assessment of occupational safety and 
health organisation.
GDA-ORGAcheck is primarily aimed at small and medi-
um-sized enterprises, as it presents key organisational duties 
relating to occupational safety and health to be implemented 
in companies in a compact and easily comprehensible man-
ner.
The check is part of the GDA work programme “Improving the 
organisation of occupational safety and health”, presents the 

Systematic occupational safety and health pays off
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most important contents of the checks required within the 
scope of the work programme in a clear way and allows com-
panies to perform their own self-assessments.
At the same time, GDA-ORGAcheck will also be used as a new 
reference instrument for “Off ensive Mittelstand – Gut für 
Deutschland” (Promoting SMEs – Good for Germany) and “Ini-
tiative New Quality of Work” (INQA) and will thereby comple-
ment the INQA “Guter Mittelstand” (Good SMEs) company 
check on the subject of occupational safety and health 
(www.inqa-unternehmenscheck.de). The INQA company 
check allows occupational safety and health to be systemati-
cally integrated in the company management.

What are the benefi ts of GDA-ORGAcheck?
GDA-ORGAcheck …

 > is a self-assessment tool for small and medium-sized 
enterprises for analyzing and improving the quality of 
their occupational safety and health organisation,

 > allows companies to review their own occupational safety 
and health status,

 > improves occupational safety and health organisation,
 > facilitates fault-free operation and product quality and 

thereby improves the competitiveness of the company,
 > helps avoid costs resulting from accidents or faults,
 > provides support in the systematic implementation of risk 

assessment,
 > can also be used by larger companies for assessing their 

suppliers, partner companies and contractors,
 > is a good preparation for the corporate measures contai-

ned within the GDA work programme “Improving the orga-
nisation of occupational safety and health”,

 > is the fi rst step towards introducing an OSH management 
system,

 > allows benchmarks against other participating companies 
using the online tool.

Using GDA-ORGAcheck
How to work the GDA-ORGAcheck? Go through the two to fi ve 
questions on the individual topics in GDA-ORGAcheck and as-
sess the condition of your occupational safety and health or-
ganisation on the individual questions using the traffi  c light 
rating system. Then specify the need for action for the topic 
as a whole (traffi  c light rating).
Go to the inside back page and, in the action plan, enter the 
measures you wish to realise in your company in order to im-
prove your occupational safety and health organisation.

GDA-ORGAcheck – also available online!
GDA-ORGAcheck is also available on the internet at www.gda-orgacheck.de. The online version and app allows you 
to assess your own company and save the results securely on your computer. You can also fi nd further information 
and useful aids with which you can quickly improve your occupational safety and health organisation.
In addition, you have the option of comparing your company with all other participating companies, with compa-
nies in the same industry and with those of a comparable size. In order to participate in the benchmark, the basic 
version must at least have been processed (topics 1 to 6).
www.gda-orgacheck.de

Joint German OSH Strategy – GDA
The GDA is a permanent national strategy developed by 
the German central government, federal state govern-
ments, German social accident insurance institutions 
and social partners for strengthening safety and health 
in workplaces in Germany.
One of the goals is to support companies in imple-
menting occupational safety and health measures and 
thereby make the German economy more competitive.
More information: www.gda-portal.de

Explanation of assessment fi elds:

=  Currently no need for action

=  Need for action

=  Urgent need for action

=   The question is not relevant to the company – for 
example question 14.2 in companies in which no 
staff are employed on temporary contracts.
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To specify measures, you can use the action plan on the inside back page. The online tool (www.gda-orgacheck.de) 
lists measures for each of the individual questions as well as further information, practical aids and legal 
information.

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

1.1 Are all managers informed of their obligations regarding occupational safety and health?

Not applicable

1.2 Are the areas of responsibility regarding OSH and the associated tasks and authorisations 
clearly defined and known by all? Not applicable

1.3 Are the areas of responsibility regarding OSH and the associated tasks and authorisations 
transferred in writing? Not applicable

Der GDA-ORGAcheck

Every employer is responsible for occupational safety and health. 
Managers can also be responsible for the obligations arising from 
this. Furthermore, the employer can also transfer responsibility for 
occupational safety and health tasks to reliable and competent 
persons in writing. As such, the responsible parties have a clear 
overview of their tasks and are also able to perform them correctly.

Responsibility and delegation1

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

2.1 Do employers and managers regularly check whether occupational safety and health 
protection  measures are maintained in their area of responsibility?

2.2 Are improvement measures specified and implemented where necessary?

In order to ensure the effective transfer of occupational safety and 
health tasks, employers and managers regularly check whether the 
responsible employees are fulfilling their tasks and obligations. If 
necessary, improvement measures are defined.

2 Checking OSH tasks and OSH obligations
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How is it in your company? 

For companies with standard support and up to 10 employees: Overall rating:

3.1 Are an occupational physician and an occupational safety professional commissioned 
in writing?

3.2 Are the occupational physician and the occupational safety professional involved in drawing 
up and updating the risk assessment?

3.3 Are provisions in place for ensuring that the occupational physician and / or the occupational 
safety professional are involved for special occasions? (e. g. changes in the company – new 
production tools, new work processes, production machinery and tools –, work-related 
illnesses or work accidents)

3.4 Do the occupational physician and occupational safety professional provide written reports 
regarding their activities and results?

For companies with standard support and more than 10 employees: Overall rating:

3.1  Are the occupational physician and occupational safety professional commissioned in writing?

3.2  Has the required time for basic support been determined? 

3.3  Are the additional tasks for company-specific support regularly determined 
and implemented?

3.4  Are the occupational physicians, the occupational safety professionals and, if applicable, the 
workers’ representatives involved in determining the required time and its allocation? Were 
these people also involved in determining the tasks and their assignment between the 
occupational physician and the occupational safety professional?

3.5  Only in companies with more than 20 employees: is there an OSH committee and does it 
meet at least quarterly?

3.6 Do the occupational physician and occupational safety professional provide written reports 
regarding their activities and results?

For companies with the alternative support model (employer model): Overall rating:

3.1 Do you participate in the training measures offered within the scope of alternative support 
(“employer model”) by the German social accident insurance institution (for trade and 
industry or for the public sector)?

3.2 Have agreements been reached with an occupational physician and with an occupational 
safety professional (generally an external service / consultant or through a German social 
accident insurance institution) allowing them to take action when necessary?

3.3 Only in companies with more than 20 employees: is there an OSH committee and does it 
meet at least quarterly?

3.4 Is alternative support documented (e. g. certificate of participation in training measures, 
report from occupational physician and occupational safety professional)?

Occupational physicians and occupational safety professionals advise 
and support the employer in his / her obligation to provide workplaces that 
present no risk to safety and health. Depending on the number of employ-
ees, various options are available for organising support.

Consulting by occupational physicians and 
safety professionals, OSH committee3

Only answer those questions relevant to your model of occupational medical and 
safety-related support.
Standard consulting model = support from occupational physicians and safety professionals.
Alternative consulting model (employer model) = employer will gain OSH competence personally by 
attending OSH training measures; further support by occupational physicians and safety professionals 
is additionally available when required. 
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To specify measures, you can use the action plan on the inside back page. The online tool (www.gda-orgacheck.de) 
lists measures for each of the individual questions as well as further information, practical aids and legal 
information.

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

5.1 Are provisions in place for organising the implementation of the risk assessment? 
(Area of responsibility, participation, how, when, updating / checking)

5.2 Has a risk assessment been performed in which all hazards are determined and assessed for 
all work areas and activities?

5.3 Are concrete measures defined in this risk assessment and are they implemented?

5.4 Is the effectiveness of the measures checked?

5.5 Is the risk assessment documented?

Hazards at the workplace compromise the safety and the health 
protection of the employees as well as product quality and 
productivity. The employer therefore systematically assesses the 
work-related hazards, specifies the required occupational safety and 
health measures and documents this. The risk assessment is in a way 
a weak-point analysis for identifying potential for improvement.

Organisation and implementation 
of risk assessment5

Competence in occupational 
safety and health

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

4.1 Are OSH tasks only assigned to people of suitable skills and character? 

Not applicable

4.2 Is the training requirement regularly determined for all persons entrusted with OSH tasks?

4.3 Are the necessary qualification measures carried out?

Effective occupational safety and health requires sound knowledge. 
Therefore, checks are carried out to ensure that those responsible for 
occupational safety and health (managers and employees) are sufficiently 
trained and qualified.

4
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Only employees who are informed about the hazards at their 
workplace and their occupational safety and health obligations and 
who know the necessary measures and company rules can work safely 
and in a health-conscious manner. The employer ensures that all 
employees are regularly instructed.

Instruction of employees6

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

6.1 Are provisions in place for the briefing of all employees? 
(Topics, area of responsibility, participation, methods, motive / interval – at least once per 
year, updating, checking)

6.2 Are the briefings carried out in such a way that the contents are comprehensible and 
realisable for employees and agency workers? (e. g. geared towards the workplace or field of 
activity, in the native language of the person in question)

6.3 Are the performed briefings documented?

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

7.1  Are provisions in place for the implementation of official regulations? (Area of responsibility, 
procedure, deadlines, documentation, monitoring are specified) Not applicable

7.2  Is the implementation of measures monitored by the company?

Not applicable

A good occupational safety and health organisation is also evident 
through the way it deals with official regulations (e. g. approvals, 
permissions, directives). The implementation of official regulations 
is ensured.

Offi  cial operating conditions and directions7
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To specify measures, you can use the action plan on the inside back page. The online tool (www.gda-orgacheck.de) 
lists measures for each of the individual questions as well as further information, practical aids and legal 
information.
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How is it in your company? Overall rating:

8.1 Is it ensured that all legal provisions regarding occupational safety and health relevant to the 
company are known? 
(Area of responsibility, determining of all relevant provisions, information media, information 
of managers and employees with occupational safety and health tasks)

8.2 Are alterations in the provisions determined, are the managers and employees with 
occupational safety and health tasks informed of these and are they implemented within 
the company?

8.3 Are the relevant occupational safety and health provisions available for reference?

The requirements regarding occupational safety and health in 
companies are derived from statutory legal provisions and accident 
prevention regulations. In order to maintain an overview of and take into 
account the applicable requirements, they are systematically recorded 
and checked for relevant alterations.

Legal provisions for occupational 
safety and health8

Representatives / worker’s representatives9

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

9.1 Are provisions in place for appointing the representatives required for occupational safety 
and health (e. g. safety representatives)? 
(Area of responsibility, necessity, number, qualification, cooperation) 

Not applicable

9.2 Are the company representatives and the workers’ representatives involved in topics relating 
to occupational safety and health?  Not applicable

Safety officers, other officers in the company and the works / employee 
council (if existent) support the employer in implementing the require-
ments associated with occupational safety and health in a practical 
manner.
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used to improve occupational safety and health. The communication 
channels and contact persons are specified.

Communication and improvement10

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

10.1 Are employees able to suggest improvements regarding occupational safety and health or 
point out deficiencies in occupational health and safety, and is this information taken into 
consideration? 
(Areas of responsibility, information channels)

10.2 Are the suggested improvements and notes assessed and are the employees 
informed on the outcome?

10.3 Are provisions in place as to who forwards which information to external points and in 
which cases (e. g. notification of maternity leave or accidents)?

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

11.1 Are provisions in place for preventive occupational examinations with the support of the 
occupational physician? 
(Area of responsibility, group of people, occasion, interval, information, implementation, 
checking)

11.2 Are the employees kept informed about preventive occupational examinations and is it 
provided?

11.3 Are solely employees who have participated in preventive occupational examinations 
deployed for tasks that necessitate obligatory preventive occupational examinations? Not applicable

Preventive occupational examinations11
The purpose of occupational medical prophylaxis is to prevent 
work-related health risks and recognise occupational illnesses at an 
early stage. Occupational medical prophylaxis is implemented 
through consulting as well as through obligatory, offered and 
requested provision.
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Zum Festlegen von Maßnahmen können Sie den Maßnahmenplan (hintere Umschlagseite aufk lappen) nutzen.
Im Online-Tool (www.gda-orgacheck.de) sind zu den einzelnen Fragen jeweils Maßnahmen aufgeführt sowie 
weiterführende Informationen, Praxishilfen und Rechtsbezüge zu fi nden.
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How is it in your company? Overall rating:

12.1 Are provisions in place for determining how occupational safety and health is taken into 
account in the planning of

 – new or refurbished sites or workplaces
 – facilities (e. g. furniture, utilities)
 – construction sites? (Areas of responsibility, criteria, procedure, checking)

12.2  Are provisions in place determining how occupational safety and health is taken into account 
in the planning of new work procedures and processes as well as in the planning of repair and 
maintenance work? (Areas of responsibility, criteria, checking)

12.3 Are provisions in place determining how occupational safety and health is taken into account 
in the procurement processes for new machinery, work tools and materials? (Areas of 
responsibility, criteria, checking)

Planning and procurement12

Contractors and suppliers13

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

13.1 Are there company guidelines determining how occupational safety and health is to be 
ensured in the selection, shift  planning, drawing up of contracts and activities on the 
company premises / building site of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers? 

Not applicable

13.2 Are tasks, responsibilities and competences for cooperation with contractors, subcontractors 
and suppliers clearly defined? Not applicable

13.3 Are the coordination, supervision and monitoring organised, especially when particular 
danger and mutual danger between employees is anticipated due to the activities of 
contractors, subcontractors and suppliers in the company?

Not applicable

In order to provide the right conditions for safe and 
health-conscious work at an early stage and to avoid the 
need for subsequent alterations and complaints, occupational 
safety and health is taken into consideration as early as 
the planning stage for workplaces and the procurement of 
work tools and materials.

Contractors (e. g. subcontractors, maintenance firms) and suppliers can 
present particular hazards on the company premises or on construction 
sites. This is why it is ensured that these people know and observe the 
company specific regulations regarding occupational safety and health.
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Agency workers and employees 
on temporary contracts14

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

14.1  Does the labour supply contract for agency  workers contain an agreement on occupational 
safety and health? Not applicable

14.2  Are persons who only work in the company on a part-time basis involved in the same 
occupational safety and health measures as the company‘s own employees and do they 
receive the same treatment (e. g. during briefings, in preventive occupational examinations, 
in personal protective equipment)?

Not applicable

How is it in your company? Overall rating:

15.1  Are provisions in place for first aid as well as the necessary measures for emergencies? 
(Areas of responsibility, planning / procedures, number and names of first aiders / fire safety 
officers, rescue chain, resources, first aid records, information)

15.2  Are employees trained in first aid, fire fighting and evacuation? 
(First aiders, fire safety assistants, evacuation assistants)

15.3  Do the employees know the measures and procedures for first aid and emergencies? 
(First aiders, announcing the rescue chain, regular fire safety / rescue exercises)

First aid and emergency measures15

The same occupational safety and health rules apply for persons 
who only work at the company on a temporary basis (e. g. agency 
workers, interns) as for the company‘s own employees. The 
employer therefore ensures that these persons are involved in the 
company‘s occupational safety and health measures.

In order to be able to react quickly and in a targeted manner in an 
emergency, the organisation of both first aid and the preparation 
for any other emergency measures (e. g. fire safety, evacuation) are 
an integral part of occupational safety and health.
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 > Alternative consulting model / employer model: If a company has between one and 50 employees 
(this can vary in individual sectors), instead of basic consulting it can choose an alternative form of 
consulting, the so-called employer model. A basic requirement for the participation in alternative con-
sulting is that the business operator plays an active role in daily business activities and takes respon-
sibility for occupational safety and health. For this, he/she must acquire the following knowledge in 
order to
 · build up an occupational safety and health organisation in the company,
 · recognise potential hazards,
 · independently develop solutions as well as
 · if necessary, gain advice from an occupational safety professional or an occupational physician.

 > Competence: Competence in occupational safety and health means that a person can fulfi l an every-
day working task successfully, safely and in a health conscious manner utilising their specialist, per-
sonal and methodological skills. This competence also comprises the ability to take on responsibility 
and work independently in the occupational safety and health-related task.

 > Delegation of obligations: The business operator can delegate some of their obligations relating to 
occupational safety and health. The delegation of parts of the business operator‘s obligations must 
be confi rmed in writing by the business operator and by the person to whom the obligations are dele-
gated. Suffi  cient authorisations must also accompany this delegation of obligations. As a result of the 
delegation, the person to whom an obligation is delegated is responsible for fulfi lling the obligation 
on his or her own authority.

 > Employer‘s responsibility: The employer bears general responsibility for occupational safety and 
health. This is inextricably linked with the right to give instructions.

 > Manager: A manager is a person who is authorised to give instruction for at least one other person. 
This also includes employees who only have to instruct others on a temporary basis, e. g. when train-
ing a new employee. A manager is obliged to realise all necessary arrangements and measures as per 
the applicable occupational safety and health provisions in their area of responsibility. A manager is 
always responsible for the safety and health protection of their employees – even when this is not 
expressly communicated.

 > Obligations of the business operator: In a company with managers, the business operator can del-
egate some of their obligations to company managers (delegation of obligations). However, the busi-
ness operator can never fully dispose of their responsibility. In the fi eld of occupational safety and 
health they always retain management responsibility (organisational and supervisory obligation), as 
this is inextricably linked with their right to give instructions.

 > Occupational safety professionals: As per the law governing occupational physicians, safety engi-
neers and other occupational safety professionals, every employer is obliged to appoint occupational 
safety professionals. The occupational safety professional is a consultant with special safety-relat-
ed qualifi cations and who supports the employer in all matters relating to occupational safety and 
health. These include questions such as the planning and upkeep of equipment, procurement of ma-
chines and work tools, introduction of work processes and work materials or the implementation of 
risk assessment. The occupational safety professional has no authority to issue instructions and is not 
subject to instructions. The required times are dependent on the number of employees and the type of 
hazard in the company / industry as well as on the respective company-specifi c conditions.

 > Occupational safety and health committee: In companies with more than 20 employees, an OSH 
committee must be formed. This committee is comprised of the employer or a representative, two 
elected members of the workers’ representatives, the occupational physicians, the occupational safe-
ty professionals and the safety representatives. The OSH committee has the task of providing advice 
on all questions relating to occupational safety and health in the company. It meets at least quarterly.

Glossary
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 > Occupational physician: As per the law governing occupational physicians, safety engineers and other 
occupational safety professionals, every employer is obliged to appoint occupational physicians. The 
occupational physician is a consultant specially qualified in occupational medicine and who supports 
the employer in all matters relating to occupational safety and health. This includes questions such as 
how to implement preventive occupational examinations, ergonomic matters, questions about work 
rhythm, working times and rules on breaks, on the design of workplaces or on risk assessment. The 
occupational physician has no authority to issue instructions and is not subject to instructions. The 
required times are dependent on the number of employees and the type of hazard in the company / in-
dustry as well as on the respective company-specific conditions.

 > Safety representatives: The employer must appoint a safety representatives in writing in companies 
with more than 20 employees. Safety representatives are responsible for a business unit manageable 
for them, e.g. a department or production area that they know and in which they are known and re-
spected by the other employees. They have the task of supporting the persons responsible for occu-
pational safety and health in the company directly at the workplace by working towards safety and 
health-conscious behaviour among colleagues. Safety representatives do not bear responsibility for 
occupational safety and health. As a result, persons with management responsibility, e.g. masters or 
foremen, should not be appointed safety representatives.

 > Standard consulting model: If a company has more than 10 employees and does not participate in the 
alternative consulting model/employer model (see key term), as per the German Occupational Safe-
ty Act (ASiG) and DGUV accident prevention regulation 2, the company is obliged to provide occupa-
tional physicians and occupational safety professionals for occupational medicine and safety-related 
consulting. This complete consulting by the occupational physician and occupational safety profes-
sionals is called basic consulting. Overall occupational medical and safety-related consulting consists 
of basic consulting and company-specific consulting. Depending on the corporate requirements, the 
companies must identify, communicate and allocate the tasks of the occupational physicians and 
occupational safety professionals in consultation with the workers’ representatives and confirm the 
agreement in writing. They are obliged to accept advice from the occupational physician and from the 
occupational safety professional in this matter.

 > Suitability: The suitability of a person is the total sum of their attributes that enable them to success-
fully perform a given duty. This includes professional and personal suitability. Professional suitability 
comprises specialist attributes such as the professional skills, knowledge, abilities and experiences of 
a person. A person can acquire the required professional suitability through training measures as well 
as by gathering experience during the course of their career or through occupational safety and health 
briefings. Personal suitability comprises physical and mental attributes such as seeing and hearing 
ability, mobility, ability to lift heavy loads, social skills or reliability.
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Processor:

Please enter the measures you specify when processing GDA-ORGAcheck. Enter the number of the checkpoint in GDA-ORGAcheck in the 
“number” column. In the “Priority” column you can specify the importance of the measures (1 = very urgent; 2 = urgent; 3 = implement in 
the medium term).

Number Measures for improving occupational  
safety and health organisation

Priority
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Until:

Check:
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